ON THE HORIZON

WINTER WONDERLAND

TECHNOLOGY TRIALLED

36 HOURS IN...

Discover what’s new and
next for 2020

Trading winter sun for cold
weather cruising

We put Ocean Medallion
to the test

Let the good times roll in
the Big Easy

January/February 2020 Edition 35 | £4.95

HELLO,
TOKYO
INTRODUCING

THE 2020
HOTLIST

FROM EXPLORING AN ICE CAP
TO MAKING YOUR OWN NIGHTCAP

On P&O Cruises new ship Iona, so many surprises lie in store. Some you might not have
ever considered. How about glacier-hiking by morning and sipping a gin that you’ve
helped to craft in the ship’s very own copper still by evening. Why wouldn’t you?

Customers rate P&O Cruises

Powered by
Rating as of November 2019
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HOLIDAY LIKE
NEVER BEFORE

†Select Prices shown are per person based on two adults sharing the lowest grade of cabin available within the applicable cabin type and are subject to availability. *Book an applicable Select
Price holiday and receive extra on-board spending money to spend during your cruise holiday in the on-board shops, bars, photo and art galleries, and on restaurants, spa, internet packages
and shore experiences booked on board. The amount shown is per cabin based on two people sharing the lowest grade of cabin available within the applicable cabin type, and varies by
cabin and cruise duration. Applicable to new Select Price bookings made between 18 December 2019 and 2 March 2020 on selected cabin grades on applicable departures between
19 December 2019 and 2 April 2022 and is additional to the P&O Cruises Select Price benefit of on-board spending money/car parking/return coach travel (choice of benefit dependent on
cruise type, duration and time of booking). On-board spending money amount shown includes the Select Price benefit of on-board spending money plus the extra on-board spending money.
On-board spending money can only be spent whilst on board. Offer is not applicable to Inside cabins, Early Savers or other promotional prices and cannot be exchanged for a cash alternative.
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Norwegian Fjords

Spain & Portugal

IONA G019 | 5 SEP 2020 | 7 NIGHTS

IONA G022 | 26 SEP 2020 | 14 NIGHTS

Southampton - Stavanger - Olden - Cruise in
Innvikfjorden - Cruise in Nordfjord
Hellesylt  - Geiranger - Cruise in
Geirangerfjord - Cruise in Sunnylvsfjorden
Cruise in Storfjorden - Bergen - Southampton

Southampton - Vigo - Malaga - Alicante
Barcelona - Valencia - Seville (from
Cádiz) - Lisbon - Southampton

Extra on-board spending money
on applicable Select Price holidays*

Food Hero cruise
Sea view
Select Price from

£1,049

(Sea view cabins and above)
WITH

†
per
person

DISCOVER IONA...
BOOK BY 2 MARCH 2020

£150

per cabin to
spend on board*

Sea view
Select Price from

£1,599

WITH

†
per
person

£320

per cabin to
spend on board*

PLUS
5% low deposit◊

PLUS
Extra guests sail from £99pp on
applicable Select Price holidays~
(Based on cruise G019)

WHY WOULDN’T YOU?
Northern European City Escape

Spain, Portugal & Canary Islands

IONA G135 | 23 OCT 2021 | 7 NIGHTS

IONA G202 | 15 JAN 2022 | 14 NIGHTS

Southampton - Hamburg - Rotterdam
(for Amsterdam)  - Bruges
(from Zeebrugge) - Southampton

Southampton - Madeira - Tenerife 
Gran Canaria - Lanzarote - Seville (from
Cádiz) - Lisbon  - Southampton

School holiday cruise
Sea view
Select Price from

£699

†
per
person

WITH

£
160
per cabin to

spend on board*

Sea view
Select Price from

£1,099

WITH

†
per
person

£per320
cabin to

spend on board*

Travel dates for Food Heroes may be
subject to change without notice
evening in port  overnight in port  Hellesylt call to disembark guests on shore experiences only
Travel dates for Food Heroes may be subject to change without notice
School holidays can vary by school and region, so it's worth checking the dates before you book.

Select Price and Early Saver bookings made up to 2 March 2020 will benefit from a 5% low deposit. After this date the standard deposit of 15% will apply. For bookings made within 90 days of departure the
full balance will be due at time of booking. Offer is combinable with our current on-board spending money offer on qualifying departures between 19 December 2019 and 2 April 2022. ~Book an applicable
holiday and 3rd and 4th adult guests sail from £99pp. Price shown based on cruise G019. Prices vary by cruise type, date and duration, are subject to availability and may go up or down. Available on selected
cruises when sharing an applicable cabin with two full paying adults. Offer excludes The World Cruise, Classic Southern Hemisphere Journeys, and BE grade cabins. Offer available between 18 December 2019
and 2 March 2020, on selected holidays departing between 19 December 2019 and 2 April 2022, and is subject to availability. We reserve the right to withdraw these offers in whole or on individual cruises at
any time. For up-to-date prices and full terms and conditions which you must read before booking please visit pocruises.com. P&O Cruises is a trading name of Carnival plc, a company registered in England and
Wales with company number 04039524. Feefo rating 4.2 out of 5 based on 17,186 reviews as of 25 November 2019.

◊

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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WELCOME

L

et me start by wishing you a ‘Happy New
Year’ from all of us here at Bolsover Cruise
Club and The Cruise Holiday Shop.

2019 was another exciting year for the cruise
industry, with new ships galore and more of
us taking to the seas than ever before. We
welcomed new arrivals across the spectrum,
from the uber eco-friendly Celebrity Flora and
MS Roald Amundsen to the luxury Scenic Eclipse
and the family-friendly Sky Princess. The latter
half of the year also saw the launch of our new
Cruise & Stay packaging department and we’ve
planned hundreds of tailor-made holidays in the
months since. Was yours one of them?
Looking ahead to 2020, we’re anticipating the
arrival of many new faces. P&O Cruises flagship
Iona will debut with a star-studded festival at
sea and embark on a maiden season spanning
the Norwegian Fjords, before setting sail for the
sun later in the year. Take a look at our feature
inside for details of all the new arrivals. We’re
also sharing our ‘Hot List’, the destinations
we’re earmarking for the year ahead, both near
and far. Where are these on your wish list?
All that remains is for me to wish you many
happy holidays for the new decade, wherever
they may take you.

Yours sincerely

Michael Wilson
Managing Director

EDITOR: Rebecca Martin

ALL ENQUIRIES:

DESIGNER: Daniel Greening

01246 819 819

ADVERTISING: Nathalie Avis

hello@intothebluemagazine.com
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OUR RECENT AWARDS

WHY BOOK WITH US

MULTI-AWARD
WINNING

NO HIDDEN
CHARGES

100%
FINANCIALLY
INDEPENDENT PROTECTED

WINNER

FAVOURITE CRUISE
TRAVEL AGENT

www.BolsoverCruiseClub.com
Facebook.com/BolsoverCruiseClub
@BolsoverCruise
Bolsover Cruise

CUSTOMER REVIEWS

Average customer rating:

5/5

Service rating based on over 5,000
independent passenger reviews

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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DESTINATION INSPIRATION

CORSICA
Where France and Italy would meet in a kiss sits Corsica, an
island with an air of nonchalance equally as irresistible as it is
intriguing. Rustic towns neighbour cypress forests inland, while
the coast is reserved for clandestine beaches crying out for
picnics with baguettes still warm from the boulangerie.

Bonifacio

6
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TAKE ME THERE >
MEDITERRANEAN

No
Fly

Arcadia (J105)
20 May 2021 | 18 Nights

Southampton, La Coruna, Gibraltar,
Propriano (Corsica), Civitavecchia (Rome),
Sorrento, Palermo, Valletta, Alicante, Lisbon,
Southampton
Cruise Club fares from pp

£1,449
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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FROM EYE-POPPING HUES
TO WHATEVER YOU CHOOSE

When you choose P&O Cruises, so many surprises lie in store. How about discovering the
vibrant local marine life by morning and pondering a delicious array of dishes from lobster
to regional specialties by evening. Why wouldn’t you?

Customers rate P&O Cruises

Powered by
Rating as of November 2019
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HOLIDAY LIKE
NEVER BEFORE

†Select Prices shown are per person based on two adults sharing the lowest grade of cabin available within the applicable cabin type and are subject to availability. Fly-cruise price shown
is inclusive of economy class flights from/to London and transfers. Prices may vary for other departure airports. All flights are subject to availability. *Book an applicable Select Price holiday
and receive extra on-board spending money to spend during your cruise holiday in the on-board shops, bars, photo and art galleries, and on restaurants, spa, internet packages and shore
experiences booked on board. The amount shown is per cabin based on two people sharing the lowest grade of cabin available within the applicable cabin type, and varies by cabin and cruise
duration. Applicable to new Select Price bookings made between 18 December 2019 and 2 March 2020 on selected cabin grades on applicable departures between 19 December 2019 and
2 April 2022 and is additional to the P&O Cruises Select Price benefit of on-board spending money/car parking/return coach travel (choice of benefit dependent on cruise type, duration and
time of booking). On-board spending money amount shown includes the Select Price benefit of on-board spending money plus the extra on-board spending money. On-board spending
money can only be spent whilst on board. Offer is not applicable to Inside cabins, Early Savers or other promotional prices and cannot be exchanged for a cash alternative.
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EXCLUSIVELY
FOR ADULTS

EXCLUSIVELY
FOR ADULTS

Caribbean

Arcadia's Amazon, Caribbean &
Central America Discovery

ARCADIA J117 | 9 NOV 2021 | 28 NIGHTS

ARCADIA J201 | 7 JAN 2022 | 55 NIGHTS

Southampton - Madeira - St Maarten 
Antigua - St Kitts t - Guadeloupe - St Lucia
Barbados - Grenada - Praia da Vitória,
Azores - Southampton

Southampton - Tenerife - St Vincent CVI
Manaus  - Santarém - Sail by Devil's Island
Tobago - Barbados - St Lucia - Antigua
St Kitts t - St Maarten - Tortola - Bonaire
Aruba - Curaçao - Cartagena - Colón - Puerto
Limon - Roatán t - Costa Maya - Cozumel t
Freeport, Bahamas - Bermuda  - Praia da
Vitória, Azores - Southampton

Sea view
Select Price from

£2,549

WITH

†
per
person

£640

per cabin to
spend on board*

Sea view
Select Price from

£5,549

†
per
person

BOOK BY
2 MARCH 2020

WITH

Extra on-board spending money
on applicable Select Price holidays*

spend on board*

(Sea view cabins and above)

£1per,200
cabin to

PLUS
5% low deposit◊

PLUS
EXCLUSIVELY
FOR ADULTS

Caribbean, Central
America & USA

Brisbane to
Southampton

VENTURA N203 | 11 FEB 2022 | 35 NIGHTS

AURORA REA | 23 FEB 2022 | 49 NIGHTS Δ

Southampton - La Coruña - Bermuda 
Freeport, Bahamas - Cozumel - Roatán
Belize - New Orleans  - Key West t
Miami - Port Canaveral - Ponta Delgada,
Azores - Southampton

 Fly UK to Brisbane - Rabaul - Tokyo 
Kagoshima - Hong Kong  - Singapore
Kuala Lumpur (from Port Kelang) - Penang t
Colombo - Dubai  - Muscat - Transit
Suez Canal - Valletta - Seville (from Cádiz)
Southampton

Extra guests sail from £199pp on
applicable Select Price holidays~
(Based on cruise J201)

WHY WOULDN’T YOU?

Flights included from London,
other flights may be available
Sea view
Select Price from

£3,499

WITH

†
per
person

£750

per cabin to
spend on board*

Sea view
Select Price from

£7,149

WITH

†
per
person

£per670
cabin to

spend on board*

t ship usually berthed alongside, but there is a possibility we may be required to land guests by tender
evening in port  overnight in port

ΔThe date of embarkation and number of cruise nights are displayed. Durations exclude any overnight flights,
which are included in the price.
Immigration services procedures will be required on the first port of call in the United States on cruise N203.

Select Price and Early Saver bookings made up to 2 March 2020 will benefit from a 5% low deposit. After this date the standard deposit of 15% will apply. For bookings made within 90 days
of departure the full balance will be due at time of booking. Offer is combinable with our current on-board spending money offer on qualifying departures between 19 December 2019 and
2 April 2022. ~Book an applicable holiday and 3rd and 4th adult guests sail from £199pp. Price shown based on cruise J201. Prices vary by cruise type, date and duration, are subject to availability
and may go up or down. Available on selected cruises when sharing an applicable cabin with two full paying adults. Offer excludes The World Cruise, Classic Southern Hemisphere Journeys, and
BE grade cabins. Offer available between 18 December 2019 and 2 March 2020, on selected holidays departing between 19 December 2019 and 2 April 2022, and is subject to availability.
We reserve the right to withdraw these offers in whole or on individual cruises at any time. For up-to-date prices and full terms and conditions which you must read before booking please visit
pocruises.com. P&O Cruises is a trading name of Carnival plc, a company registered in England and Wales with company number 04039524. Feefo rating 4.2 out of 5 based on 17,186 reviews as
of 25 November 2019.

◊
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FROM THE BRIDGE

Tuning in for…
Do look down…
EDGE

W

hen Edge opens at New
York’s Hudson Yards in
March, it will become the highest
outdoor skydeck in the Western
Hemisphere. With 360-degree
views from a cantilevered deck
suspended 1,100ft above ground,
it’s one for the daredevils on that
next Transatlantic crossing.

IONAFEST 2020

L

eave your wellingtons at home because the hottest festival of the year is taking
place on Iona, as P&O Cruises raise the roof (or rather, SkyDome) with the naming
ceremony to end all naming ceremonies. Because who wants a muddy tent, when
you could have a sea view? There’s still time to be there – call your Cruise Expert to
find out more.

SkyDome

10
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Iona

Travelling in style…
FASTTRACK VIP

A

s the first cruise agency in the world to offer the
FastTrack VIP meet and greet service on flights
from 700 airports, we’re all about spending less time in
security queues and more time in duty free this year.
Speak to your Cruise Expert to find out how to add it to
your booking.

Salcombe Gin

Raise a glass…
SALCOMBE GIN

W

ith only a matter of months until
Iona arrives, we’re whetting our
whistle with a tot of Salcombe Gin
to celebrate the distiller’s exclusive
partnership with P&O Cruises.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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FROM THE BRIDGE

Five reasons to visit…
LISBON

Fairytale
Sintra

I
Tiles

L

isbon delivers big time if – like
us – you have this thing with
tiles. Portugal’s famed azulejos are
everywhere you look, crumbling on
age-old balconies and resplendent
on the multi-storey facades of
buildings that could tell a thousand
stories. Ready your camera…

t isn’t hard to imagine Rapunzel
throwing down her hair from
Sintra’s pastel palace towers. Set
in rolling forested hills less than an
hour from the city, this sprawling
Moorish town spills towards the
Atlantic in scenes that could have
come straight from the storybooks.

Food, glorious
food

W

ith creamy custard tarts at
Pastéis de Belém, pancake
stacks at Insta-famous Nicolau
Lisboa, signature roasted cod at
Zé da Mouraria and all things in
between, having eyes bigger than
your belly is a given here.

12
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Beach breaks

F

rom the surf spots of Caxias,
where locals head with boards
waxed at the weekends, to the
more serene sands and dolphin
spotting opportunities of the Tróia
Peninsula, a beach is never far away
from Lisbon’s busy city streets.

On our wishlist…

B

ecause when you’re cruising your
way through your bucket list, you
need a way to mark the occasion.

100 Places Scratch Bucket List
£12.99
notonthehighstreet.com

Tram 28

C

liché, we know, but there’s
something about watching
the number 28 tram rattle its way
along the steep cobbled streets of
the Alfama district as it has done
for decades. The ride will save your
legs in the ‘Seven Hills of Lisbon’
and its windows offer the best
people watching in town.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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2021 Viking river cruises now on sale
Save £1,000pp on all 2021 Viking river cruises.
Book early to guarantee the best choice of staterooms
With the world’s largest fleet of innovative river ships – including our multi award-winning Viking Longships
– only Viking can promise you more. More comfort, more quality, more style and more choice of cruises
across Europe, Russia, Egypt and Asia. Relax in spacious, contemporary surroundings. Indulge in fabulous,
freshly cooked food and thoughtfully selected wines. Explore the cultures, customs and cuisines of the places
you visit on expertly led tours. And discover a unique and exciting view of the world.

VIKING INCLUSIVE VALUE
P Return scheduled flights from London and a choice
of up to 14 regional airports at no extra cost

P Specially selected house wine, beer and soft
drinks with lunch and dinner on board

P River-view stateroom

P Free tea, coffee and snacks any time on board

P An included excursion in almost every port

P All port charges, airport taxes and overseas transfers

P Free Wi-Fi on board (connection speed may vary)

P No surcharges guaranteed once your deposit is paid

P All delicious meals on board

14
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P On board gratuities

Rhine Getaway
8 days, 6 guided tours, Amsterdam to Basel
March to December 2021

From £1,495pp

Picture-book hilltop castles, grand cathedrals, historic cities, medieval
towns and spectacular scenery – it all awaits your discovery along the
River Rhine. From the canals of Amsterdam and centuries of history
in Cologne to the multicultural Strasbourg and the enchanting Black
Forest, this magical journey transports you to another world.
Your journey
Day 1 Amsterdam, The Netherlands | Day 2 Kinderdijk, The Netherlands
Day 3 Cologne, Germany | Day 4 Koblenz and Rüdesheim, Germany
Day 5 Speyer, Germany | Day 6 Strasbourg, France | Day 7 Breisach,
Germany | Day 8 Basel, Switzerland

Portugal’s River of Gold
10 days, 8 guided tours, Lisbon to Porto
April to November 2021

From £2,195pp

Discover Portugal’s true beauty and rich past as you sail through an ancient
land of tiny villages clustered around historic churches, monasteries and
castles. Discover baroque palaces and resplendent manor houses. Admire
tranquil landscapes and rabelos (flat-bottomed boats) heavily laden with
casks of port wine, and explore Spain’s magnificent city of Salamanca.
This unforgettable journey includes a two-night hotel stay in lovely Lisbon.
Your journey
Days 1 & 2 Lisbon, Portugal | Day 3 Coimbra and Porto, Portugal
Day 4 Régua and Pinhão, Portugal | Day 5 Douro River and Barca
d’Alva, Portugal | Day 6 Salamanca and Vega de Terrón, Spain
Day 7 Douro River and Pinhão, Portugal | Day 8 Régua, Portugal
Days 9 & 10 Porto, Portugal

Romantic Danube
8 days, 6 guided tours, Budapest to Nuremberg
April to December 2021

From £1,595pp

From Hungary’s vibrant capital, Budapest, to the elegant cafes of Vienna
and Austria’s Wachau Valley, no river enchants like the Danube. Medieval
towns, grand cities, picturesque valleys, lavish baroque cathedrals and a
blend of fascinating history, spectacular countryside and vibrant culture
– Romantic Danube is a journey that you are sure to fall in love with.
Your journey
Days 1 & 2 Budapest, Hungary | Day 3 Vienna, Austria
Day 4 Krems, Austria and Danube River | Day 5 Passau, Germany
Day 6 Regensburg and Kelheim, Germany | Day 7 Main-Danube Canal
and Nuremberg, Germany | Day 8 Nuremberg, Germany

2020 DEPARTURES AVAILABLE, PLEASE CONTACT US FOR DETAILS
Price correct at time of going to print but is subject to availability and change. From price is per person and based on
two people sharing the lowest grade stateroom available on selected river cruises, departing on selected dates in 2021.
Gratuities included on board ship only. Prices valid until 30 June 2020. Single supplements apply. For more information
please contact Bolsover Cruise Club.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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SAN CRISTOBAL TO BALTRA

SILVER GALAPAGOS | 7 MAY 2020 | 10 NIGHTS
With Silversea you enjoy free-flowing premium
wines and spirits, delicious gourmet cuisine,
in-suite dining, full butler service for every suite
and of course all gratuities.

FLY FROM/TO LONDON, SAN CRISTOBAL, ROCA LEON DORMINO,
ISLA BARTOLOME, PLAYA ESPUMILLA (SANTIAGO),
PUNTA VICENTE (ROCA ISABELA), PUNTA ESPINOZA (FERNANDINA),
CALETA TAGUS (ISABELA), BAHIA ELIZABETH (ISABELA), POST OFFICE
BAY (FLOREANA), PUNTA CORMORANT (FLOREANA), CERRO DRAGON
(SANTA CRUZ), SANTA CRUZ (LOS GEMELOS), ESTACION DARWIN &
PUERTO AYORA (SANTA CRUZ), BALTRA

Fares from
INCLUDED
BUTLER SERVICE IN EVERY SUITE
All guests are pampered equally
aboard Silversea ships. They are
the only cruise line in the world to
include butler service in every suite,
in every category. A staff-to-guest
ratio of nearly one to one ensures
that your every wish is fulfilled with
earnest precision.

Explorer
Suite

Guest 1

Guest 2

£6,750pp £5,063pp

• COMPLIMENTARY ECONOMY CLASS AIR FROM 11 UK AIRPORTS
• TRANSFERS
• 2 NIGHT PRE-CRUISE STAY
• QUITO BY NIGHT TOUR
• ALL LAND AND SEA EXCURSIONS
• $300 SHIPBOARD CREDIT

INCLUDED
GOURMET DINING
Delicious meals created with
thought and panache, discerningly
elaborate menus with perfectly
balanced wine choices and a
relaxed atmosphere with erudite
friends – dining aboard any
Silversea ship is the ultimate
experience for people who
only want superlatives.
INCLUDED

ATHENS TO ATHENS

GRATUITIES
Unwavering commitment to
flawless service requires an
attitude that is totally focused on
the part of every member of the
staff. Their professional training
is apparent, from the waiter who
keeps your water glass filled to the
chef who prepares your favourite
soufflé à la minute.

INCLUDED
EXPEDITION ACTIVITIES AND
ONBOARD LECTURES
An expedition cruise not
only takes you to the farthest
reaches of the globe, but with
expert onboard guides, takes
you there with expertise.

16
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SILVER SPIRIT | 29 OCT 2020 | 7 NIGHTS
FLY FROM/TO LONDON, PIRAEUS (ATHENS), MYKONOS, KUSADASI,
RHODES ISLAND, AGHIOS NIKOLAOS (CRETE), SANTORINI,
NAFPLION, PIRAEUS (ATHENS)

Fares from

Guest 1

Guest 2

Vista
Suite

£3,960pp £2,970pp

Veranda
Suite

£4,860pp £3,645pp

• *COMPLIMENTARY BUSINESS CLASS AIR FROM 11 UK AIRPORTS
• $300 SHIPBOARD CREDIT
Included economy air with complimentary business class on select Mediteranean & Europe sailings,
overseas transfers and pre-cruise hotel stays valid on bookings made by 28 February 2020 and
are subject to availability. Silver Privilege fares shown are in Pound Sterling per guest based on

ATHENS TO BARCELONA

BARCELONA TO ATHENS

SILVER WHISPER | 28 AUG 2020 | 11 NIGHTS

SILVER SPIRIT | 17 OCT 2020 | 12 NIGHTS

FLY FROM/TO LONDON, PIRAEUS (ATHENS, OVERNIGHT IN PORT),
MYKONOS, KUSADASI, PATMOS, GIARDINI NAXOS (SICILY),
VALLETTA (OVERNIGHT IN PORT), GOZO, PALMA DE MALLORCA,
BARCELONA (OVERNIGHT IN PORT)

FLY FROM/TO LONDON, BARCELONA, PORTO MAHON,
CAGLIARI (SARDINIA), TRAPANI (SICILY), GIARDINI NAXOS (SICILY),
VALLETTA (OVERNIGHT IN PORT), NAFPLION, MYKONOS, KUSADASI,
SANTORINI, PIRAEUS (ATHENS)

Days not mentioned are spent relaxing at sea

Fares from

Guest 1

Guest 2

Vista
Suite

£5,400pp £4,050pp

Veranda
Suite

£6,210pp £4,658pp

Fares from

Veranda
Suite

Guest 1

Guest 2

£5,490pp £4,941pp

• *COMPLIMENTARY BUSINESS CLASS AIR FROM 11 UK AIRPORTS
• $250 SHIPBOARD CREDIT

• *COMPLIMENTARY BUSINESS CLASS AIR FROM 11 UK AIRPORTS
• $300 SHIPBOARD CREDIT

LIMA TO FORT LAUDERDALE

BUENOS AIRES TO RIO DE JANEIRO

FLY FROM/TO LONDON, LIMA (CALLAO, OVERNIGHT IN PORT), SALAVERRY,
MANTA, FUERTE AMADOR (PANAMA CITY, OVERNIGHT IN PORT),
PUERTO LIMON, ROATAN, SANTO TOMAS, BELIZE CITY, COZUMEL,
FORT LAUDERDALE

FLY FROM/TO LONDON, BUENOS AIRES (OVERNIGHT IN PORT),
PUNTA DEL ESTE, ITAJAI, ILHABELA, PARATY, BUZIOS,
RIO DE JANEIRO (OVERNIGHT IN PORT)

SILVER MOON | 7 DEC 2020 | 17 NIGHTS
Days not mentioned are spent relaxing at sea

Fares from

Guest 1

Guest 2

Vista
Suite

£4,770pp £3,577pp

Veranda
Suite

£5,940pp £4,455pp

• *COMPLIMENTARY ECONOMY CLASS AIR FROM 11 UK AIRPORTS
• 1 NIGHT PRE-CRUISE STAY
• TRANSFERS
• $300 SHIPBOARD CREDIT

SILVER MOON | 12 FEB 2021 | 13 NIGHTS
Days not mentioned are spent relaxing at sea

Fares from

Veranda
Suite

Guest 1

Guest 2

£5,760pp £4,320pp

• *COMPLIMENTARY ECONOMY CLASS AIR FROM 11 UK AIRPORTS
• 1 NIGHT PRE-CRUISE STAY
• TRANSFERS

double occupancy of the lowest suite category available and reflect the highest saving available for each voyage. Bookings made
before or after the promotional period will not qualify for the savings. Onboard spend amounts are per suite. Further terms and
conditions apply, please call for details. Travel Insurance, visa's & vaccinations are at an additional cost. E&OE.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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ON THE

HORIZON
Last year was one of the biggest in cruise history, but in an
industry known to never rest on its laurels, the year ahead
looks set to top it. Rebecca Martin takes a look at what’s
new and next for the world’s biggest cruise lines.

REGENT SEVEN SEAS CRUISES

SEVEN SEAS SPLENDOR
FEBRUARY 2020

C

hristie Brinkley will be the suitably
stylish Godmother to Seven Seas
Splendor, the second vessel in the
super-luxe Explorer-class fleet.
Unadulterated extravagance is the
order of the day on the six-star ship,
with no expense spared in the pursuit
of incomparable luxury. Seven Seas
Splendor’s Regent Suite will be the most
luxurious at sea and the largest ever built
at 4,445sq.ft.
Regent Seven Seas Cruises are known
to serve some of the finest food you’ll
ever eat at sea – or on land, for that
matter – and the epicurean offering
aboard Seven Seas Splendor is every
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bit as impressive as we have come
to expect. Michelin-quality dishes
arrive in dining rooms decorated
in famously good taste, from the
sultry surroundings of Prime 7 to the
unmistakeable Parisian ambience of
Chartreuse.

TAKE ME THERE >
VENICE TO BARCELONA

✈
Flights
Included

Seven Seas Splendor
23 Jul 2020 | 12 Nights

Fly from/to UK, Venice, Zadar, Kotor, Dubrovnik,
Argostoli, Taormina (Sicily), Amalfi/Positano,
Civitavecchia (Rome), Portofino, Monte Carlo,
Marseille (Provence), Barcelona
Cruise Club fares from pp

£7,487

CELEBRITY CRUISES
CELEBRITY APEX
APRIL 2020

C

elebrity Edge changed the game
when she arrived late in 2018,
redefining ocean cruising as we knew
it with totally new ways to spend
time at sea. Celebrity Apex becomes
the second of three Edge-class ships
when she launches with sailings from
Southampton in April 2020, replicating
the recipe for success that has
seen her sister ship recognised as a
revolutionary. Kelly Hoppen-designed
interiors make for some of the chicest
staterooms at sea in any category, while
edgy spaces like Eden and

The Rooftop Garden shatter any illusions
of cruise ships being staid affairs.

TAKE ME THERE >

No
Fly

NORTHERN EUROPE
CAPITAL CITIES

Celebrity Apex is the cool-kid of cruising,
with iconic interior design and a cocktail
list to rival those found in London’s most
esteemed hangouts. Paradise for foodies,
with 29 top-class eateries across its 16
decks, the hotly-anticipated new arrival
even makes tendering a pleasure with the
return of the Magic Carpet, a cantilevered
platform that transforms effortlessly
from high-end dining room and lounge to
tender station.

Celebrity Apex
13 Apr 2020 | 10 Nights

Southampton, Oslo (overnight in port),
Copenhagen, Warnemunde (Berlin), Amsterdam,
Zeebrugge (Bruges), Le Havre (Paris),
Southampton
Cruise Club fares from pp

£1,349

VIRGIN VOYAGES
SCARLET LADY
APRIL 2020

W

hen Sir Richard Branson announced
that he was to create his own cruise
line, we knew to expect things to be done
a little, how shall we put this…differently.
Enter Scarlet Lady. The first Virgin Voyages
vessel may be named after the first plane
in the Virgin Atlantic fleet, but that is
where any element of tradition ends for
the rule-breaking ship that hopes to turn a
whole industry on its head. You won’t find
a main dining room on board, nor a buffet
or dress code. There’ll be an ‘it’s on us’
approach to fares, with tips, all restaurants,
unlimited WiFi and fitness classes all
included in the cost of your cruise.

An adult-only sailing on Scarlet Lady
walks the line between lazy days and
wild nights, not least at The Beach Club
in Bimini. This private Bahamian hideout
promises ‘peaceful mornings and amplified
afternoons’, including performances
from the likes of Mark Ronson, Virgin’s
resident musical maestro. A bonfire finale
will round off proceedings, before it’s
‘all aboard!’ to continue the fun into the
small hours at The Mansion. There’ll even
be champagne and food delivery at the
touch of a button, not to mention a tattoo
parlour for a lasting reminder of your time
spent at sea.

TAKE ME THERE >
FIRE & SUNSET SOIREES

✈
Flights
Included

Scarlet Lady
17 Jun 2020 | 9 Nights

Fly from/to Heathrow, Miami, Key West,
Bimini Beach Club

INCLUDES A 4-NIGHT STAY AT THE
EDEN ROC MIAMI BEACH
Cruise Club fares from pp

£1,999

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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CARNIVAL CRUISE LINE
CARNIVAL MARDI GRAS
APRIL 2020

A

s fun as the New Orleans party
parade they named it after,
Carnival Mardi Gras invites you to
live it up in six districts packed full
of places to eat, drink and play.
The coffee is strong and the ocean
views are good in Grand Central,
while Summer Landing brings
the backyard barbecue to the
seas, complete with craft beers
and plenty of poolside R&R. The
French Quarter is a near-perfect
replica of its NOLA counterpart;
heavy on the atmosphere and
entertainment. And did we
mention the rollercoaster? BOLT
will be the first at sea.
There’s never a dull moment on a
Carnival ship and the cruise line

has become a real family favourite,
making Carnival Mardi Gras a great
option for winter sun holidays with
the kids in the Caribbean. While
the action never stops, the ship’s

adult-only Serenity Retreat is a
haven of relaxation in which to rest
and recharge away from the hustle
and bustle.

TAKE ME THERE >
WESTERN CARIBBEAN

Cruise
Only
*call for flights*

Mardi Gras
27 Nov 2021 | 7 Nights

Port Canaveral (Orlando), Cozumel, Costa Maya,
Mahogany Bay, Port Canaveral (Orlando)

Cruise Club fares from pp

£504

The WaterWorks

P&O CRUISES
IONA
MAY 2020

P

&O Cruises invites guests to
holiday like never before on Iona,
the ship set to elevate everything we
know and love about the cruise line
to dizzying new heights. A host of
fleet-first features will be found on
the most family-friendly P&O Cruises
ship to date, including a multi-purpose
SkyDome entertainment hub and
all-new Conservatory Mini-Suites
created to put you closer to the ocean.
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An exclusive partnership with Salcombe
Gin brings the first-ever distillery at sea,
while collaborations with celebrated
chefs known as ‘Local Food Heroes’
brings new flavour to the fleet.
Sailing from Southampton, Iona will
spend her inaugural season in Norway,
before heading to the sun for a winter
in the balmier climes of Spain, Portugal
and the Canary Islands.

TAKE ME THERE >
WESTERN EUROPE

No
Fly

Iona (G104)
13 Feb 2021 | 7 Nights

Southampton, Hamburg,
Rotterdam (Amsterdam, overnight in port),
Zeebrugge (Bruges), Southampton
Cruise Club fares from pp

£440

PRINCESS CRUISES
ENCHANTED PRINCESS
JUNE 2020

E

nchanted Princess will follow
in the footsteps of 2019’s Sky
Princess when it joins the Princess
Cruises fleet of contemporary
ships. The fifth Royal-class ship
was made for multi-generational
travellers, thanks to carefully
curated features designed to
appeal to the whole family
without ever becoming gimmicky.
Service is famously attentive on
Princess Cruises ships and the
integration of Ocean Medallion
technology on Enchanted Princess

makes for a really interactive
experience that sees you able to
do everything from open your
stateroom to ordering drinks and
food from your phone.
After a christening ceremony in
Southampton, Enchanted Princess
will sail a maiden season in the
Mediterranean, where an infinity pool
and the largest balconies found on
any ship in the Princess Cruises fleet
promise to make the destination the
star of the show.

TAKE ME THERE >
EUROPEAN EXPLORER

✈
Flight
Included

Enchanted Princess (N043)
1 Jul 2020 | 10 Nights

Southampton, Bilbao, Lisbon, Gibraltar,
Barcelona, La Seyne (Toulon/Provence),
Livorno (Florence/Pisa),
Civitavecchia (Rome), fly to London
Cruise Club fares from pp

£1,626

AMAWATERWAYS
AMASIENA
JULY 2020

L

ast year was a busy one for
AmaWaterways, with the river cruise
line making its mark on European
waterways with three new ships; the
gilded AmaDouro, the AmaMora,
and AmaMagna, the fleet’s most
technologically-advanced, double-width
ship, built specifically for the Danube.
2020 sees another new arrival in
AmaSiena, the 156-passenger ship
destined for seven, 10 and 11-night
itineraries on the Rhine, Main,
Moselle and Danube rivers.

TAKE ME THERE >

✈

CHRISTMAS MARKETS ON
THE RHINE

Flights
Included

AmaSiena
16 Dec 2021 | 7 Nights

Fly from/to UK, Amsterdam (overnight in port),
Cologne, Rudesheim, Ludwigshafen,
Strasbourg, Breisach, Basel
Cruise Club fares from pp

£3,399
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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SILVERSEA
SILVER MOON
AUGUST 2020

S

ilver Moon will mirror her sister ship
Silver Muse, bringing Silversea’s
hallmark luxury to sailings around the
Mediterranean, Caribbean and South
America. Earmarked as part of a new era
for Silversea, the two sister vessels bring
small-ship intimacy and sleek all-suite
accommodation for 595 guests.
Silversea’s dedication to fine dining
is well-reported and Silver Moon

TAKE ME THERE >
will uphold the line’s gastronomic
reputation with epicurean
excursions and regionally-inspired
menus, via the arrival of the
all-new Sea And Land Taste (SALT)
programme. Better known by its
acronym, SALT will cement Silver
Moon’s reputation as the destination
du jour for cruising foodies.

ROME TO BARCELONA
Silver Moon
17 Aug 2020 | 7 Nights

Fly from/to UK, Civitavecchia (Rome),
Livorno (Florence/Pisa), Portofino, Monte Carlo,
Marseille (Provence), Palamos, Barcelona
Cruise Club fares from pp

£3,500

CRYSTAL CRUISES
CRYSTAL ENDEAVOR
AUGUST 2020

O

nce upon a time, luxury and
adventure were mutually
exclusive; fast forward to 2020
and you can dine at world-class
Nobu whilst cruising Antarctica.
When launched in August, Crystal
Endeavor will seamlessly merge
private yacht-style sophistication
with the expedition capabilities of
a pioneer that has been designed
especially for the most remote
reaches of the globe.
Days will be spent discovering
underwater realms on the ship’s own
submersibles in Indonesia or soaring
over epic Antarctic ice floes in its
helicopter. In the most perfect of
juxtapositions, evenings are a haze
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of six-star personal butler service in
acclaimed restaurants with
Michelin-trained chefs at their helm.

TAKE ME THERE >
MELBOURNE TO PERTH
(FREMANTLE)

Cruise
Only
*call us for flights*

Crystal Endeavor
24 Mar 2021 | 10 Nights

Melbourne, Tasmania, Adelaide, Kangaroo Island,
Port Lincoln, Middle Island, Albany, Busselton,
Perth (Fremantle)
Cruise Club fares from pp

£8,794

✈
Business
Class Flights
Included

SAGA CRUISES
SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE
SUMMER 2020

S

TAKE ME THERE >

pirit of Adventure signals a second wave in luxury
boutique cruise for small-ship specialists,
Saga Cruises. Best described as a sister ship to
Spirit of Discovery with some surprises of her
own, the 999-passenger ship will incorporate 100
balcony cabins just for solo travellers and will offer a
Nepalese restaurant amongst its epicurean delights,
all of which are included in your fare.
A ratio of two crew to every three guests, along with
VIP door-to-door transfers on your day of departure,
promises to see Saga’s reputation for impeccable
service stand strong.

A NORWEGIAN CANVAS

No
Fly

Spirit of Adventure
21 Sep 2020 | 7 Nights

Dover, Stavanger, Flam, Olden, Bergen, Dover

Cruise Club fares from pp

£2,067

Amalfi restaurant

ROYAL CARIBBEAN
ODYSSEY OF THE SEAS
OCTOBER 2020

B

ar-raising, gravity-defying,
game-changing. That’s how Royal
Caribbean describe the latest ship in its
adrenaline-fuelled, packed-full-of-fun
fleet. Odyssey of the Seas will become
the second Ultra Quantum-class ship,
sister to the recently-launched Spectrum
of the Seas and crammed full of the
same features. Best of all, she is coming
straight to our doorstep, sailing cruises
in Europe in 2021 after spending her
first season in the Caribbean.
The newest member of the Royal
Caribbean fleet will be the most
technologically-advanced, tricked-out
family cruise ship sailing the Caribbean
in 2020. Roller skating, bumper cars,

circus school, sky-diving, surfing,
rock climbing and more are amongst
activities guaranteed to banish the word
boredom from the kids’ vocabularies.

TAKE ME THERE >
WESTERN CARIBBEAN &
PERFECT DAY

Cruise
Only
*call us for flights*

Odyssey of the Seas
9 Jan 2021 | 7 Nights

Fort Lauderdale, Perfect Day at CocoCay (Bahamas),
Cozumel, Roatan (Honduras), Puerto Costa Maya,
Fort Lauderdale

Cruise Club fares from pp

£556

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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Sail
Sail
Sail
Sail
Sail

YOUR WAY

3 NEW WAYS TO BOOK

YOUR WAY
YOUR
SAIL WAY
1

It’s easier than ever before to escape in
Modern Luxury. Book with four perks
included – drinks, Wi-Fi, gratuities,
and onboard spending money – for
the ultimate in value and convenience.
Alternatively, choose your favourite two
perks, or simply select 'Sail' and cruise for
the lowest available fare. And don’t forget,
guests sharing with
the first two in a stateroom save 50%
on their cruise fare. This offer applies
nearly everywhere Celebrity Cruises
sails – more than 300 exciting
destinations worldwide!
3
So what are you waiting for?

SAIL

2

3

SAIL PLUS SAIL ALL INCLUDED

LOWEST FARE
AVAILABLE

ADD TWO PERKS

ADD FOUR PERKS

3 NEW WAYS TO BOOK

TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY

1

LOWEST
FARE
AVAILABLE
3 NEW
WAYS
TO BOOK

2

SAIL
PLUS
1 SAIL
ADD TWO PERKS

Sail

ALL INCLUDED

LOWEST FARE AVAILABLE

YOUR WAY

SAIL2 ALL
INCLUDED
SAIL
PLUS
ADD FOUR PERKS
ADD TWO PERKS

3 NEW WAYS TO BOOK

PLUS
SAIL ALL1INCLUDED
SAIL
TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY

3

ADD TWO
PERKS
ADD FOUR
PERKS

LOWEST FARE AVAILABLE

TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY

CLASSIC BEVERAGE
PACKAGE

(SUPPLEMENT
APPLIES)
CLASSIC
BEVERAGE
PACKAGE

2

$300

$300
ONBOARD
SPEND*

GRATUITIES

UNLIMITED
WI-FI

SAIL PLUS
ONBOARD
$300SPEND

Sail

GRATUITIES

ONBOARD SPEND

TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY

UNLIMITED
WI-FI

ADD TWO PERKS

3

SAIL ALL INCLUDED
ADD FOUR PERKS
TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY

†

$1,000 Per Stateroom

ALL INCLUDED

(When selecting onboard spend as a perk)

PREMIUM BEVERAGE
PACKAGE

DRINKS, ONBOARD SPEND,
TIPS, WI-FI
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$300

ONBOARD
$300SPEND
ONBOARD SPEND

GRATUITIES

UNLIMITED
WI-FI

*The ‘Sail Your Way’ offer applies to new bookings on selected sailings of 4 nights or more departing after 1 Jan 2020 and booked from 19 Nov 2019 to 3 Mar 2020. The first two guests
named in a qualifying Inside, Oceanview, Balcony, Concierge Class, or AquaClass stateroom (including Z,Y,X,XC,XA guarantee categories) are eligible to receive two amenities with the
choice of a “Two Perks Included”. Perks available are; Classic Beverage Package, $150 per person onboard credit per person (“OBC”), Gratuities Included or Unlimited WiFi Package.
For an additional sum, guests may receive all four amenities with an upgrade from the Classic Beverage Package to the Premium Beverage package by selecting the “Four Perks
Included”. Each of the first two guests in a qualifying Suite booking (including W guarantee category) are eligible to receive four complimentary amenities: Premium Beverage Package,

SOUTHAMPTON SAILINGS

UP TO

UP TO

†

†

$1000

$1000

FREE ON
BOA
SPEND RD

NORWEGIAN FJORDS

NORWEGIAN FJORDS

Celebrity Apex
3 May 2020 | 7 Nights

Celebrity Silhouette
9 May 2020 | 7 Nights

SM

®

Southampton, Bergen, Alesund, Geiranger, Stavanger, Southampton

FARES FROM
PER PERSON

FREE ON
BOA
SPEND RD

Southampton, Bergen, Olden, Geiranger, Stavanger, Southampton

SAIL PLUS
ADD TWO PERKS

†ONBOARD
SPEND PP

FARES FROM
PER PERSON

SAIL PLUS
ADD TWO PERKS

†ONBOARD
SPEND PP

OCEANVIEW

$250

£1,769

OCEANVIEW

$250

BALCONY

$250

£1,693

BALCONY

$250

£1,149
FREE UPGRADE
£1,149

$250

£2,007

CONCIERGE

$250

£1,339

$250

£2,197

AQUACLASS

$250

£1,482

$500

£2,957

SKY SUITE

$500

£2,289

CONCIERGE
AQUACLASS

®

SKY SUITE

®

UP TO

UP TO

†

†

$1000

$1000

FREE ON
BOA
SPEND RD

SCANDINAVIA & ST. PETERSBURG

SPAIN & PORTUGAL MEDITERRANEAN
Celebrity Silhouette
15 August 2020 | 13 Nights

Celebrity Silhouette
13 June 2020 | 14 Nights
®

®

Southampton, Copenhagen (overnight in port), Stockholm, Helsinki,
St. Petersburg (overnight in port), Warnemunde (Berlin), Aarhus, Southampton

FARES FROM
PER PERSON

†ONBOARD
SPEND PP

FREE ON
BOA
SPEND RD

SAIL PLUS
ADD TWO PERKS

Southampton, Gibraltar, Cartagena, Palma De Mallorca, Barcelona, Valencia,
Cadiz (Seville), Lisbon, Southampton

FARES FROM
PER PERSON

$250

BALCONY

$250

£X,XXX
FREE UPGRADE
£X,XXX
£2,106

$250

£2,296

$250

£2,486

$500

£5,146

$250

BALCONY

$250

FREE UPGRADE
£2,013

$250

£2,203

CONCIERGE

$250

£2,488

AQUACLASS

$500

£5,053

SKY SUITE

AQUACLASS
SKY SUITE

®

SAIL PLUS
ADD TWO PERKS

OCEANVIEW

OCEANVIEW
CONCIERGE

†ONBOARD
SPEND PP

®

Unlimited WiFi Package, $150 per person onboard credit (“OBC”), and Gratuities Included. All guests in the same stateroom must select the same options at time of booking. For an
additional saving in a qualifying Inside, Oceanview, Balcony, Concierge Class, or AquaClass stateroom (Including Z,Y,X,XC,XA guarantee categories), guests may remove any Perks and
qualify for “Price Only”. 3rd and 4th guests occupying the same stateroom will each receive a saving of 50% from their cruise fare excluding cruise taxes and fees. Book an applicable
sailing departing 1 Jan 2020 to 30 Apr 2020 by 3 Mar 2020 and receive additional on-board spending up to $1000 per stateroom. †Onboard Spend PP shown is based upon both
guests selecting Onboard Spend as one of their Perks. Other add-ons including but not limited to Air fares, Hotels and Transfers are not included. Travel insurance is additional. E&OE.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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EUROPE SAILINGS

UP TO

UP TO

†

†

$1000

$1000

FREE ON
BOA
SPEND RD

ITALY, FRANCE, MONACO & SPAIN

IRELAND & ICELAND

Celebrity Apex
30 May 2020 | 7 Nights

Celebrity Reflection
5 June 2020 | 10 Nights

SM

®

Civitavecchia (Rome), Naples, La Spezia (Florence/Pisa), Monte Carlo, Cannes,
Palma De Mallorca, Barcelona
CRUISE ONLY FARES FROM PER PERSON
PLEASE CALL FOR FLIGHTS

FREE ON
BOA
SPEND RD

SAIL PLUS
ADD TWO PERKS

†ONBOARD
SPEND PP

Dublin, Greenock (Glasgow), Akureyri, Reykjavik (overnight in port), Belfast,
Cobh (Cork), Dublin
CRUISE ONLY FARES FROM PER PERSON
PLEASE CALL FOR FLIGHTS

SAIL PLUS
ADD TWO PERKS

†ONBOARD
SPEND PP

OCEANVIEW

$250

£1,389

OCEANVIEW

$250

£1,629

BALCONY

$250

£1,493

BALCONY

$250

£1,724

$250

£1,531

CONCIERGE

$250

£1,819

$250

£1,626

AQUACLASS

$250

£2,104

$500

£2,671

SKY SUITE

$500

£4,099

CONCIERGE
AQUACLASS

®

SKY SUITE

®

UP TO

UP TO

†

†

$1000

$1000

FREE ON
BOA
SPEND RD

ITALY & BEST OF GREEK ISLANDS

ADRIATIC, GREECE & ITALY CRUISE
Celebrity Infinity
26 July 2020 | 7 Nights

Celebrity Edge
26 June 2020 | 10 Nights
®

®

Civitavecchia (Rome), Messina (Sicily), Santorini, Piraeus (Athens), Mykonos,
Rhodes, Souda Bay (Chania, Crete), Naples, Civitavecchia (Rome)
CRUISE ONLY FARES FROM PER PERSON
PLEASE CALL FOR FLIGHTS

FREE ON
BOA
SPEND RD

†ONBOARD
SPEND PP

SAIL PLUS
ADD TWO PERKS

Venice, (overnight in port), Split, Kotor, Corfu, Naples, Civitavecchia (Rome)

CRUISE ONLY FARES FROM PER PERSON
PLEASE CALL FOR FLIGHTS

†ONBOARD
SPEND PP

SAIL PLUS
ADD TWO PERKS

OCEANVIEW

$250

£2,102

OCEANVIEW

$250

£1,084

BALCONY

$250

£2,577

BALCONY

$250

£1,236

$250

£2,672

CONCIERGE

$250

£1,293

$250

£2,862

AQUACLASS

$250

£1,426

$500

£4,762

SKY SUITE

$500

£1,911

CONCIERGE
AQUACLASS

®

SKY SUITE
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®

*The ‘Sail Your Way’ offer applies to new bookings on selected sailings of 4 nights or more departing after 1 Jan 2020 and booked from 19 Nov 2019 to 3 Mar 2020. The first two guests
named in a qualifying Inside, Oceanview, Balcony, Concierge Class, or AquaClass stateroom (including Z,Y,X,XC,XA guarantee categories) are eligible to receive two amenities with the
choice of a “Two Perks Included”. Perks available are; Classic Beverage Package, $150 per person onboard credit per person (“OBC”), Gratuities Included or Unlimited WiFi Package.
For an additional sum, guests may receive all four amenities with an upgrade from the Classic Beverage Package to the Premium Beverage package by selecting the “Four Perks
Included”. Each of the first two guests in a qualifying Suite booking (including W guarantee category) are eligible to receive four complimentary amenities: Premium Beverage Package,

WORLDWIDE SAILINGS

UP TO

UP TO

†

†

$1000

$1000

FREE ON
BOA
SPEND RD

EASTERN CARIBBEAN CRUISE

ALASKA HUBBARD GLACIER CRUISE

Celebrity Edge
8 March 2020 | 7 Nights

Celebrity Eclipse
24 May 2020 | 7 Nights

®

®

Fort Lauderdale, San Juan, Tortola, St. Maarten, Fort Lauderdale

CRUISE ONLY FARES FROM PER PERSON
PLEASE CALL FOR FLIGHTS

FREE ON
BOA
SPEND RD

Vancouver, Inside Passage (cruising) Icy Strait Point,
Hubbard Glacier (cruising) Juneau, Ketchikan, Inside Passage (cruising) Vancouver
SAIL PLUS
ADD TWO PERKS

†ONBOARD
SPEND PP

CRUISE ONLY FARES FROM PER PERSON
PLEASE CALL FOR FLIGHTS

OCEANVIEW

$250

£1,256

OCEANVIEW

BALCONY

$250

£1,408

BALCONY

$250

£1,512

CONCIERGE

$250

£1,598

AQUACLASS

$500

£2,368

SKY SUITE

CONCIERGE
AQUACLASS

®

SKY SUITE

$250
®

$250

£1,364

$250

£1,478

$250

£1,564

$250

£1,776

$500

£2,685

UP TO

UP TO

†

†

$1000

$1000

FREE ON
BOA
SPEND RD

CARIBBEAN AND THE AMERICAS

FREE ON
BOA
SPEND RD

VIETNAM & THAILAND HOLIDAY

Celebrity Reflection
23 November 2020 | 11 Nights

Celebrity Millennium
20 December 2020 | 14 Nights

®

®

Fort Lauderdale, Grand Cayman, Cartagena, Colon, Puerto Limon, Roatan,
Puerto Costa Maya, Fort Lauderdale

CRUISE ONLY FARES FROM PER PERSON
PLEASE CALL FOR FLIGHTS

SAIL PLUS
ADD TWO PERKS

†ONBOARD
SPEND PP

†ONBOARD
SPEND PP

SAIL PLUS
ADD TWO PERKS

Hong Kong (overnight in port), Halong Bay (Hanoi, overnight in port),
Chan May (Hue/Danang), Phu My (Ho Chi Minh),
Laemchabang (Bangkok) (2 full days) Singapore (overnight in port)
CRUISE ONLY FARES FROM PER PERSON
PLEASE CALL FOR FLIGHTS

†ONBOARD
SPEND PP

SAIL PLUS
ADD TWO PERKS

OCEANVIEW

$250

£1,745

OCEANVIEW

$250

£1,984

BALCONY

$250

£1,963

BALCONY

$250

£2,563

$250

£2,125

CONCIERGE

$250

£2,791

$250

£2,429

AQUACLASS

$250

£2,905

$500

£3,559

SKY SUITE

$500

£5,213

CONCIERGE
AQUACLASS
SKY SUITE

®

®

Unlimited WiFi Package, $150 per person onboard credit (“OBC”), and Gratuities Included. All guests in the same stateroom must select the same options at time of booking. For an
additional saving in a qualifying Inside, Oceanview, Balcony, Concierge Class, or AquaClass stateroom (Including Z,Y,X,XC,XA guarantee categories), guests may remove any Perks and
qualify for “Price Only”. 3rd and 4th guests occupying the same stateroom will each receive a saving of 50% from their cruise fare excluding cruise taxes and fees. Book an applicable
sailing departing 1 Jan 2020 to 30 Apr 2020 by 3 Mar 2020 and receive additional on-board spending up to $1000 per stateroom. †Onboard Spend PP shown is based upon both
guests selecting Onboard Spend as one of their Perks. Other add-ons including but not limited to Air fares, Hotels and Transfers are not included. Travel insurance is additional. E&OE.
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FROM TOK YO TO SINGA POR E
Half a world away lays a true study of contrasts. On this epic Asian journey
from Tokyo to Singapore, you’ll experience some of the world’s most populous
cities, ancient temples, dragons, and mountainous islands with unique
landscapes. Together with overnight port stays in Osaka, Hong Kong and
Ho Chi Minh City, this is an unrivalled opportunity for discovering unlimited
adventures ashore.

discover more… FREE 3-NIGHT Vibrant Toyko pre-cruise land
programme or FREE 3-NIGHT Discover Singapore post-cruise land
programme on this voyage.

TOKYO
• ••

OSAKA

HANOI
(HA LONG BAY) •

SHIMIZU
OKINAWA
(NAHA)
•
TAIPEI (KEELUNG)
• •
ISHIGAKI
KAOHSIUNG
(SAKISHIMA ISLANDS)
•

•

HONG KONG

• HUE/DA NANG (CHAN MAY)
•HO CHI MINH CITY

With Free Unlimited Shore Excursions in every port of call, Regent
gives you the opportunity to immerse yourself in one of the world’s
most colourful regions.

HA LONG BAY THROUGH THE EYES
OF A LOCAL
HA LONG BAY, VIETNAM

Spend the day in a Dao community in the mountainous regions
of Vietnam, learning how the Daos have transformed

SINGAPORE•

the landscape to grow rice in terraced puddles. Mingle with

special offer: $400 ONBOARD CREDIT*
TOKYO TO SINGAPORE

the Daos in their homes, markets and around the village,
with an opportunity to feed the community’s pigs and
sample corn wine.

Seven Seas Explorer ® 20 March 2022 | 18 Nights
Up to 59 FREE Shore Excursions

VIEW MORE FREE UNLIMITED SHORE EXCURSIONS AT RSSC.COM

VERANDA SUITE from £10,519 pp

FREE FLIGHTS AND TRANSFERS | FREE UNLIMITED SHORE EXCURSIONS
EVERY

LU XURY
INCLUDED

FREE UNLIMITED PREMIUM DRINKS | FREE SPECIALITY RESTAURANTS
FREE UNLIMITED WI-FI | FREE PRE-PAID GRATUITIES

Terms and conditions apply. See rssc.com. *Onboard credit per suite
AD191206_Bolsover_IntoTheBlue_Dec-Jan
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FEATURE

WINTER

WONDERLAND
A cruise to Norway in the depths of winter
may not immediately scream ‘holiday’ to some,
but as our Marketing Insights Specialist Ian
Mayes discovered, if you are looking for a little
adventure to lift the spirits, you can’t do much
better. Ian shunned winter sun to give cold
weather cruising on P&O Cruises Arcadia a go
and in his own words ‘Boy! It did not disappoint.’
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FROM SOUTHAMPTON TO THE
NORTHERN LIGHTS: A DIARY
ALL ABOARD!
It was clear from the outset that this was not I was holidaying with my brother and we
both thought the friendly staff and lack of
just going to be a standard cruise holiday
queues from the outset made us feel like
to a hot destination. Arrival at the Port of
we had started our holiday even before
Southampton showed that preparations
getting onboard. It made
for the anticipated holiday
a change not to be treated
weather had been extensive
like cattle, as can often be
and the amount of luggage
the overriding sensation
rolling through indicated a
The whole
in an airport. My brother
high level of preparedness.
experience
and I had never cruised
of arrival and
An endless stream of
before, so the first
checking in
porters was in full swing,
impression was a very
was very well
each one decanting car
positive one for us cruise
orchestrated.
luggage payloads effortlessly
newbies.
from trolley to luggage
conveyer. Although busy,
Boarding the ship was
unpacking and getting the
a breeze, but due to the
car taken away by a Cruise &
large amount of luggage
Passenger Services (CPS) representative was
there was a short delay while the contents
effortless. The whole experience of arrival
of people’s wardrobes were placed outside
their cabins.
and checking in was very well orchestrated,
stress free and with no queues!
And then we were off…

ÅNDALSNES – The
Mountaineering
Capital Of Norway
We have landed at the heart of the pleasant little town of
Åndalsnes, where a fresh fall of snow made our first stop magical.
We came prepared, as did most guests on the cruise, with stout
footwear and warm clothing that proved to be necessary when a
further snow flurry arrived during our visit.

Mountains surrounding Åndalsnes

Arcadia

Two Days At Sea

T

he time at sea was not wasted
but instead filled with food,
food and more food, mulled wine
and hot toddies. Of course, we
had to get into the Christmas
spirit by indulging straight away.
I’m not sure my waistline will
recover! But hey, I’m on holiday.
Sea days also served as an
opportunity to get the camera
fired up for a bit of practice on
those anticipated sky photo
moments, something I don’t get
chance for very often. The North
Sea offers some great practice
subjects, like rare sea birds and
wind turbines under a constantly
changing sky.

What to do in
Åndalsnes
Shore experiences
available from
P&O Cruises:
• Rødven Stave Church
& Troll Wall
• The Atlantic
Ocean Road
• Scenic Rauma
Railway.
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IN ÅNDALSNES

Scenic Rauma
Valley by
Railway

Footbridge over
Rauma River

A

lot of guests chose this shore excursion
by train, journeying along the very
scenic Rauma Valley and
up into the mountains in
traditional railway carriages.
The quaint railway station
– which also serves as the
This excursion is a
tourist information point – is
must if you have
just a short walk from the
limited mobility.
ship, being on the same
dock where we berthed.
This excursion is a must if
you have limited mobility,
but book early to avoid
missing out; I tried to book
a ticket independently and
they were fully-booked. There were two
train excursions over the course of the
day, one in the morning and one in the
afternoon, and guests take the train first
before returning to the ship by bus. I heard
reports that the morning excursion was
more fun, as the light had got quite low in
the afternoon, making it more difficult to
see as much. That said, everyone I spoke to
very much enjoyed the trip regardless.

Rauma Valley
Railway Viaduct

Retreat to
the Valley

O

k, so we were defeated by the
mountain, but that’s no disgrace
in winter - you must be flexible!

Trollstigen
Mountain Pass

Hike to Rampestreken

I

n Åndalsnes, we chose to take a snowy
uphill hike. We started just on the edge
of town, a ten-minute walk from the
ship and the beginning of the famous
‘Romsdalseggen’ alpine route. We were
aiming to visit Rampestreken, a viewpoint
overlooking the town. The steep, uphill path
was covered in a few inches of snow as we
left the dock and the snow became deeper
as we progressed upwards. Eventually, it
was around 6” deep and continued to fall,
coating the trees and all about in crisp,
fresh snow. The path provided some
exquisite moody skies and snow-fringed
views of Romsdalsfjord and the Rauma
Valley mountains around Åndalsnes.
The waymarked path was a good challenge
as the snow became deeper and deeper;
the snow gripper-studded overshoes on
our walking boots were useful to provide
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traction as we progressed up the mountain.
It was then that a magical blizzard set in
and we thought that, while it made the area
so beautiful, it may be better to explore
a little lower down the valley. We’d had
an excellent leisurely walk for a couple of
hours, but decided down was the way to
go. So unfortunately, we did not make it up
to the Rampestreken, earmarking it for our
next visit instead.
Rampestreken Viewpoint
above Åndalsnes

Tourist information had also
suggested a lowland walk, taking in
the river across a footbridge. The
footbridge had some excellent views
as we ambled along the banks and
we returned on the far bank of the
river via the beautiful little Grytten
church and graveyard. Built in 1829,
this octagonal wooden church with
an onion dome still serves the parish.
Before we embarked on the
ship, we had a wander around
Åndalsnes for a short time. Of
note in the town is the modern
mountaineering museum situated
in the iconic new building on the
quayside next to the dock.
The ship left the port at around
5.30pm - destination Tromsø.
Fast forward a few hours and the
next port of call at Tromsø had to be
changed to Narvik, due to heavy seas
on the coast further north. So Narvik
bound we were...

WELCOME TO THE
ARCTIC CIRCLE

A

t 5pm on 30th November 2019 – we crossed
into the Arctic Circle!

A certificate marking the occasion was a nice touch
and I was quite excited when I found that in the
cabin. Funny how it’s the little things that make a
holiday…

Beyond the Arctic Circle

IN NARVIK

NARVIK - War
Museum and
Urban Ski
Narvikfjellet

W

e docked in Narvik on
1st December 2019 and
were now so far north that
the sun rose at 9am and set
at 12.30pm. Narvik is 220km
inside the Arctic Circle.
Freedom
Monument, Narvik

What to do
in Narvik

Narvik

Shore experiences
available from
P&O Cruises:
• Narvik Sights and War
History Museum
• Polar Park Visit
• Narvik by Cable Car
• Leisurely Narvik
• Norwegian Coastal
History
• Ofoten Railway
• Narvik Husky
Adventure and Lights
• Lights at the Lodge
• Northern lights by
Train
• Northern lights and
Snowmobile
• Sami Family and
Northern Lights.

F

ree shuttle buses are on the dockside whisking
people into Narvik, but it’s just a short ten-minute
walk, so we opted to take a stroll into town.
Conditions were arctic, kind of what I would expect
here, and the snow ploughs were out in force to keep
the roads cleared. This is snow like I remember in my
youth and boot snow spikes are very advisable. Time
to get snuggled into your warm clothes, pull up that
fur-lined hood and embrace the beautiful snow.
It’s certainly not the weather to go bare-chested like
the statue just outside Narvik docks. There’s quite
a collection of statues around Narvik, primarily
dedicated to events in the Second World War. You can
find out more about the role of Narvik during the war
at the Narvik War Museum.
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FEATURE
Christmas tree
in Narvik

IN NARVIK

Narvik War Museum

O

Narvik is a large town with cute wooden
ur first stop in Narvik was the
newly-opened war museum, which
buildings that were all decked up with their
highlights the struggle
Christmas decorations. In
that Norway suffered
Norway, 1st December is
during the Second
traditionally the day when
World War.
Christmas decorations are
Entry is adjacent
put up and turned on, so
to the central
Entry is adjacent to
we arrived just in time for
library in the
the central library in
that. Lots of houses had light
newly constructed
the newly constructed
displays in their windows,
building and costs
building and costs just £9
making it feel very festive in
just
£9
for
adults.
for adults. If you head to
the crisp snow.
the left, there is a credit
card swipe pad that will
issue tickets if there is a
queue at the desk.
Inside, the thought-provoking displays
of war-related memorabilia are very well
set out over three floors. You can easily
spend an hour or two in here, which is
especially useful if the winter conditions
outside are not quite to your liking.

Narvik Christmas
Tree Lights and
Carol Concert

A

highlight of our visit to Narvik
was standing in the town
square, listening to school children
singing carols and welcoming
Santa Claus as the town turned on
their Christmas tree lights. It was a
magical experience to end a fantastic
day out.

Narvik War Museum

Urban Ski Narvikfjellet – hot chocolate
and trolls on skis

W

e had planned on taking the
cable car ‘Nedre fjellheisstasjon
Narvik’ to the top of the mountain
overlooking the town, but
unfortunately that was not running
due to the snow. It
would appear that it
isn’t just here in the UK
where things grind to a
standstill for the wrong
kind of snow!
While we couldn’t take
the cable car, we did
make it up to the adjacent
‘urban’ ski resort which
was open and running as
usual, as was the ski lift.
For those interested in
some skiing, the ski lift at
the Narvikfjellet ski resort starts just on
the outskirts of town, an easy 20-minute
uphill walk from the War Museum. Today
was a bit of an exception as the snow was
deep, but the pavements were all usable
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as they had been cleared. The wooden
houses leading up to the ski resort were
beautifully framed by the snow.
Take the ski lift to the top of the slopes
or indulge yourself in the
training slopes, using the
travelator to take you to
the top. A ski pass costs
around £23 for a 3-hour
pass and equipment is
available for hire.
By the time we arrived
at the ski resort it was
already getting dark. I am
glad I bought my head
torch as our trek into the
slopes and woodland
above the town would be
mostly after sunset and it was already
quite dark by 2pm.
Continuing up the hill on a track into
the forest, we discovered a collection of
traditional log cabins nestled in amongst

Narvikfjellet ski
travelator

the trees at the Narvik Mountain
Lodge. Then we decided ‘Ok, we’ve had
enough snow for now – it’s time for
hot chocolate and a bit of warmth. We
popped into the lovely little café and ski
shop in Urban Ski Narvikfjellet, where
we had everything we needed including
a friendly welcome and free Wi-Fi! We
rubbed shoulders with more intrepid
skiers while we warmed up and decided
that this would do us just fine for a little
while. They even had a few trinkets to
purchase including trolls, of course.

IN TROMSØ

TROMSØ - Gateway to the Arctic Harbour, waffles, beer and cable cars

T

romsø is our most northerly stop and the only city in our itinerary. Claims to fame from
our visit include the most northerly brewery, the cable car Fjellheisen and cafe, snow
angels, cross country skiing, roasted almonds in cinnamon sugar and fresh waffles.

What to do
in Tromsø
Shore experiences
available from
P&O Cruises:
• Leisurely Tromsø
• Polaria and Huskies
• Polaria and Arctic
Cathedral
• Sommarøy island
• Arctic Cathedral
Evening Recital
• Tromsø Husky
Adventure
• Reindeer Sledging
• Snow Mobiling
• RIB Safari
• Tromsø Sights and
Cable Car
• In search Of Northern
Lights.

N

Tromsø Harbour

ormally Tromsø is the second port of
call in the cruise itinerary, but had to be
changed to the third on our sailing due to
sea conditions.
Arrival at the snow-covered port of Breivika
Harbour in Tromsø was at around 7.30am
and an early (massive) breakfast enabled us
to roll ashore by around 9am. We thought
today would be a long day, so we pre-fuelled
and hoped that it would keep us going all
day. Free shuttle buses were waiting to whisk
us the short distance to the city centre, a
journey of around 10-minutes. That said, it
is perfectly possible to walk into town and
the pavements had been cleared of the deep
snow drifts.

Tromsø Cathedral

Tromsø Centre

T

o get to the centre of Tromsø,
the bus drove through some
underground roadways that
looked like they had been cleaved
out by trolls. We were dropped
in the centre of town at the bus
stop opposite the Radisson Blu
Hotel, at the photogenic fishing
harbour flanked by old wooden
warehouses. The snow was quite
slippery here, but with spike
snow overshoes it was easy to
walk around. You can buy these
in one of the shops in the centre;
as you are well and truly in the
Arctic in winter, it’s sensible to be
prepared!
We had a wander around the
town centre for an hour just
to see some of the sights. You
could easily spend the day here,
pottering around the shops and
frequenting the trendy little bars
and restaurants. Even Burger
King was pretty in the snow. But
we wanted to stride out and put
some miles under our boots.

Arctic Cathedral Tromsø
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IN TROMSØ

CABLE CAR HERE WE COME

I

n Tromsø, our first target was the cable
car and we realised the light would go
quickly, so time was of the essence. You
can get a bus from the centre over Tromsø
bridge to the cathedral, but we opted to
walk the 15 minutes across.
Once we passed the cathedral, it was a
10-minute walk to the cable car Fjellheisen
station. Tickets are around £19 return and
the cable car departs every 30 minutes
for the 5-minute journey to the viewpoint
overlooking Tromsø.

View of Tromsø from cable car

local delicacies. Street food sellers were
creating some amazing Christmas smells
and so we decided on almonds roasted in
cinnamon sugar and fresh waffles, eaten
sitting around a charcoal brazier to warm
the knees. It was then on to Ølhallen,
the oldest pub in Tromsø, for a couple of
beers. While fabulous, the brewshop next
door lays testament to the price of beer in
Norway. You have been warned!

It was now pitch-black outside and time to
head back to the ship for some R&R, albeit
taking the long route.
Leaving the cosy café
behind, we head out for
more exploration on our
Next it was up the
way back to Arcadia. We
hill to a floodlit
decided to walk back past
woodland trail that
the Polaria Sea Life Centre,
takes us back to
where the building’s
the ship.
striking design represents
ice floes that have been
pressed upon land by the
rough seas of the Arctic.

With the light quickly
fading (at 1.30pm!) we
headed straight to the top
of På Toppen mountain,
where the views all
around were superb. We
could only imagine how
impressive they would be
if the sky was clear. The
snow was deep in places;
I’m 6’2” and found myself
waist-deep more than
once, which was great fun
and called for a few snow angels to be
generated along the way. What a great
way of burning off those breakfast
calories.

Light fading quickly, we retreated from the
Arctic cold for a coffee stop at the cable
car restaurant. The coffee was excellent
and cakes looked superb but we did not
feel the urge for more calories just yet. If
you do get hungry you can devour a hearty
reindeer burger or stew.
There was time for one last photo before
returning to the foot of the mountain.
Back in the centre it was time to try a few
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Next it was up the hill to a
floodlit woodland trail that
took us back to the ship. Running along
the spine of the island, the trail starts in
Åsgård, a land associated with the gods in
Norse cosmology. Sadly, we found no gods
in evidence…
Taking the long route was well worth the
effort as we were eventually rewarded
with a winter wonderland not unlike a
scene out of Narnia. Just watch out for the
cross-country skiers.
A couple of hours in the woodland snow
kingdom later and it’s time for more
coffee. Suddenly we discover where all the
skiers are heading; Tromsø Klatresenter

Tromsø Cable Car

AS, a newly-opened sports complex. We
give the activities a miss, but the coffee
is great and the complex provides a nice
place to chill for a while. We are quite
close to the ship by this time and it only
takes another 20 minutes to get there. We
had a fantastic day out in Tromsø.

Did we have a
good holiday?
Unreservedly, yes. It was great
and probably the cheapest way
to see Norway as a land-based
holiday would be quite a lot more
expensive. A slight downside for us
was missing out on the Northern
Lights (but we got the snow –
which we loved) and not calling at
Stavanger. It’s winter and you’re well
inside the Arctic Circle, you need
to have a degree of flexibility. And
there is always next year…

TAKE ME THERE >
NORWAY

No
Fly

Arcadia (J013)
6 Oct 2020 | 12 Nights

Southampton, Åndalsnes, Romsdalsfjord
(scenic cruising), Trømso (overnight in port),
Narvik (overnight in port), Stavanger,
Southampton
Cruise Club fares from pp

£979

CRYSTAL
WHERE LUXURY IS PERSONAL

INTRODUCING CRYSTAL RIVER CRUISES™
THE WORLD'S BEST IS NOW EVEN BETTER
From The World’s Best Cruise Line™ comes an entirely new way to travel. Experience the
unrivalled standard in all-inclusive luxury, while exploring the timeless waterways of Europe
with unforgettable overnight stays aboard four spacious, all-suite river yachts. Indulge in
everchanging scenery and lush landscapes with uniquely curated shoreside discoveries
designed to surprise, enrich and fascinate. And complimentary butler service in each and
every suite will make you feel like royalty each and every day.
DELIGHTFUL DANUBE

LEGENDARY RHINE

BUDAPEST TO REGENSBURG | VOYAGE RRV200703-07

BASEL TO AMSTERDAM | VOYAGE RBA200823-07

CRYSTAL RAVEL | 3 JULY 2020 | 7 NIGHTS

CRYSTAL BACH | 23 AUGUST 2020 | 7 NIGHTS

Cruise Only Fares

Prague
CZECH REPUBLIC

REGENSBURG
Passau
Main River

Dürnstein
Melk

AUSTRIA

Danube River

Vienna

BUDAPEST
HUNGARY

Petite Suite
(S5 Grade)
from £3,848 per person
Deluxe Suite
(S2 Grade)

AMSTERDAM
GERMANY

Cologne

Middle Rhine Valley

Rüdesheim

Budapest (overnight), Vienna (overnight), Dürnstein, Melk,
Passau, Regensburg (overnight).

Mannheim

Deluxe Suite
(S2 Grade)

Strasbourg
FRANCE

BASEL

from £4,913 per person

Itinerary:

Koblenz

Cruise Only Fares

Petite Suite
(S5 Grade)
from £3,848 per person

Zurich

SWITZERLAND

from £4,913 per person

Itinerary:

Basel, Strasbourg, Mannheim, Rüdesheim, Koblenz
(overnight), Cologne, Amsterdam (overnight).

AWARDED 26 YEARS

Fares are per person, cruise only in UK sterling based on double occupancy in the specified stateroom grade for the first two full-fare guests and include port, security and handling charges, which vary by departure.
All fares, offers and itineraries are subject to change and availability and can be withdrawn at any time. Fares may fluctuate and should be used as a guide only. Prices may go up or down. The fares are available to
new bookings only and are only available to UK & Eire residents. Restrictions apply. See crystalcruises.co.uk for complete terms and conditions of all offers.
ABTA No.V8548
© 2019 Crystal Cruises, Inc., Ships' registry: The Bahamas.
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FROM THERMAL SPRINGS
TO BEING PAMPERED LIKE KINGS

When you choose P&O Cruises, so many surprises lie in store. How about surveying the
landscape whilst floating in the milky blue waters of Reykjavik's Blue Lagoon by day and
reclining in the spa just a few hours later, back on board. Why wouldn't you?

Customers rate P&O Cruises

Powered by
Rating as of November 2019

38

HOLIDAY LIKE
NEVER BEFORE

†Select Prices shown are per person based on two adults sharing the lowest grade of cabin available within the applicable cabin type and are subject to availability. Fly-cruise prices shown
are inclusive of economy class flights from/to a selected UK airport and transfers to/from the ship. Prices may vary for other departure airports. All flights are subject to availability. *Book
an applicable Select Price holiday and receive extra on-board spending money to spend during your cruise holiday in the on-board shops, bars, photo and art galleries, and on restaurants,
spa, internet packages and shore experiences booked on board. The amount shown is per cabin based on two people sharing the lowest grade of cabin available within the applicable
cabin type, and varies by cabin and cruise duration. Applicable to new Select Price bookings made between 18 December 2019 and 2 March 2020 on selected cabin grades on applicable
departures between 19 December 2019 and 2 April 2022 and is additional to the P&O Cruises Select Price benefit of on-board spending money/car parking/return coach travel (choice of
benefit dependent on cruise type, duration and time of booking). On-board spending money amount shown includes the Select Price benefit of on-board spending money plus the extra
on-board spending money. On-board spending money can only be spent whilst on board. Offer is not applicable to Inside cabins, Early Savers or other promotional prices and cannot be
exchanged for a cash alternative.
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Mediterranean fly-cruise

Caribbean fly-cruise

OCEANA E014C | 18 JUN 2020 | 14 NIGHTS

BRITANNIA B105 | 26 FEB 2021 | 14 NIGHTSΔ

 Fly UK to Valletta - Dubrovnik t
Rovinj h - Venice - Split - Valletta - Rome
(from Civitavecchia) - Florence/Pisa (from
Livorno) - Olbia, Sardinia - Naples
Valletta - Fly to UK 

 Fly UK to Barbados  - Bonaire
Curaçao - Kingstown, St Vincent t
Grenada - St Lucia - St Kitts t
Antigua t - St Maarten - Barbados
Fly to UK 

Flights included from Manchester,
other flights may be available

Flights included from London,
other flights may be available

Sea view
Select Price from

Balcony
Select Price from

£2,199

WITH

†
per
person

£per300
cabin to

spend on board*

WITH

£2,399

†
per
person

£per400
cabin to

spend on board*

BOOK BY
2 MARCH 2020
Extra on-board spending money
on applicable Select Price holidays*
(Sea view cabins and above)

PLUS
5% low deposit◊

PLUS
Extra guests sail from £699pp on
applicable Select Price holidays~

EXCLUSIVELY
FOR ADULTS

(Based on cruise E014C)

Norway, Iceland & North Cape

Dubai & Arabian Gulf fly-cruise

ARCADIA J112 | 4 AUG 2021 | 23 NIGHTS

OCEANA E145A | 19 DEC 2021 | 14 NIGHTSΔ

Southampton - Kirkwall, Orkney Islands
Tórshavn, Faroe Islands - Reykjavik 
Isafjördur h - Akureyri t - Cruise in
Eyjafjörður - Cruise by Hrísey Island
Honningsvåg t - Sail by North Cape
Tromsø - Leknes, Lofoten Islands h - Narvik
Trondheim - Kristiansund - Ålesund
Skjolden t - Cruise in Lustrafjorden
Cruise in Sognefjord - Southampton
Sea view
Select Price from

£3,199

WITH

†
per
person

£510

per cabin to
spend on board*

WHY WOULDN’T YOU?

 Fly UK to Dubai  - Abu Dhabi - Sir Bani
Yas Island h - Qatar - Bahrain - Dubai 
Khasab - Muscat  - Abu Dhabi
Dubai - Fly to UK 
School holiday, Christmas
& New Year Cruise
Flights included from London,
other flights may be available
Sea view
Select Price from

£2,499

WITH

†
per
person

£320

per cabin to
spend on board*

t ship usually berthed alongside, but there is a possibility we may be required to land guests by tender
evening in port  overnight in port h land by tender
Δ The date of embarkation and number of cruise nights are displayed. Durations exclude the overnight flight included in the price.
School holidays can vary by school and region, so it's worth checking the dates before you book.

Select Price and Early Saver bookings made up to 2 March 2020 will benefit from a 5% low deposit. After this date the standard deposit of 15% will apply. For bookings made within 90 days of
departure the full balance will be due at time of booking. Offer is combinable with our current on-board spending money offer on qualifying departures between 19 December 2019 and 2 April
2022. ~Book an applicable holiday and 3rd and 4th adult guests sail from £699pp. Price shown based on cruise E014C. Prices vary by cruise type, date and duration, are subject to availability and
may go up or down. Available on selected cruises when sharing an applicable cabin with two full paying adults. Offer excludes The World Cruise, Classic Southern Hemisphere Journeys, and BE
grade cabins. Offer available between 18 December 2019 and 2 March 2020, on selected holidays departing between 19 December 2019 and 2 April 2022, and is subject to availability. We reserve
the right to withdraw these offers in whole or on individual cruises at any time. For up-to-date prices and full terms and conditions which you must read before booking please visit pocruises.com.
P&O Cruises is a trading name of Carnival plc, a company registered in England and Wales with company number 04039524. Feefo rating 4.2 out of 5 based on 17,186 reviews as of 25 November 2019.

◊
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OCEAN
MEDALLION:
T E C H N O L O G Y

T R I A L L E D

Hailed as a revolutionary device aiming to change your cruising experience, the Ocean Medallion first arrived in the
Princess Cruises fleet aboard Caribbean Princess but made its debut on British shores in July onboard Crown Princess.
Marketing Manager, Fran, went on-board Crown Princess in Southampton, to get the bottom line.

I

used to consider myself relatively tech-savvy, I know what the
Internet of Things is and I used to work in digital, for heaven’s sake,
but now that I’m officially closer to 60 than 20 I’ve realised everything
I know is probably about 10 years out of date. TikTok anyone? I’ve
no idea either. So, I was curious to understand just how the awardwinning Ocean Medallion was going to enhance my holiday.
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Safety, security and your cabin

W

First
impressions

F

irst up, it’s personalised! Rare is the
day I find something that literally
has my name on it, (Frances is not as
common as you’d expect) so I was fairly
pleased with this; I love something
that’s been made especially for me.
And not only does the Ocean Medallion
feature my name, it also includes
the departure date of
my sailing. Nice little
keepsake, right there!

alking up to your cabin to be
greeted by a cheery ‘hello’ from
your cabin screen and for your door
to magically unlock, might sound like
a gimmick. But it’s only when you
try it, that you realise how incredibly
handy that is. Got your hands full
with that mojito and snack? Not a
problem. Early morning coffees in
hand? No sweat. The cabin unlocks
once you’re within 3 feet but locks
again when you move away, so
there’s no need to fret about security
if you’re just walking past.

to the brand-new Ocean Medallion
technology, it no longer matters.
House-keeping will be able to tell if
you’re in your cabin or even if you’re
on the ship, thanks to the pinpoint
geo-location technology in the
Medallion, which means that not only
are housekeeping services synched
to take place at the most convenient
possible time for you (when you’re
ashore?!) but also there’ll never again
come that knock at the door when
you’re in snooze mode.

If, like me, your holidays are about
changing the routine completely, this
might mean, *whisper it*, a nap in the
daytime! But I know I’m not the first
to forget to put the ‘Do Not Disturb’
sign on my cabin door. Well, thanks

Stateroom entry

It’s slightly larger than
From small
a 50p piece, so it’s
magnetic brooches
inobtrusive and easy
and necklaces to
to carry, and whilst you
wrists straps, it’s
receive a corded necklace
up to you how, or
to attach your Medallion
even whether, you
and wear it wherever
wear it.
you go there are lots
more options. From small
magnetic brooches and
necklaces to wrists straps,
it’s up to you how, or even whether, you
wear it.
You can choose to receive your
medallion before you sail, and the good
thing is, there’s no setup; at all! No
on-switch, no charging, no battery life,
it’s just there. Which, quite frankly, is
exactly as it should be, because the
Ocean Medallion is not ‘the thing’,
amazing experiences and service are
‘the thing’, and there’s lots to talk about
on that score.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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FEATURE

Finding your way around

A

t prominent points throughout the
ship, you’ll find Ocean Compass,
the interactive portal screens with a
difference. Now, interactive ship maps
are nothing new, I’ll give you that,
but I’d never seen anything like this
before.

when they say they’re going to, so this
feature provides tremendous peace of
mind for families travelling together.
And it’s not solely restricted to those
you travelled with, you can choose to
add your new cruise buddies to your
Shipmates, so you won’t lose touch!

Another added extra to this is you can
Not only can you personalise your
also contact your Shipmates through
experience (again!) creating your very
own character (known as a tag-along, I Ocean Medallion’s mobile phone app,
giving you free, on-ship messaging
designed myself a beautiful seahorse,
so you can make plans for dinner,
named Herman), play games, and
arrange a show or simply just say hi!
of course navigate your way around
the ship, the portals also display
entertainment and activity options
from throughout your entire cruise.
And because the portal recognises
you, you can save
anything on the
schedule that takes
your fancy. A great way
to plan your holiday
Another added
and make sure you
extra to this is you
don’t miss that oncecan also contact
in-a-lifetime show or
your Shipmates
event.
through Ocean
Medallion’s mobile
So far, so cool. But of
phone app.
all the features that
really impressed me,
it was the ‘Shipmates’
function. Shipmates
are essentially the other people
you’re travelling with, and using a
combination of your Ocean Medallion
and the Portals, you’ll never lose one
another again. Cruise ships can be
big, and kids don’t always turn up
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Service wherever you are

I

are, AND, what you look like, thanks
magine this; you’ve found the perfect
sunbathing point on the ship’s top deck, to their own Ocean Medallion enabled
technology. Never flag a waiter down
pulled out your book, and had your Pina
again!
Colada delivered – via Ocean Medallion,
of course – but you’ve forgotten your sun
I’ll be honest, I’ve barely scratched the
screen. Never fear, Ocean Medallion’s
surface of what the
Uber-like service means
Ocean Medallion can do
you simply order your sun
and what it means for
screen from the onboard
the future of cruising;
stores using the Medallion
I’ll be honest, I’ve
there just isn’t enough
app and the service staff
barely scratched
time to shout about its
will be able to find your
the surface of
many features and its
exact location and bring it
what the Ocean
potential, but it’s clear
straight to you – you’ll even
Medallion can do
that Princess Cruises
be able to see when it’s en
and what it means
are taking cruise ship
route! Of course, almost
for the future of
technology to the next
anything can be delivered,
cruise
level, but making sure
from your favourite burger
it has amazing service
and fries to your beloved
and second-to-none
beer. If it can be found
experiences
at
its
core. For me, the
on the ship, the likelihood is that you
Medallion
is
irrelevant,
it’s the Ocean
can have it delivered. And the best bit?
that’s
the
star.
Your server will know exactly where you

TAKE ME THERE >
CARIBBEAN

✈
Flights
Included

Sky Princess (Y041)
9 Dec 2020 | 12 Nights

Fly from/to UK, Fort Lauderdale,
Princess Cays (Bahamas), St. Thomas, Dominica,
Grenada, Bonaire, Aruba, Fort Lauderdale

Cruise Club fares from pp

£1,774
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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BEST. SALE. EVER.

7 NIGHTS FROM

£499PP +
£50pp low deposit*
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Select our Best Value package.
For an extra £35pp per day.^

Drinks

Wi-Fi
^Worth over £70pp per day
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the
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Travel the globe in unparalleled style.
Cunard’s magnificent fleet takes to the high seas in the winter of 2022 on a programme of
inspiring journeys to the four corners of the globe. Stretching from two-night short breaks to
108-night full World Voyages, the famous Cunard Queens will call at 93 enticing destinations
in 42 different countries, while making 13 maiden calls.

Cunard World Club members can enjoy a 5% Cunard Fare
saving until 2 March 2020.
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Southampton to Southampton
71 nights

10 Jan – 22 Mar 2022

M203C

Southampton > New York, USA > St Thomas, US Virgin Islands > Road Town, Tortola >
Willemstad, Curaçao > Roseau, Dominica PA > Castries, St Lucia A > Bridgetown, Barbados LE >
Salvador, Brazil > Sao Paulo (tours from Santos), Brazil M > Puerto Madryn, Argentina M >
Beagle Channel Cruise-by, Chile > Ushuaia, Argentina A > Cape Horn Cruise-by, Chile >
Punta Arenas, Chile A > Magellan Straits Cruise-by, Chile > Montevideo, Uruguay O >
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil O LE > Bridgetown, Barbados LE > Fort-de-France, Martinique >
Basseterre, Saint Kitts and NevisPA > Philipsburg, St Maarten > New York, USA > Southampton

Cunard Fares from £7,999pp
with $450pp complimentary on board spending money

Full World Voyage benefits*
◆

Welcome on board reception ◆ Services of a World Voyage Concierge and
use of a private lounge ◆ Unique commemorative gift ◆ Cocktail party
◆ Shoreside Gala Event ◆ Inclusive Hotel and Dining Charge
* Applicable to Cunard Fare bookings only.

Southampton to Sydney
50 nights

10 Jan – 2 Mar 2022

V204C

Southampton > Bermuda, Hamilton > Port Canaveral, USA > Fort Lauderdale, USA >
Oranjestad, Aruba > Transit the Panama Canal > Puntarenas, Costa Rica >
Cabo San Lucas, Mexico A > San Francisco, USA O > Honolulu, USA LE >
Cross International Date Line > Apia, Samoa Islands > Suva, Fiji > Tauranga, New Zealand >
Auckland, New Zealand > Bay of Islands, New Zealand A > Sydney, Australia ✈

Cunard Fares from £6,549pp
with $400pp complimentary on board spending money

Hong Kong to Southampton
40 nights

20 Mar – 29 Apr 2022

V208B

✈ Hong Kong, China > Singapore O > Kuala Lumpur (tours from Port Kelang), Malaysia >
Colombo, Sri Lanka LE > Port Louis, Mauritius > Port Elizabeth, South Africa >
Cape Town, South Africa O > Walvis Bay, Namibia PA > Tenerife, Spain > Southampton

Cunard Fares from £5,499pp
with $400pp complimentary on board spending money
= Anchor Port PA = Possible Anchor Port M = Maiden Call O = Overnight Stay
LE
= Late Evening Departure ✈ = Pre- and/or Post-cruise flight
Destinations in italics are Cruise By/Transit Only Bold Port = Embarkation/Disembarkation port
A

Terms and conditions. Cunard World Club members will receive up to 5% early booking saving when booking a Cunard Fare on new 2021-2022 voyages before 2 March 2020,
valid on new selected voyages. The 5% saving is off the cruise only fare. Cunard Fares shown are per person based on two adults sharing the lowest grade of stateroom
category, include flights and transfers where applicable and are subject to availability. For more details, terms and conditions, please speak to Bolsover Cruise Club.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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Freedom calls.
Escape into a world of freedom. Set aside the everyday and explore breathtaking Norwegian Fjords,
towering Alaskan ice cliffs or the wonders of our own fair isles. Explore new cities, then retreat to
spacious decks or cosy snugs, savouring each day in whichever way you choose.

Create your own unrivalled world of freedom, with additional
money to spend on board when you book by 2 March 2020.
Book today with a 5% deposit.
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The Fjords
12 nights

3 – 15 May 2020

V015

Southampton > Sea Day > Haugesund, Norway > Olden, Norway >
Cruising in Innvikfjorden, Norway > Cruising in Nordfjord, Norway > Sea Day >
Bodo, Norway M > Narvik, Norway LE > Sea Day > Trondheim, Norway >
Andalsnes, Norway PA > Cruising in Romsdalsfjord, Norway >
Bergen, Norway > Sea Day > Southampton

Cunard Fares from £1,299pp
with $150pp complimentary on board spending money

Alaska
12 nights

28 Aug – 9 Sep 2020

Q026N

✈ Vancouver, Canada > Cruising in Inside Passage >
Juneau, USA A > Sitka, USA PA > Hubbard Glacier >
Icy Strait Point, USA PA > Glacier Bay > Ketchikan, USA > Sea Day >
Victoria, Canada LE > Vancouver, Canada ✈

Cunard Fares from £2,499pp
with $150pp complimentary on board spending money
Complimentary upgrade also available on
Alaska voyages until 2 March 2020.

British Isles
13 nights

17 – 30 May 2021

V112

Southampton > St Peter Port, Guernsey A > Sea Day > Liverpool >
Sea Day > Kirkwall, Scotland > Inverness (tours from Invergordon), Scotland >
Cruise-by Isle of Skye > Oban, Scotland A > Glasgow (tours from Greenock), Scotland >
Belfast, Northern Ireland > Cork (tours from Ringaskiddy), Ireland >
Sea Day > Southampton

Cunard Fares from £1,749pp
with $150pp complimentary on board spending money

= Anchor Port PA = Possible Anchor Port M = Maiden Call
= Late Evening Departure ✈ = Pre- and/or Post-cruise flight
Destinations in italics are Cruise By/Transit Only
Bold Port = Embarkation/Disembarkation port

A
LE

Terms and conditions. Book a Cunard Fare voyage by 2 March 2020 and receive additional money to spend on board on selected voyages. Amounts vary by voyage duration.
5% deposit is applicable to Cunard Fare stateroom bookings made between 18 December 2019 and 2 March 2020 on selected 2020 & 2021 voyages. Cunard Fares shown are
per person based on two adults sharing the lowest grade of stateroom category, include flights and transfers where applicable and are subject to availability. For more details,
terms and conditions, please speak to Bolsover Cruise Club.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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DESTINATION FOCUS

INTRODUCING

THE 2020
HOTLIST
This is the 2020 hot list, a holiday anthology designed to inspire
extraordinary escapes over the year ahead. Handpicked from a whole
world of options, they’re the places we can’t get enough of and the
experiences that shouldn’t be left to languish on bucket lists.
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Tokyo

Mt. Fuji

T

he Rugby World Cup drew
our gaze to Japan last year
and now the Tokyo 2020 Olympic
Games are bringing all eyes to its
ultramodern capital.
The world’s most populous
metropolis is a cacophony of old
and new, with a day of sightseeing
there holding the potential to take
you from historic temples to neon
skyscrapers and even the world’s
only DisneySea, an offshoot of
Disneyland inspired by the ocean.

You can seek serenity at Sensõ-ji,
Tokyo’s oldest Buddhist temple,
and rise high at the SkyTree, Japan’s
tallest tower. Truth be told, there
are endless attractions - high,
low, old and new - but it isn’t so

Utterly diverse, Tokyo
has an appeal that
will last long after the
hysteria around the
2020 Olympic Games
has ended.

much a single sight that catches
and holds the attention of Tokyo’s
visitors as much a sense that no
two experiences here are ever the
same. The city moves at a million
miles per hour, ever-changing in
line with a determination to bring
the future forward while fiercely
embracing centuries-old Japanese
heritage. Spend the morning with an
anime robot, an afternoon getting
out of the city to appreciate the
cherry blossoms like a true Tokyoite,
and the evening beneath neons so
bright they can be seen from space
in Shibuya.
Utterly diverse, Tokyo has an appeal
that will last long after the hysteria
around the 2020 Olympic Games
has ended.

Shibuya Crossing

Sensō-ji Temple

TAKE ME THERE > BEST OF JAPAN
Spectrum of the Seas
6 Sep 2020 | 7 Nights

*call us for flights*

Baoshan (Shanghai), Kobe (overnight in port), Osaka,
Tokyo, Baoshan (Shanghai)
SkyTree

Cruise
Only

Cruise Club fares from pp

£625

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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Stockholm

As one might expect from the capital of Scandi cool,
Stockholm itself is achingly hip.

Stockholm station

I

n terms of port arrivals, Stockholm is a
stunner. Alarms are set and cameras
readied in anticipation for what is
considered one of the best approaches
cruising has to offer. There are 30,000
islands, islets and rocks in the Stockholm
archipelago, and your ship will negotiate
hundreds of them on its approach into
the city.
As one might expect from the capital of
Scandi cool, Stockholm itself is achingly
hip. Bridges link neighbourhoods, each
one with its own unique character, from
Stockholm archipelago

bohemian Södermalm with its leisurely
vibe, vintage shops and hip SoFo area, to
the Old Town of Gamla Stan. Stockholm
was founded here in 1252 and the city’s
central island continues to be considered
its historic heart and soul. The medieval
Stortorget square and the buildings
along the streets of Köpmangatan are
some of the oldest and best preserved
in Europe. The Royal Palace, whose 600
rooms make it one of the largest palaces
in the world, Stockholm Cathedral and
the Nobel Museum are all found in the
neighbourhood.
Södermalm

The Swedish are famous for their love of
the great outdoors and locals will lead you
to Djugården. The greenest of Stockholm’s
islands and an ideal spot for summers
in the city, the neighbourhood isn’t only
home to an abundance of natural beauty
but also some of the city’s top attractions,
including the must-see Vasa Museum and
the world’s only preserved 17th century
ship. If sunken ships aren’t your idea of
fun, perhaps you’d prefer to get a little
more familiar with Sweden’s four most
famous figures; the ABBA Museum can
also be found on Djugården.

TAKE ME THERE >
SCANDINAVIA &
ST. PETERSBURG

No
Fly

Celebrity Silhouette
12 Jun 2021 | 14 Nights

Southampton, Copenhagen (overnight in port),
Stockholm, Helsinki, St. Petersburg (overnight in port),
Warnemunde (Berlin), Aarhus, Southampton
Cruise Club fares from pp

£1,776
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The Inner Hebrides

View over Old Man of
Storr, Isle of Skye

The Hebridean islands
that tumble from the
west coast of Scotland
are remote, wild,
naturally beautiful and
intoxicatingly rugged.

W

henever we need a reminder
of how fair our own isles are,
Scotland’s Inner Hebrides rise to
the occasion.
The Hebridean islands that tumble
from the west coast of Scotland are
remote, wild, naturally beautiful
and intoxicatingly rugged. Mull,
Skye, Islay and the like might look
like the same green and grey
dappled landscapes from afar, but
each island has a personality all of
its own.
You’ll recognise Mull’s paintbox
harbour as Balamory, the show that
served our childhoods, but beyond
that it’s a place in which to look up
for eagles and down for whales,
porpoises and dolphins. The Isle of
Mull Railway steam train trundles
along the coast, and Duart and
Torosay Castle take us back to a
time of clan clashes for the land.

Skye has castles too, of course;
Armadale Castle may have
crumbled, but the one-time home
of the powerful MacDonald clan
remains as imposing as it ever was.
Hikers can lose hours among the
jagged peaks of the Cuillin Hills and
on the walking routes at the foot
of Old Man Storr, a shard of rock
that forms one of Scotland’s mostrecognisable landscapes.
And finally, there is Islay. Gloriously
boozy Islay, home of single malt
whiskies produced in no less than
nine distilleries, most of which
have a bracing sea view. Last year
saw the first new distillery opening
in 15 years and some might say
that Ardnahoe has the best views
of any on Islay.

Cuillin Hills

Armadale Castle

Isle of Mull

TAKE ME THERE > FLAVOURS OF THE HEBRIDES
Hebridean Princess
31 Mar 2020 | 7 Nights

Oban, Tobermory (Isle of Mull), Dunvegan, Shieldaig, Raasay,
Inverie, Colonsay, Isles of Eriska, Craignure, Oban

No
Fly

Cruise Club fares from pp

£2,809

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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Galway

With locals as warm and welcoming as they come, it isn’t hard to work
out why they tout this ol’ town as one of the world’s friendliest.

Galway

T

he stars have aligned for Galway.
Described by Lonely Planet as
‘brilliantly bohemian’ and listed in the
travel oracle’s top 10 cities to visit in
2020, the Irish city is as undervalued as
it is underexplored, but all that is set to
change following its designation as the
European Capital of Culture.

Walkable and compact, packed with
kitsch shops and good old-fashioned
pubs that are easily found if you follow
the sound of the fiddle, this charming
town is a refreshing alternative to
Galway

Dublin. Unlike the weekend break
favourite, there’s no hustle and bustle
here, or crowds for that matter.
Instead, you’ll find a good pint and
cracking seafood, often with a view
of the Galway Bay on which it arrived
hours earlier. A full programme of
theatre and dance is planned for 2020,
but Galway has plenty to offer culture
vultures at the best of times. Literary
buffs could lose hours in tiny streetcorner bookstores and the music really
never stops in a place many consider
the musical home of Ireland. Open-mics
Cliffs of Moher

and accordions compete to entertain
your ears, seafarers and romantics the
stars of songs that drum on until the
earlier hours every night of the week.
Galway has an easy kind of beauty that
we all love on a British Isles itinerary
port; part rugged, rambling clifftops,
part painted harbour towns that could
have come straight from a Postman Pat
story. With locals as warm and welcoming
as they come, it isn’t hard to work out
why they tout this ol’ town as one of the
world’s friendliest.

TAKE ME THERE >
SAILING AROUND ICONIC
IRELAND

No
Fly

Black Watch (W2110)
22 May 2021 | 7 Nights

Liverpool, Dun Laoghaire, Cobh, Galway,
Killybegs, Belfast, Liverpool

Cruise Club fares from pp

£1,072
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Mahon
Mahón harbour

Some might say that
you’ll struggle to find a
better beach in all
of Europe than
those here.

W

hile its sister isles were
courting the A-list and
aristocracy, the third Balearic
island Menorca was swaying to
its own beat. There are no worldclass DJs here, save for those that
call immaculate glass condos in
the island’s whitewashed villages
home. And while its twinset cities
Cuitadella and Maó are a sight to
behold, you’ll find nothing nearly
as imposing as Majorca’s La Seu
staring down upon the coastline.
But that’s just fine with us;
sun-drenched, sea-splashed and
gloriously low-key is just the way
we like our summer hideaways.

belonging to lucky locals who
think nothing to living a stone’s
throw from such an idyllic scene.
Away from the sands, you’ll find
Menorca’s handsome port capital,
Mahón. The second-largest
harbour in the world makes for
a seafront crying out for long,
leisurely walks with an ice-cream
in hand and the sun on your skin.
More intoxicating indulgences
are found at the Xorigeur gin
distillery. While the fashionable
tipple has experienced a recent
surge in popularity on home turf,
it has been known as Menorca’s
signature nip for decades.

Some might say that you’ll struggle
to find a better beach in all of
Europe than those here. Coves
infringe pine forests, the water
electric blue and the towels

Gin-clear waters and gin itself; sign
us up.

Small bay at La Mola

Gin

Farmer's Market in Mahon

TAKE ME THERE > MEDITERRANEAN
Azamara Pursuit
4 May 2020 | 10 Nights

Cruise
Only
*call us for flights*

Civitavecchia (Rome), Sorrento, Mahon, Barcelona, Valencia,
Cartagena, Gibraltar, Portimao, Lisbon

Cruise Club fares from pp

£1,164

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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DESTINATION FOCUS

Rocky Mountaineer

A

journey through the heart of the
Canadian Rockies has the same
effect on adults as those train trips of
our childhood; nose pressed against the
glass in awe as the world rolls by. As if
embarking on an Alaskan cruise isn’t
exciting enough, incorporating a jaunt
onboard Rocky Mountaineer, once deemed
the ‘World’s Greatest Trip’ by National
Geographic, prove to be the cherry on top
of the proverbial cake.
Over the course of the last 30 years,
Rocky Mountaineer has placed the
Canadian Rockies at the feet of more
than two million guests, scooping
accolades such as ‘one of the world’s
ultimate experiences’ and ‘one of the
world’s most life-changing trips’ in the
process. With Alaska’s cruise season
matching that of Rocky Mountaineer,
and many cruises starting or finishing
at the train’s home station of
Vancouver, the lure of a pre or post-
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GoldLeaf Service guests dine a la carte on the flavours
of Western Canada in an exclusive dining room.

cruise rail journey through Western
Canada and the Canadian Rockies is
impossible to resist.
Evoke the romance of traditional rail
travel as you snake a meandering path
through the alpine towns and scenic
expanses sitting in the shadow of the
Rocky Mountains. Just like in Alaska,
wildlife is in abundance, along with
glacial lakes, wild whitewater rivers, pine
glades and almighty canyons revealed
at every turn. Fortunately, oversized
picture windows curve from floor-toceiling to offer panoramic views of the
ever-changing landscape. Hosts tell
stories of the scenery that surrounds
you and the outdoor viewing platform
puts the wind in your hair and clean
mountain air in your lungs. Keep your
eyes peeled for movement amidst the
stillness; bears, elk, deer, moose, bald
eagles, osprey, mountain goats and
bighorn sheep roam wild.

While you may be journeying through
the wilderness, there’ll be no foraging
involved here. Quite the opposite in fact,
with five-star service and fine dining
as impressive as the views. Guests
choose between GoldLeaf or SilverLeaf
Service and there are dedicated coaches
for each. SilverLeaf Service seats you
in a glass-domed coach, your needs
catered for by a pair of hosts. Hot main
courses are served at your seat and
complimentary beverages and gourmet
snacks are in constant supply. GoldLeaf
Service is the ultimate in luxury, with
all of the above delivered alongside
panoramic views from a bi-level dome
coach complete with reclining seats.
GoldLeaf Service guests dine a la carte
on regionally-inspired cuisine served
in a lower-level dining room. With
overnight stays at the best hotels in the
region and your luggage delivered there
in time for your arrival, this is what we
call travelling in style.

Experience The ‘First Passage To The West’
The Rocky Mountaineer rumbles
across three routes, though the most
popular is undoubtedly the First
Passage to the West, made famous
for connecting British Columbia and
Canada over 125 years ago.
Rocky Mountaineer is the only
passenger train to transport guests
over the historic Canadian Pacific
Highway, which opened in 1885
as Canada’s first trans-continental
railway line. In areas inaccessible to
cars, coaches and cruise ships - even
beyond the reach of the hardiest of
hikers – you’ll see a side of the Rockies
that few have been fortunate to. With
no Wi-Fi access and mobile signal
sporadic at best, all you really need in
the wilderness is your camera.
After boarding Rocky Mountaineer
in coastal Vancouver, you’ll journey
inland through the heart towards the
town of Kamloops. Passing through
the fields of Fraser Valley and beside
the ferocious rapids of Hell’s Gate in
the Fraser Canyon, you’ll chart a course
between the rugged peaks of the Coast
and Cascade Mountains to Kamloops.
With the first leg of your all-daylight
journey ending 280 miles later, you’ll
be glad to stretch your legs and rest
your head.
Day two of your Rocky Mountaineer

experience sees you head east towards
the awe-inspiring through the province
of Alberta. Cross ranchlands and
emerge into the light from tunnels
carved into the cliff-face, winding your
way along rocky lakeshores and across
sweeping mountain passes.
The glaciers and peaks of the Rocky
Mountains are astounding, beyond the
ability to be put into words without
seeing them for yourself, and this leg is
a real highlight of the journey. There’s
a spectacular climb over Rogers Pass,
the snaking route through Kicking
Horse Canyon and the unique Spiral
Tunnels hidden amongst the greenery
of the Yoho National Park. And just
when you thought it couldn’t get any
better, Lake Louise welcomes you to
Banff National Park and its painfully
picturesque resort town.

TAKE ME THERE >
ROCKY MOUNTAINEER
WITH CALGARY
STAMPEDE & ALASKA

✈
Flights
Included

Celebrity Eclipse
3 July 2020 | 17 Nights
Turn to page 58 for our exclusive
Cruise & Stay holiday.
Cruise Club fares from pp

£4,899
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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E XCLUSI V E HOLIDAY S

Rocky Mountaineer with Calgary Stampede & Alaska
Celebrity Eclipse - 17 Nights - 3 July 2020
It’s ‘all aboard’ for a great escape to Alaska and the Canadian Rockies, complete with tickets to the Calgary Stampede.
Rocky Mountaineer and Celebrity Cruises come together to show you vast oceans and untamed wilderness, flora and fauna-filled
and book-ended by cosmopolitan cityscapes. And before all that, it’s Stetsons at the ready for the Calgary Stampede, the world’s
most famous rodeo. It’s everything you could want from the adventure of a lifetime.

INCLUDED IN THIS HOLIDAY
RETURN FLIGHTS FROM HEATHROW*

3-NIGHT STAY AT A 3 OR 4* HOTEL IN CALGARY
(DEPENDING ON SILVER OR GOLDLEAF SERVICE)

2-DAY CALGARY STAMPEDE
‘THRILL PACKAGE’
SIX DAY ROCKY MOUNTAINEER ‘FIRST
PASSAGE TO THE WEST’ PACKAGE
INCLUDING:
TWO DAYS ONBOARD ROCKY
MOUNTAINEER
OVERNIGHT HOTEL STAYS IN BANFF,
LAKE LOUISE & KAMLOOPS
PANORAMIC HELICOPTER TOUR
BANFF GONDOLA
NATIONAL PARKS PASS
VANCOUVER LOOKOUT PASS
3-NIGHT STAY AT A 4* HOTEL IN
VANCOUVER

7-NIGHT FULL-BOARD CRUISE ON
CELEBRITY ECLIPSE

YOUR ITINERARY
DAY 1 UK

Fly from Heathrow* to Calgary. Transfer on arrival
to your hotel for a three-night stay.

DAY 2 CALGARY

Enjoy the Calgary Stampede with a two-day Thrill
Package. Overnight hotel stay in Calgary.

DAY 3 CALGARY

Enjoy Calgary Tower visit. Overnight hotel stay in Calgary.

DAY 4 CALGARY - BANFF

Full-day coach tour concluding in Banff. Journey
to Kananaskis and enjoy a 12-minute Panoramic
Helicopter Tour over the remarkable landscape of the
Rockies plus a Banff Gondola ride and National Parks
pass. Overnight hotel stay in Banff.

DAY 5 BANFF – LAKE LOUISE

A half-day tour takes you into Yoho National Park to view all
of its natural wonders. Overnight in Lake Louise.

DAY 6 LAKE LOUISE – KAMLOOPS

Board Rocky Mountaineer from the mountain hamlet
of Lake Louise to Kamloops, in the heart of British
Columbia’s interior. Overnight hotel stay in Kamloops.

DAY 7 KAMLOOPS - VANCOUVER

Your journey on Rocky Mountaineer continues
west towards the Pacific Ocean and the coastal
city of Vancouver. Transfer to hotel for a three
night stay.

DAY 8 VANCOUVER
Day at leisure.

SELECTED TRANSFERS

DAY 9 VANCOUVER
Day at leisure.

Vancouver

DAY 10 VANCOUVER

Make your way from the hotel to the port and
embark Celebrity Eclipse. Depart Vancouver.
DAY 11 INSIDE PASSAGE (SCENIC CRUISING)
DAY 12 ICY STRAIT POINT
DAY 13 HUBBARD GLACIER (SCENIC CRUISING)
DAY 14 JUNEAU
DAY 15 KETCHIKAN
DAY 16 INSIDE PASSAGE (SCENIC CRUISING)

DAY 17 VANCOUVER

Disembark Celebrity Eclipse and transfer to
the airport for your return overnight flight to
Heathrow*.

DAY 18 UK

Arrive in the UK.
*Flights from other selected UK airports may be available for
a surcharge.

Verandah

Concierge

Inside

Ocean View

SilverLeaf Service

£4,899

£5,199

Free Upgrade

£5,199 £5,299

SilverLeaf Service + Drinks, Gratuities and
$100 OBSpp on Celebrity Eclipse

£5,399

£5,799

Free Upgrade

£5,799 £5,999

GoldLeaf Service

£5,699

£5,949

Free Upgrade

£5,949 £6,199

GoldLeaf Service + Drinks, Gratuities and
$100 OBSpp on Celebrity Eclipse

£6,199

£6,599

Free Upgrade

£6,599 £6,899

The process of producing/distributing takes several days and could therefore limit the availability of prices and accommodation as advertised, or they could not be available at all. Your contract will be with Bolsover Cruise Club
Limited (ATOL 11481). Prices are shown per person in £ sterling based on two adults sharing and are subject to availability. Fares and other information are correct at the time of going to print. Hotel basis is room only unless
otherwise stated. Resort fees and city taxes may apply. This holiday is subject to Bolsover Cruise Club Limited booking conditions. Visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.com/tob for further details. Package departs 3 July 2020 Heathrow/
Calgary British Airways flight BA103 18:30/20:25, returning 19 July 2020 Vancouver/Heathrow British Airways flight BA84 20:55/14:15+1. Elements of this package holiday may be non-escorted and personal transfers may need
to be arranged. Please contact our Cruise Experts for further information. Visa and vaccinations may be required at additional cost. Travel insurance is at an additional cost. E&OE.
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Explore Vietnam & Cambodia
aboard our new river ship

See, hear and feel what life is like in Vietnam and Cambodia, on an APT Luxury River Cruise. Witness daily life in remote
villages, best accessed by river. Learn from our hand-selected local guides as they passionately share their own personal
insights of each region. And with a level of personal service we’ve refined over 90 years of family ownership,
rest assured we take care of absolutely everything.

NEW FOR 2020

YOUR LUXURIOUS
MEKONG RIVER SHIP

So much is included:

New for 2020, and with just 44 suites,
the RV AmaMekong provides a spacious retreat
to truly enjoy the lush landscapes of Vietnam and
Cambodia. Experience the exclusive Indochine
restaurant by chef Luke Nguyen, and premium
facilities including Sun Deck with alfresco café
and swimming pool, plus spa and wellness centre.

Swimming pool aboard the RV AmaMekong.

15 day luxury river cruise & tour
Siem Reap to Ho Chi Minh City

Watch the golden sunrise over Angkor Wat temple. Cruise
the Mekong, visiting homes and monasteries, and dine on
our Vietnamese menu designed by chef Luke Nguyen.
15 days from

£4,995* per person

Back

Excursions & local experiences

On board dining & drinks†

IN
Out

Return flights from the UK*

7-night Mekong River
cruise aboard the luxurious
RV AmaMekong

FLY FREE*
Vietnam & Cambodia Highlights

Home-to-airport transfers
by private car#

PREMIUM ECONOMY
BUSINESS CLASS

Luxury accommodation in
Siem Reap & Ho Chi Minh City
All tipping and port charges
Overseas transfers

UPGRADE TO BUSINESS OUTBOUND
FROM £300*pp

APT Cruise Director
and local guides

Departures from October 2020 to April 2021

VIETNAM & CAMBODIA | MYANMAR | CHINA | EUROPE | RUSSIA
‘‘River cruising is the best and easiest
way to explore. Unpack and relax.’’
Book with
confidence
6781

ABTA No.V9080

*Terms and conditions apply. For full details, please refer to the APT website. Prices are per person, twin share and include saving where applicable. Valid on new bookings made by 29 February 2020.
Subject to availability and may be withdrawn at any time. Solo supplements apply. Price based on travel in Cat. D Twin Balcony Suite on 17 December 2020. Offer includes free outbound Premium Economy
Class flight and free inbound Business Class flight and taxes from London Heathrow. Airfares are subject to availability of airline and booking class at the time of booking; once booking class is sold out
surcharges will apply. Limited number of offers available, once sold out, alternative offer may apply. Flights must be booked by APT and all internal flights are in Economy Class. All offers are subject
to availability of airline and booking class at the time of booking. Bonus Offer: Upgrade the outbound flight to Business Class from £300 per person. Prices correct as at 2 December 2019. A nonrefundable deposit of £400 per person is due within 7 days of booking, full payment due 100 days prior to departure. #Complimentary home-to-airport transfers are available within a 75 driven mile radius
of selected departure airports in the UK and Northern Ireland and must be requested at the time of booking. No cash alternative available. †Complimentary beverages available throughout the day on
board and exclude French Champagne, premium spirits and selected wines. UK-330

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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Taj Mahal
E XCLUSI V E HOLIDAYS

FROM ONLY
£2,999

pp

YOUR ITINERARY
DAY 1 UK

Fly overnight from Gatwick* to Delhi via Dubai.

DAY 2 DELHI

GRAND ASIA
EXPLORER

Arrive in Delhi and meet your tour guide.
Transfer to your 4 hotel for a two-night stay.

DAY 3 DELHI

Enjoy a morning tour of Old and New Delhi
including rickshaw ride.

DAY 4 DELHI – AGRA

Travel from Delhi to Agra. On arrival,
enjoy an afternoon tour of Agra and the
Taj Mahal. Overnight in Agra.

SAPPHIRE PRINCESS | 25 NIGHTS
DEPARTING 10 MAY 2020

DAY 5 AGRA - JAIPUR

SIMILAR DEPARTURES AVAILABLE - CALL FOR DETAILS
Set your senses alight on an immersive, all-consuming exploration of Asia. After a
fully-guided tour of India’s Golden Triangle, including visits to the opulent Taj Mahal
and Jaipur’s Amber Fort, you’ll embark on an extended escape designed to take in Asia’s
highlights, from Kota Kinabalu and its orangutans to some of the East’s most bustling
cities, like Manila and Hong Kong.

6-DAY GOLDEN TRIANGLE TOUR INCLUDING:

1-NIGHT STAY AT A
4 HOTEL IN
SINGAPORE

HOTEL STAYS DAILY BREAKFAST TRANSFERS
A LOCAL GUIDE RICKSHAW RIDE IN DELHI
JEEP RIDE TO THE AMBER FORT IN JAIPUR
VISIT TO THE TAJ MAHAL LUNCH AT BHARATPUR

16-NIGHT FULL-BOARD CRUISE
ON SAPPHIRE PRINCESS

DAY 6 JAIPUR

Enjoy an excursion to the Amber Fort and an
orientation tour of Jaipur. Overnight in Jaipur.

DAY 7 JAIPUR

INCLUDED IN YOUR HOLIDAY
RETURN FLIGHTS
FROM GATWICK*

Travel from Agra to Jaipur, visiting Fatehpur
Sikri and Abhaneri en route. Arrive in Jaipur
and spend the rest of the day at leisure.
Overnight in Jaipur.

1-NIGHT STAY AT A
4 HOTEL IN
SHANGHAI

INTERNAL FLIGHTS

Spend the morning at leisure, before
transferring to the airport for your
overnight flight to Singapore via Dubai.

DAY 8 SINGAPORE

Arrive in Singapore. Transfer to your 4
hotel for an overnight stay.
ALL
TRANSFERS

Amber Fort

DAY 9 SINGAPORE

Transfer to the port and embark Sapphire
Princess. Stay overnight in port.

Day 10 SINGAPORE
Day 12 KOTA KINABALU
Day 14 MANILA
Day 16 HONG KONG
Day 17 HONG KONG
Day 19 KEELUNG
Day 20 OKINAWA
Day 22 NAGASAKI
Day 23 HAKATA

DAY 25 SHANGHAI

Arrive in Shanghai and disembark Sapphire
Princess. Transfer to your 4 hotel for an
overnight stay.

DAY 26 SHANGHAI

Transfer to the airport for your return flight
to Gatwick* arriving the same day.
*Flights from other selected UK airports may be
available for a surcharge.

Fatehpur Sikri

Singapore skyline

Date

Inside pp

Outside (obs) pp

Balcony pp

10 May 2020

£2,999

£3,199

£3,599
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Intermittent cruise days are at sea.

Call our Cruise & Stay
holiday experts today:

0800 028 0674

The process of producing/distributing takes several days and could therefore limit the availability of prices and accommodation as advertised, or they could not be available at all. Your contract will be with
Bolsover Cruise Club Limited (ATOL 11481). Prices are shown per person in £ sterling based on two adults sharing and are subject to availability. Fares and other information are correct at the time of going to
print. Hotel basis is room only unless otherwise stated. Resort fees and city taxes may apply. This holiday is subject to Bolsover Cruise Club Limited booking conditions. Visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.com/tob for
further details. Flight departs 10 May 2020 Gatwick via Dubai/Delhi Emirates flight EK16 14:30/00.35+1 for connection to Emirates flight EK510 03:55/09:05. Returning Shanghai/ via Dubai/ Gatwick flight Emirates
EK305 07:15/12:05 for connection to Emirates flight EK9 14:55/19:45. Internal transfer 16 May 2020 Delhi/Dubai Emirates flight EK515 21:50/23:59 for connecting 17 May 2020 Dubai/Singapore
Emirates flight EK354 03:30/15:00. Elements of this package holiday may be non-escorted and personal transfers may need to be arranged. Please contact our Cruise Experts for further
information. Visa and vaccinations may be required at additional cost. Travel insurance is at an additional cost. E&OE.

New York

E XCLUSI V E HOLIDAYS

FROM ONLY
£2,199

pp

BASED ON 4 OCT 2020 DEPARTURE

CANADA AND
NYC IN THE FALL

SKY PRINCESS | 14 NIGHTS

YOUR ITINERARY

DEPARTING 13 & 20 SEP, 4 & 18 OCT 2020

DAY 1 UK

OTHER DEPARTURES AVAILABLE - CALL FOR DETAILS

Niagara, New York, New England in the fall and a brand-new ship; what more could you ask
for? With autumn colours in every port of call, bucket list excursions and a sailing on the
stunning Sky Princess, this Cruise & Stay holiday is the only way to experience fall in 2020.

INCLUDED IN THIS HOLIDAY
RETURN FLIGHTS
FROM HEATHROW*

3-NIGHT STAY AT A 4 HOTEL
IN NEW YORK

3-NIGHT STAY AT A 4
HOTEL IN NIAGARA

TOP OF THE ROCK
ADMISSION

FLIGHT FROM
TORONTO TO
NEW YORK

NIAGARA FALLS
ADVENTURE PASS

7-NIGHT FULL BOARD
CRUISE ON SKY PRINCESS

Top of the Rock Admission
Nowhere else in the world
delivers views quite like those
seen from the 70th floor of
the Rockefeller Center. Enjoy
free admission to this New
York icon and see the Big
Apple in a whole new light.

ALL PRIVATE
TRANSFERS

Niagara Falls
Helicopter Ride
Experience
breathtaking views of
Niagara on a thrilling
helicopter ride taking
in the jaw-dropping
scenery of the falls in
all their glory.

Transfer to the airport for your flight to
New York. On arrival, transfer to your 4
hotel for a three-night stay.

DAY 5 NEW YORK

Enjoy admission to Top of the Rock.

DAY 6 NEW YORK
Day at leisure.

DAY 7 NEW YORK

Transfer to the port and embark
Sky Princess. Depart New York.

Day 8 NEWPORT
Day 9 BOSTON
Day 10 BAR HARBOR
Day 11 SAINT JOHN
Day 12 HALIFAX
Day 13 at sea
Disembark Sky Princess and transfer to the
airport for your return overnight flight to
Heathrow*.

Balcony pp

Deluxe Balcony pp

13 Sep 2020

£2,299
£2,399
£2,199
£2,429

£2,739
£2,779
£2,689
£2,829

£2,829
£2,879
£2,799
£2,899

18 Oct 2020

DAY 4 NIAGARA

DAY 14 NEW YORK

Inside pp

4 Oct 2020

Enjoy a Niagara Falls Adventure Pass.

Enjoy a helicopter ride over Niagara Falls.

Date

20 Sep 2020

DAY 2 NIAGARA

DAY 3 NIAGARA

TOUR DETAILS
Niagara Falls Adventure Pass
The best way to explore Niagara Falls!
Discover Niagara Parks, take a cruise
behind the Falls and experience the
White Walk and Niagara’s Fury on a
pass designed to show you the most
popular attractions Niagara has to offer.

Fly from Heathrow* to Toronto. Transfer
on arrival to your 4 hotel for a
three-night stay in Niagara.

DAY 15 uk

Arrive in the UK.
*Flights from other selected UK airports may be
available for a surcharge.

Call our Cruise & Stay
holiday experts today:

0800 028 0674

The process of producing/distributing takes several days and could therefore limit the availability of prices and accommodation as advertised, or they could not be available at all. Your contract will be with
Bolsover Cruise Club Limited (ATOL 11481). Prices are shown per person in £ sterling based on two adults sharing and are subject to availability. Fares and other information are correct at the time of going to
print. Hotel basis is room only unless otherwise stated. Resort fees and city taxes may apply. This holiday is subject to Bolsover Cruise Club Limited booking conditions. Visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.com/tob for
further details. Lead package price based on 4 Oct 2020 Heathrow/Toronto Airport British Airways flight BA93 13:00/15:50, returning New York/Heathrow 17 Oct 2020 British Airways flight
BA1511 18:10/06:20+1. Internal flight 7 Oct 2020 Toronto/New York British Airways flight BA5599 14:59/16:40. Elements of this package holiday may be non-escorted and personal transfers
may need to be arranged. Please contact our Cruise Experts for further information. Visa and vaccinations may be required at additional cost. Travel insurance is at an additional cost. E&OE.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com
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E XCLUSI V E HOLIDAYS

FROM ONLY
£1,299

pp

BASED ON 27 APR 2020 DEPARTURE

VIVA LAS VEGAS &
MEXICAN RIVIERA
ROYAL PRINCESS | 13 NIGHTS
DEPARTING 16 MAR, 13 & 27 APR, 5 & 19 OCT 2020

YOUR ITINERARY

OTHER DEPARTURES AVAILABLE - CALL FOR DETAILS

Paint the town red beneath the bright lights of Las Vegas, before following in the
footsteps of the A-list on Hollywood boulevards made famous in the movies. After all the
excitement and excess, the serene Mexican Riviera beckons for a week of well-deserved
rest and relaxation.

INCLUDED IN THIS HOLIDAY
RETURN
FLIGHTS
FROM
HEATHROW*

3-NIGHT STAY
AT A 4 HOTEL IN
LAS VEGAS

FLIGHT FROM
LAS VEGAS TO
LOS ANGELES

2-NIGHT STAY AT A
4 HOTEL IN
LOS ANGELES

7-NIGHT FULL-BOARD
CRUISE ON
ROYAL PRINCESS

DAY 1 UK

Fly from Heathrow* to Las Vegas. On
arrival, make your way to your 4 hotel for
a three-night stay.

DAY 2 LAS VEGAS
Day at leisure.

DAY 3 LAS VEGAS
Day at leisure.

Los Angeles

DAY 4 LAS VEGAS

Make your way to the airport for your flight
to Los Angeles. On arrival, make your way
to your 4 hotel for a two-night stay.

DAY 5 LOS ANGELES
Day at leisure.
Royal Princess

DAY 6 LOS ANGELES

Make your way to the port and embark
Royal Princess. Depart Los Angeles.

Day 8 CABO SAN LUCAS
Day 9 MAZATLÁN
Day 10 PUERTO VALLARTA

DAY 13 LOS ANGELES
Cabo San Lucas

Date

Inside pp

Balcony (obs) pp

Deluxe Balcony (obs) pp

Mini Suite pp

16 Mar 2020

£1,359
£1,459
£1,299
£1,499
£1,499

£1,499
£1,599
£1,449
£1,649
£1,699

£1,599
£1,699
£1,539
£1,749
£1,799

£1,659
£1,759
£1,599
£1,799
£1,869

13 Apr 2020
27 Apr 2020
5 Oct 2020
19 Oct 2020
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Arrive in Los Angeles and make your way to
the airport for your return overnight flight
to Heathrow*.

DAY 14 uk

Arrive in the UK.
*Flights from other selected UK airports may be
available for a surcharge.
Intermittent cruise days are at sea.

Call our Cruise & Stay
holiday experts today:

0800 028 0674

The process of producing/distributing takes several days and could therefore limit the availability of prices and accommodation as advertised, or they could not be available at all. Your contract will be with Bolsover Cruise
Club Limited (ATOL 11481). Prices are shown per person in £ sterling based on two adults sharing and are subject to availability. Fares and other information are correct at the time of going to print. Hotel basis is room
only unless otherwise stated. Resort fees and city taxes may apply. This holiday is subject to Bolsover Cruise Club Limited booking conditions. Visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.com/tob for further details. Lead package price
based on 27 April 2020 Heathrow/Las Vegas Delta flight operated by Virgin Atlantic flight DL4415 15:25/18:10, returning 9 May 2020 Los Angeles/Heathrow Delta flight operated by Virgin Atlantic
flight DL4360 19:00/13:20+1. Internal flight 30 April 2020 Las Vegas/Los Angeles Delta flight DL1174 11:00/12:14. Elements of this package holiday may be non-escorted and personal transfers may
need to be arranged. Please contact our Cruise Experts for further information. Visa and vaccinations may be required at additional cost. Travel insurance is at an additional cost. E&OE.

French Quarter, New Orleans

E XCLUSI V E HOLIDAYS

MUSIC CITIES OF
THE DEEP SOUTH

CARNIVAL GLORY | 14 NIGHTS
DEPARTING 27 APR, 11 MAY, 17 AUG, 14 SEP & 12 OCT 2020

FROM ONLY
£1,599

pp

BASED ON 14 SEP 2020 DEPARTURE

YOUR ITINERARY

OTHER DEPARTURES AVAILABLE - CALL FOR DETAILS

DAY 1 UK

Guaranteed to get a toe tapping, this adventure to America’s Deep South will be music to your
ears. Sway in Memphis, the home of soul, before living it up in New Orleans, the birthplace of
jazz and home to iconic Bourbon Street. With the music still ringing in your ears, you’ll board
Carnival Glory for a week-long cruise around the sun-drenched Caribbean.

DAY 2 MEMPHIS

INCLUDED IN THIS HOLIDAY
RETURN
FLIGHTS FROM
HEATHROW*

3-NIGHT STAY AT A 4
HOTEL IN MEMPHIS

AMTRAK TRAIN TICKET
(COACH RESERVED SEAT)

VIP
GRACELAND
TOUR

3-NIGHT STAY AT A 4 HOTEL
IN NEW ORLEANS

NEW
ORLEANS
JAZZ CRUISE

MEMPHIS ROCK ‘N’ SOUL
MUSEUM & MUSIC
HALL OF FAME ENTRY

7-NIGHT FULL-BOARD CRUISE
ON CARNIVAL GLORY

Memphis Rock n Soul Museum &
Music Hall of Fame
Get closer to never-before-seen
belongings and artefacts from the Hall
of Fame inductees who changed music
forever and put Memphis on the map.
This unmissable museum experience
features interviews and memorabilia from
the likes of Elvis, Johnny Cash, B.B. King,
Jerry Lee Lewis, ZZ Top and many more.

New Orleans Jazz Cruise
Experience the history of
New Orleans in style aboard
the very last steamboat of its
kind on the Mississippi River.
Soak up the nostalgia as a
jazz band plays on this
two-hour river cruise offering
a whole new vantage point
on the Big Easy.

Date

Inside pp

Ocean View (obs) pp

Balcony (obs) pp

27 Apr 2020

£1,799
£1,799
£1,899
£1,599
£1,699

£1,899
£1,899
£1,999
£1,699
£1,799

£2,099
£2,099
£2,099
£1,899
£1,999

14 Sep 2020
12 Oct 2020

DAY 3 MEMPHIS
DAY 4 MEMPHIS

Make your way to the Amtrak station and
board the train for your journey to New
Orleans. On arrival, make your way to your
4 hotel for a three-night stay.

DAY 5 NEW ORLEANS

Enjoy a daytime Jazz Cruise.

VIP Graceland Tour
Make the ultimate rock ‘n’ roll
pilgrimage to Graceland, home
of the one and only Elvis. Follow
in the footsteps of a legend as
you enjoy a VIP audio-guided
tour of the 14-acre estate with
commentary by Elvis himself
and his daughter, Lisa-Marie
Presley.

17 Aug 2020

Enjoy a VIP Graceland tour.

Enjoy entry to the Memphis Rock ‘n’ Soul
Museum & Music Hall of Fame.

TOUR DETAILS

11 May 2020

Fly from Heathrow* to Memphis. Make your
way to your 4 hotel for a three-night stay.

DAY 6 NEW ORLEANS
Day at leisure.

DAY 7 NEW ORLEANS

Make your way to the port. Embark Carnival
Glory and depart New Orleans.

Day 10 MONTEGO BAY
Day 11 GRAND CAYMAN
Day 12 COZUMEL

DAY 14 NEW ORLEANS

Disembark Carnival Glory and make your
way to the airport for your return overnight
flight to Heathrow*.

DAY 15 UK

Arrive in the UK.
*Flights from other selected UK airports may be
available for a surcharge.
Intermittent cruise days are at sea.

Call our Cruise & Stay
holiday experts today:

0800 028 0674

The process of producing/distributing takes several days and could therefore limit the availability of prices and accommodation as advertised, or they could not be available at all. Your contract will be with
Bolsover Cruise Club Limited (ATOL 11481). Prices are shown per person in £ sterling based on two adults sharing and are subject to availability. Fares and other information are correct at the time of going
to print. Hotel basis is room only unless otherwise stated. Resort fees and city taxes may apply. This holiday is subject to Bolsover Cruise Club Limited booking conditions. Visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.
com/tob for further details. Lead package price based on 14 Sep 2020, Heathrow/via Charlotte American Airlines flight AA733 12:25/16:55, for connecting flight AA1641 Charlotte/Memphis 19:50/20:37,
returning New Orleans/via Chicago 27 Sep 2020 American Airlines flight AA2750 18:20/21:02, for connecting flight AA98 Chicago/Heathrow 23:30/13:15+1. Elements of this package
holiday may be non-escorted and personal transfers may need to be arranged. Please contact our Cruise Experts for further information. Visa and vaccinations may be required at
additional cost. Travel insurance is at an additional cost. E&OE.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com
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Waikiki Beach

E XCLUSI V E HOLIDAYS

FROM ONLY
£2,689

pp

BASED ON 9 MAY 2020 DEPARTURE

LANDS OF FIRE
AND ICE

ROYAL PRINCESS | 15 NIGHTS
DEPARTING 9 & 23 MAY, 6 & 20 JUN, 4 JUL, 29 AUG 2020
OTHER DEPARTURES AVAILABLE - CALL FOR DETAILS

Fly from Heathrow* to Hawaii. Transfer on
arrival to your 4 hotel for a five-night stay.

Fire and ice combine in spectacular fashion on a trip that takes two of cruising’s favourite
destinations – Hawaii and Alaska - and brings them together on one unforgettable
holiday. You’ll start with a five-night stay on Waikiki Beach, before jetting to Vancouver
for an overnight stay. From there, Alaska awaits in all its glory.

INCLUDED IN THIS HOLIDAY
RETURN
FLIGHTS
FROM
HEATHROW*

5-NIGHT
STAY AT A
4 HOTEL IN
HONOLULU

FLIGHT FROM
HAWAII TO
VANCOUVER

YOUR ITINERARY
DAY 1 UK

DAY 2 HONOLULU
Day at leisure.

DAY 3 HONOLULU
Day at leisure.

DAY 4 HONOLULU
1-NIGHT
STAY AT A
4 HOTEL IN
VANCOUVER

7-NIGHT
FULL-BOARD
CRUISE ON ROYAL
PRINCESS

Day at leisure.
PARTIAL
TRANSFERS

DAY 5 HONOLULU
Day at leisure.

DAY 6 HONOLULU

Transfer to the airport for your overnight
flight to Vancouver.

DAY 7 VANCOUVER

Arrive in Vancouver and make your way to
your 4 hotel for an overnight stay.

DAY 8 VANCOUVER

Make your way to the port. Embark
Royal Princess and depart Vancouver.

Ketchikan

Vancouver

Juneau

Date

Inside pp

Balcony pp

Deluxe Balcony pp

Mini Suite pp

9 May 2020

£2,689
£2,899
£3,219
£2,989
£2,999
£2,799

£2,999
£3,299
£3,699
£3,429
£3,459
£3,099

£3,099
£3,399
£3,759
£3,529
£3,529
£3,199

£3,299
£3,499
£3,919
£3,699
£3,689
£3,359

23 May 2020
6 Jun 2020
20 Jun 2020
4 Jul 2020
29 Aug 2020
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Day 9 AT SEA
Day 10 KETCHIKAN
Day 11 JUNEAU
Day 12 SKAGWAY
Day 13 GLACIER BAY (SCENIC CRUISING)
Day 14 COLLEGE FJORD (SCENIC CRUISING)

DAY 15 WHITTIER (ANCHORAGE)

Disembark Royal Princess and transfer to
the airport for your return overnight flight
to Heathrow*.

DAY 16 UK

Arrive in the UK.
*Flights from other selected UK airports may be
available for a surcharge.

Call our Cruise & Stay
holiday experts today:

0800 028 0674

The process of producing/distributing takes several days and could therefore limit the availability of prices and accommodation as advertised, or they could not be available at all. Your contract will be with Bolsover Cruise Club
Limited (ATOL 11481). Prices are shown per person in £ sterling based on two adults sharing and are subject to availability. Fares and other information are correct at the time of going to print. Hotel basis is room only unless
otherwise stated. Resort fees and city taxes may apply. This holiday is subject to Bolsover Cruise Club Limited booking conditions. Visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.com/tob for further details. Lead package price based on 9 May 2020,
Heathrow/via Los Angeles American Airlines flight AA137 10:05/13:35, for connecting flight AA297 Los Angeles/Honolulu 16:55/20:20, returning Anchorage/via Chicago 23 May 2020 American Airlines flight AA399 22:10/07:25+1,
for connecting flight AA90 Chicago/Heathrow 09:05/22:45. Internal flight on 14 May 2020 Honolulu/Vancouver Delta operated by Westjet DL7125. 22:25/07:11+1. Elements of this package holiday may be
non-escorted and personal transfers may need to be arranged. Please contact our Cruise Experts for further information. Visa and vaccinations may be required at additional cost. Travel insurance is at
an additional cost. E&OE.

Dubrovnik

E XCLUSI V E HOLIDAYS

DUBROVNIK,
VENICE AND
GREEK ISLES

FROM ONLY
£1,799

pp

BASED ON 17 AUG & 14 SEP 2020 DEPARTURE

RHAPSODY OF THE SEAS | 12 NIGHTS
DEPARTING 20 JUL, 17 & 31 AUG, 14 & 28 SEP 2020

YOUR ITINERARY

OTHER DEPARTURES AVAILABLE - CALL FOR DETAILS

DAY 1 UK

INCLUDED IN THIS HOLIDAY

Fly from Gatwick* to Dubrovnik. Transfer
on arrival to your 4 hotel for a three-night
stay.

The food is to-die-for, there’s history and art as far as the eye can see, and its coastline features some
of the best beaches on Earth; there’s little wonder the Mediterranean keeps calling us back time after
time. Spend three nights in Dubrovnik, the star of the Dalmatian Coast, before heading on to Venice for
a two-night stay and rounding off an unforgettable summer holiday with a sun-soaked, weeklong jaunt
around some of the Med’s most idyllic isles.

DAY 2 DUBROVNIK
Day at leisure.

DAY 3 DUBROVNIK
Day at leisure.

RETURN
FLIGHTS
FROM
GATWICK*

3-NIGHT STAY
AT A 4 HOTEL
IN DUBROVNIK

INTERNAL
FLIGHT

Venice

2-NIGHT STAY
AT A 4 HOTEL
IN VENICE

7-NIGHT
FULL-BOARD
CRUISE ON
RHAPSODY OF THE SEAS

PRIVATE
TRANSFERS

Corfu

DAY 4 VENICE
Transfer to the airport for your flight to
Venice. On arrival, transfer to your 4 hotel
for a two-night stay.

DAY 5 VENICE
Day at leisure.

DAY 6 VENICE
Transfer to the port and embark
Rhapsody of the Seas. Depart Venice.

Day 7 KOTOR
Day 8 CORFU
Day 9 ATHENS
Day 10 MYKONOS
Day 11 ARGOSTOLI
DAY 12 AT SEA

The Acropolis of Athens

DAY 13 VENICE
Date

Inside pp

Outside (obs) pp

Balcony (obs) pp

Junior Suite pp

20 Jul 2020

£1,809
£1,799
£1,899
£1,799
£1,859

£1,979
£1,859
£2,029
£2,029
£1,999

£2,749
£2,759
£2,879
£2,899
£3,299

£3,299
£3,399
£3,209
£3,199
£3,499

17 Aug 2020
31 Aug 2020
14 Sep 2020
28 Sep 2020

Arrive in Venice and disembark
Rhapsody of the Seas. Transfer to the
airport for your return flight to Gatwick*.
*Flights from other selected UK airports may be
available for a surcharge.

Call our Cruise & Stay
holiday experts today:

0800 028 0674

The process of producing/distributing takes several days and could therefore limit the availability of prices and accommodation as advertised, or they could not be available at all. Your contract will be with Bolsover Cruise Club Limited (ATOL
11481). Prices are shown per person in £ sterling based on two adults sharing and are subject to availability. Fares and other information are correct at the time of going to print. Hotel basis is room only unless otherwise stated. Resort fees and
city taxes may apply. This holiday is subject to Bolsover Cruise Club Limited booking conditions. Visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.com/tob for further details. Lead package price based on 17 Aug 2020 Gatwick/Dubrovnik Airport EasyJet flight EZY8517
07:05/10:45, returning 29 Aug 2020 Venice/Gatwick EasyJet flight EZY8068 15:45/17:00 OR 14 Sep 2020 Gatwick/Dubrovnik Airport EasyJet flight EZY8517 07:05/10:45, returning 26 Sep 2020 Venice/Gatwick EasyJet flight
EZY8068 15:45/17:00. Internal transfer 20 Aug 2020 Dubrovnik/Venice EasyJet flight EJU3324 17:50/19:05 OR 17 Sep 2020 Dubrovnik/Venice Croatia Airlines OU398 17:40/19:05. Elements of this package holiday may be nonescorted and personal transfers may need to be arranged. Please contact our Cruise Experts for further information. Visa and vaccinations may be required at additional cost. Travel insurance is at an additional cost. E&OE.
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Lake Garda

E XCLUSI V E HOLIDAYS

LAKE GARDA & THE FROM ONLY
£1,759
MEDITERRANEAN
pp

BASED ON 8 JUL 2020 DEPARTURE

CELEBRITY INFINITY | 11 NIGHTS
DEPARTING 24 JUN, 8 & 22 JUL, 5 AUG 2020

Venice

OTHER DEPARTURES AVAILABLE - CALL FOR DETAILS

Spend four days enjoying the stunning scenery that surrounds Italy’s largest lake, Lake
Garda. With crystal-clear waters, winding coastal roads and quaint villages dotting the
shoreline, and the dramatic Dolomites as the backdrop to the north, it’s easy to see why
Lake Garda is one of the most picturesque areas in northern Italy. Next, you’ll travel to the
lagoon city of Venice, where you’ll spend the night before embarking Celebrity Infinity for
your Mediterranean cruise.

INCLUDED IN THIS HOLIDAY
RETURN
FLIGHTS
FROM
GATWICK*

3-NIGHT
STAY AT A
4 HOTEL IN
LAKE GARDA

1-NIGHT
STAY AT A
4 HOTEL IN
VENICE

7-NIGHT
FULL-BOARD CRUISE
ON CELEBRITY
INFINITY

SELECTED
PRIVATE
TRANSFERS

TRAIN
TRAVEL

YOUR ITINERARY

DAY 1 UK

Fly from Gatwick* to Verona. Transfer
on arrival to your 4 hotel in Lake
Garda for a three-night stay.

DAY 2 LAKE GARDA
Day at leisure.

DAY 3 LAKE GARDA
Day at leisure.

DAY 4 LAKE GARDA

Make your way to the train station for your
train journey to Venice. On arrival, transfer
to your 4 hotel for an overnight stay.

DAY 5 VENICE

Transfer to the port and embark Celebrity
Infinity. Overnight on board the ship.

Kotor

Day 6 VENICE
Day 7 SPLIT
Day 8 KOTOR
Day 9 CORFU
Day 10 at sea
Day 11 NAPLES
Neapolitan Pizza

Corfu

Date

Inside pp

Outside pp

Balcony pp

24 Jun 2020

£1,999
£1,759
£1,799
£1,799

£2,299
£1,999
£2,029
£1,899

£2,399
£2,159
£2,099
£1,999

8 Jul 2020
22 Jul 2020
5 Aug 2020
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DAY 12 ROME

Disembark Celebrity Infinity and
transfer to the airport for your
return flight to Gatwick*.
*Flights from other selected UK airports may be
available for a surcharge.

Call our Cruise & Stay
holiday experts today:

0800 028 0674

The process of producing/distributing takes several days and could therefore limit the availability of prices and accommodation as advertised, or they could not be available at all. Your contract will be with Bolsover
Cruise Club Limited (ATOL 11481). Prices are shown per person in £ sterling based on two adults sharing and are subject to availability. Fares and other information are correct at the time of going to print. Hotel basis
is room only unless otherwise stated. Resort fees and city taxes may apply. This holiday is subject to Bolsover Cruise Club Limited booking conditions. Visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.com/tob for further details. Lead
package price based on 8 July 2020 Gatwick/Verona British Airways flight BA2596 0645/0950. Returning 19 Jul 2020 Rome/Gatwick British Airways flight BA2541 1945/2125. Elements of this package
holiday may be non-escorted and personal transfers may need to be arranged. Please contact our Cruise Experts for further information. Visa and vaccinations may be required at additional cost.
Travel insurance is at an additional cost. E&OE.

Hie Jinja Shrine

FROM ONLY

E XCLUSI V E HOLIDAYS

£2,299

pp

BASED ON 11 OCT 2020 DEPARTURE

ULTIMATE JAPAN
DIAMOND PRINCESS | 14 OR 15 NIGHTS
DEPARTING 14 JUL, 10 AUG, 4 SEP, 11 OCT, 3 NOV 2020

YOUR ITINERARY

OTHER DEPARTURES AVAILABLE - CALL FOR DETAILS

DAY 1 UK

INCLUDED IN THIS HOLIDAY

DAY 2 TOKYO

Fly overnight from Heathrow* to Tokyo.

It’s one of the hottest destinations of 2020 and this Japanese exploration will showcase the highlights of
a country which must be seen to be believed. Begin with a four-night stay in Tokyo, complete with city
tour and visit to Mount Fuji and Hakone National Park, before joining Diamond Princess as she charts a
course along the naturally stunning coastline and islands that make this part of the world so unique.
RETURN
FLIGHTS FROM
HEATHROW*

4-NIGHT STAY AT
A 4 HOTEL IN
TOKYO

FULL DAY
TOKYO TOUR

FULL DAY MOUNT FUJI &
HAKONE TOUR

8 OR 9-NIGHT FULL
BOARD CRUISE ON
DIAMOND PRINCESS

Tokyo City Tour
Visit four of Tokyo’s most popular sightseeing
spots on this full-day guided tour. Soak up
the atmosphere on calls to Tokyo Tower, the
Imperial Palace Plaza, the Sumida River and
Sensō-ji Temple. You’ll also enjoy a traditional
Japanese tea ceremony.

Mount Fuji

Mount Fuji & Hakone Tour
This full-day tour covers some of Japan’s icons.
Take a trip up to Mount Fuji’s 5th Station at an
elevation of 2,300 meters, a cruise on pristine
Lake Ashi and a ride on the Komagatake
Ropeway, which boasts great views of the
surrounding Hakone National Park.

Balcony pp

Mini Suite pp

14 Jul 2020

£2,559
£2,699
£2,459
£2,299
£2,399

£2,659
£2,799
£2,559
£2,399
£2,599

£2,959
£3,499
£2,959
£2,799
£3,099

£3,659
£3,899
£3,559
SOLD OUT
SOLD OUT

3 Nov 2020

Enjoy a full-day tour of Tokyo

DAY 5 TOKYO

Day 8 KUSHIRO
Day 10 KORSAKOV
Day 11 OTARU
Day 12 HAKODATE

Outside (obs) pp

11 Oct 2020

DAY 4 TOKYO

Make your way to Yokohama Port and
embark Diamond Princess.

Inside pp

4 Sep 2020

Day at leisure.

DAY 6 TOKYO

Date

10 Aug 2020

DAY 3 TOKYO

Enjoy a full-day tour of Mount Fuji &
Hakone.

TOUR DETAILS

Tokyo Tower

On arrival, make your way to your 4* hotel
for a four-night stay.

DAY 14 YOKOHAMA

Disembark Diamond Princess and make
your way to the airport for your return
overnight flight to Heathrow*.

DAY 15 UK

Arrive in the UK.
*Flights from other selected UK airports may be
available for a surcharge.
Itinerary may vary depending on departure date.
Intermittent cruise days are at sea.

Call our Cruise & Stay
holiday experts today:

0800 028 0674

The process of producing/distributing takes several days and could therefore limit the availability of prices and accommodation as advertised, or they could not be available at all. Your contract will be with Bolsover Cruise Club Limited (ATOL 11481).
Prices are shown per person in £ sterling based on two adults sharing and are subject to availability. Fares and other information are correct at the time of going to print. Hotel basis is room only unless otherwise stated. Resort fees and city taxes
may apply. This holiday is subject to Bolsover Cruise Club Limited booking conditions. Visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.com/tob for further details. Lead package price based on 11 Oct 2020 Heathrow/via Abu Dhabi Etihad flight EY12 09:30/19:40, for
connecting flight Abu Dhabi/Tokyo Etihad flight EY878 22:00/13:00+1. Returning 24 Oct 2020 Tokyo/Abu Dhabi Etihad flight EY871 17:55/00:50+1, for connecting flight Abu Dhabi/Heathrow Etihad flight EY11 02:40/06:45.
Elements of this package holiday may be non-escorted and personal transfers may need to be arranged. Please contact our Cruise Experts for further information. Visa and vaccinations may be required at additional cost.
Travel insurance is at an additional cost. E&OE.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com
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Hidden Adriatic

Rhythm of the Caribbean

Departing Dover

Departing Southampton

23 April 2020 | 26 nights
Aboard Spirit of Discovery

15 November 2020 | 31 nights
Aboard Spirit of Adventure

Gibraltar - Cagliari, Sardinia - Palermo, Sicily
Ravenna, Italy - Koper, Slovenia - Rijeka,
Croatia - Split, Croatia - Durres, Albania
Valletta, Malta - Cadiz Spain

Ponta Delgada, Azores - St Johns, Antigua
Road Bay, Anguilla - San Juan, Puerto Rico
Basseterre, St Kitts - Castries, St Lucia
St Georges, Grenada - Port of Spain,
Trinidad - Bridgetown, Barbados - Horta
Faial, Azores

ALL INCLUSIVE

5,813pp

from £

Immerse yourself in the Adriatic’s
history. Explore the breadth and depth
of the Adriatic’s vast history on this epic
Mediterranean voyage which balances
leisurely days at sea – giving you ample time
to enjoy Spirit of Discovery’s facilities to the
full – with visits to a series of fascinating
destinations. You’ll be able to compare a host
of well-known ports with lesser-visited gems,
gaining a well-rounded picture of the region.

Jools Holland will be performing live
on this cruise.
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ALL INCLUSIVE
from £

7,564pp

Experience an awe-inspiring sunset through
the palm trees of Barbados during an
overnight stay, sip rum punch on a tropical
island paradise off the sandy shores of
Anguilla, enjoy a fiery limbo show to the
sounds of the steel drum in Trinidad and
dare to swim with stingrays in the crystalclear waters surrounding Antigua. These are
just a few of the activities available on this
memorable cruise to the sunnier climes of the
laid-back Caribbean.

Fare per person, based on the lowest available balcony cabin grade. Please call for full details. All fares correct at time of going to print and subject to availability and
change. They include optional travel insurance underwritten by Great Lakes Insurance SE, UK Branch, and additional cancellation rights, or a reduction if not required.
Cover is subject to medical questions – call for details. This is not a brochure, terms and conditions apply. Saga’s holidays and cruises are exclusively for the over
50s (but a travelling companion can be 40+) Saga Holidays is a trading name of ST&H Ltd (registration no. 2174052). ST&H Ltd and Saga Cruises Ltd (registration no.
3267858) are subsidiaries of ST&H Group Ltd (registration no. 0720588). All three companies are registered in England and Wales. Registered Ofﬁ ce: Enbrook
Park, Sandgate, Folkestone, Kent CT20 3SE. With respect to general insurance products sold in the UK, ST&H Ltd is an appointed representative of Saga Services
Limited, registered in England and Wales (company no. 732602), which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority NTA-SC1460.

Join us on
board from
Spring 2021

SPIRIT OF THE RHINE
Announcing our first
purpose-built river ship

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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ultimate
AIRFARE

UP TO 8 SHORE
EXCURSIONS per cabin

BEVERAGE
PACKAGE

UP TO US $800 per cabin

SHIPBOARD CREDIT

INTERNET

FREE
GRATUITIES

The Oceania Cruises Experience
Embark on a remarkable journey of discovery to the world’s most fascinating and far‐flung destinations,
an exceptional selection of tropical and exotic ports of call often inaccessible to larger ships.
From the gentle sway of palm trees arching over white‐sand beaches to the wondrous places that have
inspired explorers, poets and painters. With an array of eye‐opening voyages, you’re sure to experience the
world from a new perspective.

NEXT-GENERATION OWNER’S SUITES
Oceania Cruises, the world’s leading culinary and
destination-focused cruise line, revealed the many exciting
enhancements that were completed during Riviera’s dry-dock
in Marseille, France. Similar enhancements will be carried out
on Riviera’s sister-ship Marina, in May 2020; An altogether
new generation of Owner’s Suites furnished exclusively
with Ralph Lauren Home. Designed by Los Angeles based
Trevor R. Howells Interior Design, the Owner’s Suites reflect
Ralph Lauren’s passions for sailing, Hollywood glamour and
timeless, classical beauty.
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*OLife Ultimate fares expire on 31st March 2020. Olife Ultimate Offers are valid on select dates and stateroom categories until sail date or until sold out, see OceaniaCruises.com
for details. All fares are Pound Sterling, valid for residents of United Kingdom, based on double occupancy (unless otherwise noted), for new bookings only, subject to availability
and may be withdrawn at any time. For current pricing visit OceaniaCruises.com. OLife Choice amenities are per stateroom, based on double occupancy and subject to change.
Free gratuities are available on select sailings and valid for bookings made on select categories and do not apply to service charges relating to private dining, spa treatments or
alcoholic beverages which will incur a compulsory service fee (approx. 18%). Free Internet is one per stateroom; Owner’s, Vista & Oceania Suites receive access for two devices
per suite If shore excursion amenity is selected, all excursions must be chosen at least 14 days prior to sailing. OLife Choice Beverage Package amenity is House Select and is

EUROPEAN
QUEST
Ultimate Includes:

• Internet
• FREE 6 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

BREATHTAKING
BALTIC
Ultimate Includes:

• FREE $600 Shipboard Credit
• FREE Gratuities
• FREE Speciality Dining

• Airfare & Internet
• FREE 6 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

RETREATS AND
RIVIERAS
Ultimate Includes:

• FREE $600 Shipboard Credit
• FREE Gratuities
• FREE Speciality Dining

• Airfare & Internet
• FREE 6 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

• FREE $600 Shipboard Credit
• FREE Gratuities
• FREE Speciality Dining

25 May 2020 / Marina / 10 Nights

4 June 2020 / Marina / 12 Nights

6 June 2020 / Sirena / 12 Nights

Southampton, Paris (Honfleur), Saint-Malo, Brest, La Rochelle,
Bordeaux (overnight in port), Biarritz (Saint-Jean-de-luz), Bilbao,
Southampton

Southampton, Skagen, Oslo, Copenhagen, Berlin (Warnemunde),
Tallinn, St. Petersburg (2 overnights in port), Helsinki,

Fly from/to London, Rome (Civitavecchia), Olbia/Porto Cervo (Sardinia),
Calvi (Corsica), Florence/Pisa/Tuscany (Livorno), Marina di Carrara,
Portofino, Monte Carlo, Antibes, Saint-Tropez, Mahon (Menorca), Ibiza,
Castellon, Barcelona

Balcony from .................................. £3,248pp

Stockholm, fly to London

Balcony from .................................. £4,343pp

Balcony from .................................. £4,120pp

Concierge Balcony from .... £3,419pp

Concierge Balcony from .... £4,713pp

Concierge Balcony from .... £4,248pp

MEDIEVAL
MEDLEY

VIBRANT
MEDITERRANEAN

MOMENTOUS
MEDITERRANEAN

Penthouse from .......................... £4,229pp

Ultimate Includes:

Ultimate Includes:

• Airfare & Internet
• FREE 6 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

Penthouse from .......................... £5,977pp

• FREE $600 Shipboard Credit
• FREE Gratuities
• FREE Speciality Dining

• Airfare & Internet
• FREE 6 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

Penthouse from .......................... £5,136pp

Ultimate Includes:

• FREE $600 Shipboard Credit
• FREE Gratuities
• FREE Speciality Dining

• Airfare & Internet
• FREE 6 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

• FREE $600 Shipboard Credit
• FREE Gratuities
• FREE Speciality Dining

7 June 2020 / Riviera / 12 Nights

18 June 2020 / Sirena / 10 Nights

29 June 2020 / Riviera / 10 Nights

Fly from/to London, Barcelona, Monte Carlo, Rome (Civitavecchia),
Sorrento/Capri, Santorini, Rhodes, Ephesus (Kusadasi), Chios,

Fly from/to London, Barcelona, Valencia, Alcudia (Mallorca), Valletta,
Taormina (Sicily), Amalfi/Positano, Rome (Civitavecchia),

Fly from/to London, Venice, Kotor, Dubrovnik, Corfu, Taormina (Sicily),
Amalfi/Positano, Rome (Civitavecchia), Monte Carlo, Saint-Tropez,
Toulon, Barcelona

Istanbul (overnight in port), Mitilini (Lesbos), Athens (Pireaus)

Portoferraio (Elba), Portofino, Monte Carlo

Balcony from .................................. £4,001pp

Balcony from ................................. Sold

Penthouse from .......................... £5,393pp

Penthouse from .......................... £4,689pp

Concierge Balcony from .... £4,313pp

Out

Concierge Balcony from .... £3,753pp

one per full-fare paying adult of 21 years of age or older with a maximum of two per stateroom. Free Shipboard Credit is one per stateroom, based on double occupancy
and subject to change. Guests in the same stateroom must choose the same OLife Choice amenity. Not all promotions are combinable. “Fares From” pricing is based on the
lowest available category at the time of publication, unless otherwise indicated. Cruise Ship Fuel Surcharge may apply and, if applicable, is additional revenue to Oceania
Cruises. Oceania Cruises reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares, fees, offers and surcharges at any time. Total number of nights
shown includes any noted pre-cruise hotel stays. Note: Days at sea are not shown. Free Internet usage is subject to time and data limitations; Internet usage fees may apply.
Complete Terms and Conditions may be found at OceaniaCruises.com

Balcony from .................................. £3,589pp

Concierge Balcony from .... £3,852pp
Penthouse from .......................... £4,847pp

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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ultimate
AIRFARE

UP TO 8 SHORE
EXCURSIONS per cabin

BEVERAGE
PACKAGE

UP TO US $800 per cabin

SHIPBOARD CREDIT

INTERNET

FREE
GRATUITIES

The Oceania Cruises Experience
Each Oceania voyage is an invitation to discover your next travel story and reignite your passions. Experience
faraway places that you have always dreamed of. Encounter new ways of looking at the world and travel to the
far corners of the globe. Savour your experience with imaginative insider tours that immerse you in the heart of
the destination’s culinary and cultural traditions.
Thousands of reasons – one passion. There are as many reasons to travel as there are travellers in this world. It’s
your turn to embrace your passion for travel with Oceania Cruises.

NORDIC
PATHWAYS

ROUTE TO THE
BALKANS

Ultimate Includes:

• Airfare & Internet
• FREE 8 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

Ultimate Includes:

• FREE $800 Shipboard Credit
• FREE Gratuities
• FREE Speciality Dining

• Airfare & Internet
• FREE 6 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

BALTIC
REVELRY
Ultimate Includes:

• FREE $600 Shipboard Credit
• FREE Gratuities
• FREE Speciality Dining

• Airfare & Internet
• FREE 6 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

• FREE $600 Shipboard Credit
• FREE Gratuities
• FREE Speciality Dining

5 August 2020 / Nautica / 18 Nights

9 August 2020 / Sirena / 10 Nights

17 August 2020 / Marina / 12 Nights

Fly from London, Copenhagen, Alesund, Trondheim, Hammerfest,
Murmansk, Solovetsky Islands, Archangel, North Cape (Honningsvaag),
Kristiansund, Flam (Sognefjord), Bergen, Stavanger, Southampton

Fly from/to London, Monte Carlo, Florence/Pisa/Tuscany (Livorno),
Rome (Civitavecchia), Amalfi/Positano, Syracuse (Sicily),
Crotone (Calabria), Corfu, Kotor, Dubrovnik, Venice (overnight in port)

Southampton, Kristiansand, Karlskrona, Visby, Stockholm, Helsinki,
St. Petersburg (overnight in port), Tallinn, Riga,
Copenhagen, Fly to London

Balcony from .................................. £5,378pp

Oceanview from ......................... £2,970pp

Balcony from .................................. £3,796pp

Penthouse from ............ SOLD

Penthouse from .......................... £4,824pp

Penthouse from .......................... £5,258pp

Concierge Balcony from .... £5,574pp
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OUTpp

Balcony from .................................. £3,609pp

Concierge Balcony from .... £4,059pp

*OLife Ultimate fares expire on 31st March 2020. Olife Ultimate Offers are valid on select dates and stateroom categories until sail date or until sold out, see OceaniaCruises.com
for details. All fares are Pound Sterling, valid for residents of United Kingdom, based on double occupancy (unless otherwise noted), for new bookings only, subject to availability
and may be withdrawn at any time. For current pricing visit OceaniaCruises.com. OLife Choice amenities are per stateroom, based on double occupancy and subject to change.
Free gratuities are available on select sailings and valid for bookings made on select categories and do not apply to service charges relating to private dining, spa treatments or
alcoholic beverages which will incur a compulsory service fee (approx. 18%). Free Internet is one per stateroom; Owner’s, Vista & Oceania Suites receive access for two devices
per suite If shore excursion amenity is selected, all excursions must be chosen at least 14 days prior to sailing. OLife Choice Beverage Package amenity is House Select and is

CENTER OF
CIVILIZATION
Ultimate Includes:

• Airfare & Internet
• FREE 6 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

MAGICAL
MEDITERRANEAN
Ultimate Includes:

• FREE $600 Shipboard Credit
• FREE Gratuities
• FREE Speciality Dining

• Airfare & Internet
• FREE 6 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

WINERIES AND
WONDERS
Ultimate Includes:

• FREE $600 Shipboard Credit
• FREE Gratuities
• FREE Speciality Dining

• Airfare & Internet
• FREE 4 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

• FREE $400 Shipboard Credit
• FREE Gratuities
• FREE Speciality Dining

19 August 2020 / Sirena / 12 Nights

22 August 2020 / Riviera / 10 Nights

1 September 2020 / Riviera / 7 Nights

Fly from/to London, Venice (overnight in port), Dubrovnik, Bari,
Argostoli (Cephalonia), Taormina (Sicily), Amalfi/Positano,
Rome (Civitavecchia), Portofino, Monte Carlo,
Provence (Marseille), Barcelona

Fly from/to London, Monte Carlo, Saint-Tropez, Provence (Marseille),
Barcelona, Ibiza, Palma de Mallorca, Valletta, Syracuse (Sicily),
Amalfi/Positano, Rome (Civitavecchia)

Fly from/to London, Rome (Civitavecchia), Florence/Pisa/Tuscany (Livorno),
Cinque Terre (La Spezia), Monte Carlo, Antibes, Provence (Marseille),
Palma de Mallorca, Barcelona

Balcony from .................................. £3,266pp

Oceanview from ......................... £2,512pp

Penthouse from .......................... £4,154pp

Penthouse from .......................... £3,225pp

Oceanview from ......................... £3,412pp
Balcony from .................................. £4,236pp

Concierge Balcony from .... £3,482pp

MIDDLE EAST
MEANDERING

SOUKS, SPICES
& SANDS

Penthouse from .......................... £5,628pp

Ultimate Includes:

• Airfare & Internet
• FREE 6 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

Ultimate Includes:

• FREE $600 Shipboard Credit
• FREE Gratuities
• FREE Speciality Dining

• Airfare & Internet
• FREE 8 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

Balcony from .................................. £2,722pp

MYSTICAL
ASIA
Ultimate Includes:

• FREE $800 Shipboard Credit
• FREE Gratuities
• FREE Speciality Dining

• Airfare & Internet
• FREE 8 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

• FREE $800 Shipboard Credit
• FREE Gratuities
• FREE Speciality Dining

11 December 2020 / Sirena / 10 Nights

21 December 2020 / Sirena / 15 Nights

20 January 2021 / Sirena / 15 Nights

Fly from/to London, Dubai (overnight in port), Khasab, Fujairah, Muscat,
Bahrain, Doha, Sir Bani Yas, Abu Dhabi, Dubai

Fly from/to London, Dubai (overnight in port), Abu Dhabi, Fujairah,
Muscat, Male (overnight in port), Cochin (Kochi), Mangalore,
Goa (Mormugao), Mumbai (overnight in port)

Fly from/to London, Yangon (2 overnights in port), Phuket, Sabang,
Penang, Langkawi, Kuala Lumpur (Port Klang), Singapore,
Saigon (Ho Chi Minh City, overnight in port), Bangkok (overnight in port)

Oceanview from ......................... £3,955pp

Oceanview from ......................... £4,293pp

Penthouse from .......................... £6,705pp

Penthouse from .......................... £7,313pp

Oceanview from ......................... £2,843pp

Balcony from .................................. £3,653pp
Penthouse from .......................... £4,663pp

Balcony from .................................. £5,005pp

one per full-fare paying adult of 21 years of age or older with a maximum of two per stateroom. Free Shipboard Credit is one per stateroom, based on double occupancy
and subject to change. Guests in the same stateroom must choose the same OLife Choice amenity. Not all promotions are combinable. “Fares From” pricing is based on the
lowest available category at the time of publication, unless otherwise indicated. Cruise Ship Fuel Surcharge may apply and, if applicable, is additional revenue to Oceania
Cruises. Oceania Cruises reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares, fees, offers and surcharges at any time. Total number of nights
shown includes any noted pre-cruise hotel stays. Note: Days at sea are not shown. Free Internet usage is subject to time and data limitations; Internet usage fees may apply.
Complete Terms and Conditions may be found at OceaniaCruises.com

Balcony from .................................. £5,303pp
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FEATURE

The real
R I V I E R A

The French Riviera has endless swathes of stop-you-in-your-tracks scenery
along its coastline and some of the prettiest places on the Côte d’Azur
are within reach of those arriving by sea. Whether your head is turned by
glitzy Monaco and its racing heritage or you prefer a lazier way of life like
the one lived in the fairytale town of Saint Paul de Vence, the real Riviera
awaits. Here are six ways to see it this summer.
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MONACO
The playground of the rich and the
famous has to be seen to be believed.
Given that it is such a petite principality,
Monaco’s highlights are easily seen in
a day, whether you’re here to see the
world’s most famous Formula 1 race
track first hand or fancy following in the
footsteps of James Bond, up the redcarpeted steps to the Casino de MonteCarlo while supercars line the way
outside. If you’re planning a shopping
stop on your Mediterranean cruise, this
is the place to do it; there’s barely a
designer in the world not represented
on the chic shopping streets of Monaco,
so go prepared to give your credit card
a workout.

Yachts in Antibes

Enjoy your own movie star moment
in Cannes, home to the Cannes Film
Festival, where once a year the rich,
famous and fabulous convene in a
haze of camera flashes and couture.
Compare your handprints to Sly
Stallone (huge!) or Angelina Jolie (less
so, strangely enough), stand on those
famous red-carpeted steps, and keep
your eyes peeled for film-themed
murals on walls around the city. The
one above the unassuming bus station,
idolising a whole industry on a wall in
the old town, is our favourite by far.

ANTIBES
Antibes is the south of France summed
up in one beautiful mass of tangled
old town lanes and bobbing boats in a
super-sleek marina. The marina here
just so happens to be the largest in
Europe and the yachts arrive often,
bringing with them a well-heeled
clientele and an air of exclusivity.

Monaco

CANNES

The other side of Antibes is a delightful
old town on the Bay of Angels, a place
which is every bit as heavenly as it
sounds. As one of the many locales
Pablo Picasso called home during his
storied lifetime, the old town’s Chateau
Grimaldi has become a museum to
some of his best works, along with the
nearby Musée Picasso. If you’re even
slightly arty, a visit to both is a must,
especially at the height of summer when
the cold, white walls of the museums
provide delicious respite from the heat.

All of that said, there is more to Cannes
than just its film-star credentials. There’s
plenty going on along the waterfront
and the beaches are impressive soft
sand affairs, particularly Plage de la
Bocca and Palm Beach.
For some quiet time amidst the summer
hustle and bustle, venture into the
hilltop Roman town of Le Suquet, the
oldest and undoubtedly most-charming
part of town. Grab lunch while you’re
here for some really authentic French
fare served in sweet family-owned and
been-here-forever spots.
Cannes

Antibes

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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FEATURE

SAINT-PAUL-DE
VENCE
This medieval town at the heart of the
Provençal hills has inspired many a
masterpiece and perhaps a fairytale or
two as well. Set amongst rolling hills,
cypress forests and vineyards,
Saint-Pau-de-Vence is a maze of ancient
cobbled streets encased in 15th-century
ramparts. Rue Grande is a million miles
away from your usual high street, its
artisan shops and galleries squeezed
into tiny spaces that once housed
medieval families. Don’t forget to leave
enough time to watch locals remonstrate
with great passion over their current
boules battle or shop for vintage trinkets
at a town square flea market.

Eze

EZE
Like Saint-Paul-de-Vence, Eze sends
you back in time on stone streets in a
beautifully underdeveloped Provençal
village perched 1,400ft above sea level.
Built around the ruins of a 12th-century
castle, Eze overlooks the Mediterranean
Sea and surrounding hills, making for
many a photo opportunity. Stroll the
tranquil Jardin Exotique d’Eze and enjoy
lunch with a view at La Chevre d’Or, one
of the region’s best restaurants.

Saint-Paul-De-Vence

Saint-Paul-de-Vence
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Street in medieval Eze village

VILLEFRANCHESUR-MER
Despite Nice sitting to its left and
Monaco sitting to the right,
Villefranche-sur-Mer holds its own as
a destination worth visiting. It’s also
a well-used tender port for cruises to
the French Riviera with luxury cruise
lines. The old fishing village has a pretty
waterfront typical of the Côte d’Azur,
tempting passers-by with morning-fresh
seafood and Provençal wines. Still a
functioning fishing town, Villefranchesur-Mer feels gorgeously authentic.
There are no private beaches here,
instead just the long sandy stretch of
Plage des Marinières that attracts locals
and visitors alike with shallow waters
that are perfect for paddling.

Villefranche-sur-Mer

TAKE ME THERE >
MEDITERRANEAN

No
Fly

Britannia (B019)
15 Aug 2020 | 14 Nights

Southampton, Cadiz (Seville), Malaga, Ajaccio,
Cannes, Barcelona, Mallorca, Gibraltar,
Southampton

SCHOOL HOLIDAYS
Cruise Club fares from pp

Villefranche-Sur-Mer

£1,175
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AUSTRALIA
& NEW
ZEALAND
With

SHIP: Oosterdam

DURATION: 23 Nights

Start with a pre-cruise stay in Sydney – one of
the most exciting cities in the world – and add a
leisurely 14-night amble around New Zealand’s
unmissable highlights on this incredible cruise
and stay holiday with Holland America Line. You’ll
enjoy three more nights in Auckland, before
heading home. From big city lights to unforgettable
fjord scenery and spectacular natural wonders, it’s
an epic adventure to destinations poised to deliver
the holiday of a lifetime.
RETURN FLIGHTS FROM
HEATHROW*
4-NIGHT STAY AT A 5 HOTEL
IN SYDNEY
CITY, HARBOUR & BONDI BEACH
WITH OPERA HOUSE TOUR
BLUE MOUNTAINS TOUR WITH
WILDLIFE EXPERIENCE
14-NIGHT FULL-BOARD CRUISE ON
OOSTERDAM
3-NIGHT STAY AT A 5 HOTEL
IN AUCKLAND
PRIVATE AUCKLAND MAORI LUXURY
TOUR & CULTURAL EXPERIENCE
PRIVATE TRANSFERS

DATES: 19 October, 30 November 2020 & 11 January 2021

ITINERARY (DAY-BY-DAY)
Day 1 UK: Fly overnight from Heathrow*
to Singapore.

Day 22 AUCKLAND: Enjoy a Private
Maori Luxury Tour & Cultural Experience.

Day 2 SYDNEY: Fly from Singapore to
Sydney. Transfer on arrival to your 5
hotel for a four-night stay.

Day 23 AUCKLAND: Transfer to the
airport for your return overnight flight to
Heathrow* via Singapore.

Day 3 SYDNEY: Day at leisure.

Day 24 UK: Arrive in the UK.

Day 4 SYDNEY: Enjoy a City, Harbour &
Bondi Beach with Opera House Tour.

*Flights from other selected UK airports may be
available for a surcharge.

Day 5 SYDNEY: Enjoy a Blue Mountains
Tour with Wildlife Experience.

Itinerary may vary dependent on departure date.
Intermittent cruise days are at sea.

Day 6 SYDNEY: Transfer to White Bay
Cruise Terminal. Embark Oosterdam and
depart Sydney.
Day 8 Melbourne
Day 10 Hobart
	Day 13 Milford Haven
Day 14 Port Chalmers (Dunedin)
Day 15 Lyttelton
Day 16 Picton
Day 17 Wellington
Day 18 Napier
Day 19 Tauranga (Rotorua)
Day 20 AUCKLAND: Arrive in Auckland
and disembark Oosterdam. Transfer to
your 5 hotel for a three-night stay.
Day 21 AUCKLAND: Day at leisure.

TOUR DETAILS
Blue Mountains Tour & Wildlife Experience
Discover the Blue Mountains region, host to
endless mountain views and Australia’s unique
flora and fauna.

City, Harbour & Bondi Beach with
Opera House
Explore the heart of Sydney and learn
about the fascinating history behind one of
Australia’s largest cities on a fun and exciting
morning tour.

Fares from pp
(Including flights)

Inside
Outside
Balcony
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19 October 2020

£3,699
£3,999
£3,999

30 November 2020

£3,799
£4,199
£4,199

11 January 2021

£3,999
£4,449
£4,449

Private Auckland Maori Luxury Tour &
Cultural Performance
Enjoy a day of sightseeing and learning about
indigenous Maori culture as you discover
Tamaki Makaurau and Te Wao Nui o Tiriwa on
Auckland’s West Coast.

The process of producing/distributing takes several days and could therefore limit the availability of prices and accommodation as advertised, or they could not be available at all. Your contract will be with
Bolsover Cruise Club Limited (ATOL 11481). Prices are shown per person in £ sterling based on two adults sharing and are subject to availability. Fares and other information are correct at the time of going to print.
Hotel basis is room only unless otherwise stated. Resort fees and city taxes may apply. This holiday is subject to Bolsover Cruise Club Limited booking conditions. Visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.com/tob for further
details. Lead price based on 19 Oct 2020 Heathrow/Singapore flight SQ317 11:25/07:30+1 for connecting flight on 20 Oct 2020 Singapore/Sydney flight SQ211 10:30/21:10. Returning 10 Nov 2020 Auckland/Singapore
flight SQ286 15:15/20:55 for connecting flight 10 Nov 2020 Singapore/Heathrow flight SQ322 23:45/05:55+1. Elements of this package holiday may be non-escorted and personal transfers may need to be arranged.
Please contact our Cruise Experts for further information. Visa and vaccinations may be required at additional cost. Travel insurance is at an additional cost. E&OE.

The world’s most spectacular Tall Ships…
Star Clippers operates three of the world’s largest and tallest sailing vessels. Visiting intimate ports
often untouched by larger cruise ships and offering guests the activities, amenities and atmosphere of
a private yacht, Star Clippers is recognised as one of the premier speciality cruise lines.
Guests can enjoy the romance of sailing on board a true tall ship in a relaxed atmosphere with high
standards of service provided by an attentive crew. All three ships have expansive teak decks, swimming
pools, informal dining, a convivial Tropical Bar and a comfortable piano bar.

Unique Features…
Extensive range of
destinations - including
the Caribbean, the
Mediterranean and
Southeast Asia. New
sailings for summer
2020 include sailings
from Ko Samui in
Thailand for either 7, 10
or 11 night durations,
and new ports of call
in Cambodia.
Intimate experience - Royal Clipper, the
largest and only five-masted full-rigged sailing
ship carries just 227 guests. Sister ships Star
Clipper & Star Flyer carry 170 guests each.
Delightful cuisine - Our inspired chefs make
dining aboard a delightful culinary adventure
with an international menu of foods from all four
corners of the Earth.

The Star Clippers Experience…

T
True Sailing - Star Clippers is the only cruise
company to offer an authentic, natural sailing
experience with both modern propulsion
methods and traditional sailing.
Water Sports - a number of different
water-related activities are complimentary
on board, such as kayaking, wind surfing,
snorkelling and swimming.

he gentle lapping of waves against a wind
driven hull. A pod of dolphins playing in
the curling bow wave. A salute to a propitious
marriage, the wedding of a splendid cruise
holiday with the romance of sailing aboard
a true Tall Ship. It is the unique combination
of sailing tradition and pampered relaxation
that is the essence of Star Clippers. For
within the setting of a magnificently
evocative Tall Ship is a world for those who
seek an authentic sailing adventure without
sacrificing creature comforts.

Get involved - Passengers can get involved with
sailing the ship, climbing the crow’s nest and
pulling the ropes.

Unrivalled service - on board, guests will
experience 2:1 guest to crew ratio.

NEW FOR SUMMER 2020

Singapore/Ko Samui
Departs Heathrow 1st October 2020

Greek Islands
Mini Cruise
Departs Athens 6th May 2020
3-night sailing
Aboard Star Flyer

Visiting: Athens | Mykonos | Hydra | Athens

INCLUDES FLIGHTS

999

FROM

£

PP

Price based on
• Includes return flights from London Gatwick
• 2 adults sharing a category 6 cabin
• 3-nights full board sailing on Star Flyer
• 10% Early Booking Discount
• non-UK transfers and port charges

1 night pre-cruise stay at the Intercontinental
Singapore (standard room, B&B)

7-night sailing
Aboard Star Clipper

Visiting: Singapore | Pulau Tioman
Pulau Tenggol | Pulau Redang | Ko Tao
Ko Wua Ta Lap | Ko Mae Ko | Ko Samui

INCLUDES FLIGHTS

2,199

FROM

£

PP

Price based on

• Includes return flights from London Heathrow
• 2 adults sharing a category 6 cabin
• 1 night pre-cruise stay
• 7-nights full board sailing on Star Clipper
• 10% Early Booking Discount
• non-UK transfers and port charges

NEW FOR SUMMER 2021

Royal Clipper Greek
Islands Sailings
Departs Athens 20th & 27th July 2021
7-night sailing
Aboard Royal Clipper

Visiting: Athens | Kastellorizo | Fethiye
Symi | Chalki | Milos | Athens

CRUISE ONLY

1,709

FROM

£

Price based on

PP

• 2 adults sharing a category 6 cabin
• 7-nights full board sailing on Royal Clipper
• Port charges

Fares correct at the time of going to print, please visit www.bolsovercruiseclub.com for the most up to date availability. Further terms and conditions apply, call for details.
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2020 EUROPE

LAUNCH SAVINGS
UP TO

£1,000

PP

ON EUROPE RIVER CRUISES

7 nights from £1,436

PP

BOOK BY 31 JANUARY 2020
WHAT’S INCLUDED
MORE LUXURY

Innovative Twin Balcony Staterooms
Sun Deck Pool with Swim-Up Bar
n Personalised Service
n Complimentary WiFi and in-house
movie channel
n Tea, Coffee and Bottled Water 24 hrs
n

MORE DINING

n

n

n

n

All dining on board in multiple
dining venues, including The
Chef’s Table restaurant
Wine, beer & soft drinks during
lunch & dinner
Daily “Sip & Sail” pre-dinner cocktail hour

MORE ACTIVE

Wellness Programme with
Onboard Wellness Host^
n All shore excursions - a choice of up
to 4 per day
n Bicycles onboard with a choice
of Guided Hiking & Biking Tours^
n

^Excludes Douro

FREE FLIGHTS AVAILABLE FROM A RANGE OF UK AIRPORTS
GARONNE • DORDOGNE • SEINE • RHONE • DOURO • DANUBE • MAIN • RHINE
MOSELLE • DUTCH & BELGIAN WATERWAYS
*Terms & Conditions: Fares are per person based on double occupancy of the lead Category stateroom, unless otherwise stated.
’The AmaWaterways 2020 Launch’ promotion applies to selected European sailings between 15th March 2020 and 28th December
2020. Fares for applicable European sailings include cruise, port charges, return economy flights from selected UK gateways &
group overseas transfers (between Airport and Ship, or Airport and Hotel if applicable, and vice versa). Flights from gateways
other than those included in the promotion may incur a supplement. Flight schedules and airlines used are fully at the discretion of
AmaWaterways and will be confirmed once airline schedules become available. Cancellations are subject to full loss of deposit (£270
per person & any additional flights supplements) once flights have been confirmed. Solo guests must pay an additional supplement
before receiving any savings. Fares and offers are capacity controlled, subject to availability and may be changed or withdrawn at
any time. Offers are valid on new bookings only, made between 1st September 2019 and 31st January 2020. Terms & conditions apply.
For full details visit www.amawaterways.co.uk or view our 2020 Europe, Asia & Africa Brochure.
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Cruise with Fred. Olsen
in 2020

2020 Fred. Olsen cruise itineraries feature some of the world’s greatest destinations and
experiences, sailing from the UK and fly-cruising to exotic locations around the globe.
Join one of our smaller, friendlier ships at your convenient local departure port, or fly to
meet your home-from-home at sea in your chosen region of discovery.. You’re in for an
unforgettable journey, no matter which incredible cruise holiday you choose.

Packed with highlights, Fred. Olsen’s 2020 cruise programme includes:
• Fly-cruises to Bali and Indonesia’s lesser-known idyllic islands, culture-rich Indian cities,
and beautiful islands in the Caribbean for an authentic taste of life in the region.
• An extensive exploration of South America and an epic 140-night voyage affording
opportunities to seek out South African wildlife; encounter Geishas in Tokyo;
celebrate New Year’s Eve in Singapore; and much more.
• Chances to experience special events, such as Norway National Day, the Shetlands’ Up Helly Aa Festival,
the Geminids Meteor Shower, and the meeting of four Fred. Olsen ships in Funchal.
• Cruises that take you closer to the wonders of Norway, Iceland or Greenland; journeys along
picturesque rivers into the heart of captivating European cities; and rewarding UK cruises,
exploring Devon and Cornwall, as well as Scottish isles and lochs.

These Terms and Conditions are in addition to Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines’ (FOCL) standard Terms and Conditions which are available on our website, and on request. Both must be read before booking. All offers
may be withdrawn or amended at any time without prior notice, cannot be combined, are subject to availability and cannot be applied retrospectively. Cruise descriptions include optional,
chargeable experiences that may be enjoyed independently and/or with optional Fred. Olsen Shore Tours. Shore Tours are subject to availability and service operation. Ocean Cruises:
Some ports may be at anchor, intermediate days are at sea. E&OE.
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Cruise Sale
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& Tips
Ends 4th Feb 2020

A summer holiday should always be one to remember, which is why Fred. Olsen
have created summer itineraries to make the most of some of Europe’s best sights
and experiences, and make memories to last a lifetime.
Fred. Olsen’s fleet of smaller-sized, traditional-style ships will offer guests chances
to go visit sun-kissed cities in the Mediterranean or even seek out the wonders
and wildlife of Greenland and Iceland; head to Norway for the mesmeric
Midnight Sun and the spellbinding fjords; visit beautiful Baltic and
Scandinavian capitals; and much more.
With departures from regional ports around the UK and great value fares on
offer too, there’s no reason to miss out on an enticing Fred. Olsen summer cruise.
So, what are you waiting for?

Discover the world on Fred. Olsen’s smaller, friendlier ships
These Terms and Conditions are in addition to Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines’ (FOCL) standard Terms and Conditions which are available at the website, and on request. Both must be read before booking.
All offers may be withdrawn or amended at any time without prior notice, cannot be combined, are subject to availability and cannot be applied retrospectively. Cruise descriptions include optional,
chargeable experiences that may be enjoyed independently and/or with optional Fred. Olsen Shore Tours. Shore Tours are subject to availability and service operation. Ocean Cruises: Some ports
may be at anchor, intermediate days are at sea. Drinks & Tips offer is applicable to new bookings only, made between 04/12/19 and 04/02/20 inclusive, for departures of 5 nights or more, from April
to December 2020, as highlighted on FredOlsencruises.com. Offer excludes charters, exclusive sailings, Tour Operator holidays and D2023, D20GV, L2026. Freedom fare terms and conditions apply. Offer
is capacity controlled. In addition to above: FREE All Inclusive Drinks
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Summer cruising with Fred. Olsen
Capital Cities
of the Baltic

Authentic Flavours
of Portugal

Crossing the Arctic Circle
with Midnight Sun

1st Jun 2020 • 13 nights
Sail from Southampton
Braemar • M2014

7th Jun 2020 • 10 nights
Sail from Liverpool
Black Watch • W2016

14th Jun 2020 • 14 nights
Sail from Southampton
Braemar • M2015

Prices from £1,799pp

Prices from £1,5
599pp

Prices from £1,999pp

The Best
of the Fjords

Delights of
Devon & Cornwall

French River Cruising
in Five Nights

24th Jul 2020 • 9 nights
Sail from Newcastle
Balmoral • L2018

27th Aug 2020 • 5 nights
Sail from Southampton
Braemar • M2022

27th Aug 2020 • 5 nights
Sail from Dover
Boudicca • D2022

Prices from £1,399pp

Prices from £799pp

Prices from £799pp

Upgrade & Tips Covered on Ocean cruises: offer applicable on selected sailings. Free drinks upgrade package comprises of selected house beers, wines, spirits and soft drinks – for terms &
conditions please see our website. Tips are paid directly to the relevant staff on board; are non-refundable, non-transferable and cannot be exchanged for cash. Recommended amount for Tips is
£5 per person per night (where paid). Not combinable with any other offer, including, but not limited to Cruise Sale Solo offer, Saver Fares - with the exception of Enjoyment Promise.
No single supplement offer: is applicable to new bookings only, made between 04/12/19 and 04/02/20 inclusive, for selected departures from April to December 2020, as
highlighted on FredOlsencruises.com. Offer based on sole occupancy of specific grades of twin/double rooms. Solo offer is subject to availability and is capacity controlled.
Not combinable with any other offer, including, but not limited to Cruise Sale Free Drinks & Tips, and Saver Fares - with the exception of Enjoyment Promise. E&OE.
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LATEST OFFERS
FEATURE

HERE COMES THE

SUMMER
No
Fly

Mediterranean

No
Fly

No
Fly

Authentic Flavours of Portugal

British Isles

5 Jun 2020 | 18 Nights

7 Jun 2020 | 10 Nights

9 Jun 2020 | 12 Nights

Aurora (R010)

Black Watch (W2016)

Regal Princess (G021)

Southampton, El Ferrol, Gibraltar, Olbia, Santa Margherita,
Civitavecchia (Rome), Salerno, Mallorca, Almeria, Lisbon,
Southampton

Liverpool, Vigo, Portimao, Lisbon (overnight in port),
Leixoes (Porto), Liverpool

Southampton, St. Peters Port (Guernsey), Cobh (Cork),
Dublin (overnight in port), Belfast, Greenock (Glasgow),
Invergordon (Inverness), South Queensferry (Edinburgh),
Le Havre (Paris), Southampton

EXCLUSIVELY

FOR ADULTS

Cruise Club fares from PP
Inside:

2,096
£ 2,557
£ 3,537
£

Sea View:

Balcony:

Cruise Club fares from PP
Ocean View:
Balcony:

Suite:

1,559
£ 2,339
£ 2,388
£

Cruise Club fares from PP
Inside:
Balcony
(obs):
Deluxe
Balcony (obs):

1,168
£ 1,004
£ 1,077
£

FREE
UPGRADE

The process of producing/distribution takes several days and could therefore limit the availability of prices and accommodation as advertised, or they could not be available at
all. Please see our website www.bolsovercruiseclub.com for the most up to date offers and availability. These offers apply to new bookings only and may be withdrawn without
notice and are subject to the booking conditions of the cruise operator. A copy of Bolsover Cruise Club’s Terms of Business is available on request or by visiting our website.
This mailing contains an outline description of the cruises featured, which are solely organised by the cruise operator. It should be read in conjunction with the cruise operator’s
current brochure which contains full information about the cruise itineraries, accommodation details, booking conditions that apply, passport and health requirements, what’s
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No
Fly

Discover the Canaries
19 Jul 2020 | 14 Nights
Anthem of the Seas
Southampton, Vigo, Lisbon, Cadiz (Seville), Lanzarote,
Gran Canaria, Tenerife, La Palma, Funchal (Madeira),
La Coruna, Southampton
Cruise Club
fares from PP
Ocean View:

Balcony:

Suite:

Guest 1:

3,781
£ 3,966
£ 8,315
£

No
Fly

Norwegian Explorer

Spain & Portugal

7 Aug 2020 | 12 Nights

15 Aug 2020 | 13 Nights

Queen Victoria (V023)

Celebrity Silhouette

Southampton, Stavanger, Olden, Leknes (Lofoten Island),
Bodo, Alesund, Skjolden, Haugesund, Southampton

Southampton, Gibraltar, Cartagena, Palma De Mallorca,
Barcelona, Valencia, Cadiz (Seville), Lisbon, Southampton

Cruise Club fares from PP

Cruise Club fares from PP

Guest 2:

1,539
£ 1,621
£ 3,385
£

No
Fly

Inside:
Oceanview
(obs):
Balcony
(obs):

1,224
£ 1,518
£ 1,829
£

Interior:

Ocean View:
Balcony:

1,512
£ 1,797
£ 1,797
£

FREE
UPGRADE

included in the fare and other general information. Prices shown are per person, based on twin occupancy and already include current fuel surcharges at the time of going to
print. Cabins may be allocated on a guarantee basis meaning you are able to choose the grade of cabin; the specific cabin number will be allocated by the cruise operator at
any time up to departure. A lower priority may be given to the allocation of dining time and table size. The term (obs*) when relating to fare grades means your stateroom will
have an obstructed/sheltered view. Exclusive Cruise Club Members Cashback offer is applicable to all cruises featured (fares shown are inclusive of this offer). Further terms
and conditions apply, call for details. Travel insurance and visas are at an additional cost. E&OE.
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REGULARS

New Orleans by night
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36 hours in

ORLEANS

New Orleans has a raucous
reputation, but the effervescent
and resilient city built above
swampland on the banks of the
Mississippi stacks up strong
against any of the most historic
cities in the States. Get your
culture fix, then let the good
times roll in the Big Easy, where
the Sazeracs are strong and the
beignets are sweet.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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REGULARS

French Quarter, New Orleans

Don’t miss

T

here are some things that you
poetically from age-old oaks that could
just have to do here. You have to
tell a thousand stories and lagoons are
experience the French Quarter, which
alive with egrets and herons. It’s the
perfect place to walk off that po’boy
for all its crowds and tacky souvenir
sandwich, before beating a path down
shops, still retains its title and appeal
Magazine Street for a visit to the
as the heart of the city. Here, Bourbon
Audubon Zoo.
Street leaves you as intoxicated with
its atmosphere as it
The Garden District is an
does with its daiquiris;
outdoorsy escape from
remember to look up
the hustle and bustle of
between bars at the
Clattering past
the city proper, but the
ornate iron balconies
grand mansions on
real adventures await
belying the storied
the leafy streets of
along the bayou, under
interiors beyond. Take a
suburbia, the
the shade of cypress trees
walk-through Jackson
St. Charles streetcar
that provide a dappled
Square and get sticky
to Uptown is an
disguise for the alligators
with sweet beignets
activity in itself.
and snakes in the swamps
from the admittedly
below. Knowing what
touristy but absolutely
lies beneath makes you
unmissable Café Du
hold onto the handrails
Monde. Have your
of your airboat just that little bit tighter, a
fortune told in the French Market or
cocktail of fear and adrenaline reaching
dabble in the dark arts at the Historic
a crescendo the first time you meet the
Voodoo Museum. Window shop for
gaze of a reptile that would eat you for
high-end antiques you can’t possibly
dinner and come back for dessert.
fit in your case, making do with a print
from one of the many art galleries that
Perhaps one of New Orleans’ most
line Royal Street instead. New Orleans
underrated attractions is the National
without the French Quarter or ‘Vieux
World War II Museum, a world-class
Carré’ is no New Orleans at all.
complex that tells ‘the story of the war
that changed the world’ from a maze
Beyond the ‘Vieux Carré’ is where
of modern buildings sprawled across
the city’s personality starts to reveal
the Warehouse District. Touching and
itself, inch by inch. Clattering past
poignant, with personal stories that give
grand mansions on the leafy streets
a new perspective on the events, you’d
of suburbia, the St. Charles streetcar
be a fool to miss it.
to Uptown is an activity in itself. Your
destination is the Garden District,
Finally, there may be an element of
specifically Audubon Park, a former
‘Dark Tourist’ in suggestions to visit a
sugar plantation bought by the city and
cemetery but bear with us. Underlying
swamp waters means burials here must
redeveloped to become a sanctuary
be above ground, resulting in seven
of green space. Spanish moss hangs
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Homemade beignets

Jackson Square

St. Charles Streetcar

Airboat swamp tour

‘Cities of the Dead’ including two of
the best known, Lafayette Cemetery
Number One and the busier St Louis
Cemetery Number One. The latter is said
to contain an X-marked tomb belonging
to Voodoo queen Marie Laveau, along
with a lavish marble pyramid destined
for Nicolas Cage (don’t
worry, he knows…)
In a warehouse right
Have your fortune
by the Port of New
told in the French
Orleans, its exterior
Market or dabble
so ordinary as to
in the dark arts at
not even hint at the
the Historic Voodoo
party that lies within,
Museum.
lives Mardi Gras.
The biggest party of
the year comes alive
inside these walls,
where artisans spend
month after month crafting enormous
floats in incredible detail. A 90-minute
walking tour of Mardi Gras World lets
you watch them as they work, painting
and sculpting giant jesters, crafting
oversized flowers and preparing to
bring a sea of purple, green and gold to
New Orleans on Fat Tuesday. With so
few people aware the warehouse even
exists, it feels a lot like you’re being let
in on a secret to go behind-the-scenes.
Keen to experience the real deal? Many
cruise lines coordinate overnight stays
in New Orleans to coincide with Mardi
Gras celebrations each year. The beauty
of experiencing the event on a cruise
comes in knowing that you’ll have plenty
of time to soak up the atmosphere and
raise a glass or two on Bourbon Street,
safe in the knowledge that a good night’s
National World War II Museum
sleep awaits back on board.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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REGULARS

Cafe Du Monde

Eat

I

New Orleans attitude to happy and
easy, it’s the po’boy. This unassuming
signature sandwich sees buttermilk
fried seafood or folds of rich roast
beef spilling out of French bread in
a manner that makes it impossible
to eat gracefully. Grab one from
Johnny’s Po-Boys and
eat it overlooking
the Mississippi River
or go gourmet at
Killer Po’Boys, where
Later on, if your
French chef Camille
dinner isn’t followed
Boudreaux puts a
by live music, you’re
sophisticated twist
doing New Orleans
on the traditional
all wrong.
with more elaborate
ingredients like blackeyed pea and pecan
spread in amongst
your ‘fixins’.

f there is one thing New Orleans
doesn’t do well, it’s diets. The
food is so good here that you won’t
want to waste a single meal on the
wrong restaurant; fortunately, it’s
almost as hard to find one of those
as it is to find a salad in a sea of
sugary Doberge Cake and
soul food.
There are few places
so good that locals are
willing to join tourists in
a queue that can tend to
snake around the block,
but Café Du Monde is
one of them. Arguably
one of the most famous
of all NOLA eateries, its
legendary beignets are
worth every single calorie
that comes with doughy,
deep fried delights like these tend
to. Warm, dusted in an icing sugar
snow and served with creamy café
au lait, they’re the best way to start
or end a day, bar none.
If there’s a snack that sums up the

If your time in New Orleans sees you in
the Garden District, as it should, it only
makes sense to sample a real institution
of the New Orleans food scene while
you’re there. Commander’s Palace is king
when it comes to classic Creole cuisine
like pecan-crusted gulf fish, but we’re not
ashamed to admit that we’re here for the
Martinis, which cost, wait for it, 19p each
at lunchtime.

Po’boy sandwich

New Orleans Gumbo

Later on, if your dinner isn’t followed by
live music, you’re doing New Orleans all
wrong. Three Muses takes the concept of
tapas, marries it with Louisiana flavours
and backs it up with a soundtrack of
jazz ensembles that means the place is
swinging at any hour.

Tapas
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French Quarter at night

Drink

I

t isn’t often you can chalk a tipple
down to being enjoyed in the
name of ‘historical significance’
but you can at Lafitte’s Blacksmith
Shop Bar, purportedly the oldest
bar in America. You’ll
find it on the ever-busy
Bourbon Street.

lights, the wine flowing and the
cheese seemingly never-ending,
Bacchanal Wine has your name
written all over it.

Now, we aren’t ones
Go where the
to denounce an icon
music takes you;
there’s a good time
like Bourbon Street’s
to be had at any
appeal, but as the line
of the many music
at the bar gets longer,
venues and bars.
those in the know are
relocating across town
to Frenchmen Street for
a more authentic taste
of Southern hospitality
with their Sazeracs. Go where the
music takes you; there’s a good time
to be had at any of the many music
venues and bars here, though the
Blue Nile and the Spotted Cat are two
favourites.
If true happiness to you is live music
in an courtyard strung with festoon

And if there is one
rule to remember
after a night on the
town in New Orleans,
it is this: remember
your water before
bed.

Jazz musician
Sazerac

TAKE ME THERE >
NEW ORLEANS
AND MEXICO

Cruise
Only
*call us for flights*

Celebrity Equinox | 6 Feb 2021 | 14 Nights
Fort Lauderdale, Key West, Grand Cayman,
Puerto Costa Maya, Cozumel,
New Orleans (two full days), Fort Lauderdale

Cruise Club fares from pp

The Spotted Cat

£1,966
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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FEEL LIKE GOING WHERE
THE SEA BREEZE TAKES YOU?
At NCL we know that the perfect cruise holiday means something different to everyone, that’s why
we offer you the ultimate in freedom, flexibility and choice. You can design a bespoke holiday by
adding your choice of two extras from as little as £99 per person on top of the great value base
fare. What’s more, if you book The Haven, a Suite or Concierge Stateroom, you’ll get all applicable
offers at no additional cost!
UPGRADE FROM ONLY £99 PP*

1-6 days

7-9 days

10-13 days

14-17 days

18+ days

£49

£99

£149

£199

£249

CRUISE NOW

ALWAYS COMPLIMENTARY ONBOARD
UNRIVALLED
DINING EXPERIENCES

92
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AWARD-WINNING
ENTERTAINMENT

AQUA PARKS, SPORTS
FACILITIES & MORE

JUNIOR & YOUTH
PROGRAMMES

ALASKA: INSIDE PASSAGE
FROM SEATTLE

7

NORWEGIAN

APR – SEP
2020

JOY

DAYS
Icy Strait Point

• • Juneau
•

WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN

7

MAY – NOV
2020

NORWEGIAN

EPIC

DAYS

Endicott Arm &
Dawes Glacier

•

Victoria

£879pp**

Inside from

Cruise only price based on 25 April 2020 sailing

SCANDINAVIA, RUSSIA & BALTIC
FROM COPENHAGEN
NORWEGIAN

ESCAPE

MAY – OCT
2020

Rome
(Civitavecchia)

•
•
Berlin

Ba
ltic
Sea

Copenhagen

• •
•Tallinn

£1,249pp**

Cruise only price based on 14 September 2020 sailing

Argostoli,
• Kefalonia •Mykonos
•Santorini
Mediterranean Sea

Inside from

£939pp**

Cruise only price based on 25 October 2020 sailing

Cruise only price based on 20 September 2020 sailing

GREEK ISLES & ITALY

ASIA: JAPAN AND CHINA

FROM ROME (CIVITAVECCHIA)

10

NORWEGIAN

GETAWAY

DAYS

MAY – NOV
2020

Florence/Pisa
(Livorno)

•
•

Mediterranean Sea

Inside from

15

SPIRIT

Kyoto
(Osaka)
Yellow
Sea

•

Shanghai

•Mykonos
•Santorini

£1,139pp**

Cruise only price based on 12 November 2020 sailing

9 MAY
2020

NORWEGIAN

DAYS

•

Dubrovnik

••Kotor
• •Corfu

FROM TOKYO (YOKOHAMA)

Beijing
(Tianjin)

Naples

(Warnemünde)

Inside from

• Kotor
• Corfu

£669pp**

Rome
(Civitavecchia)
Helsinki St. Petersburg

Split

•

Mediterranean Sea

• • Seattle

•

DAWN

Ad
ria
tic
Se
a

•Naples

•
Palma Majorca

Stockholm
(Nynäshamn)

JUN – OCT
2020

NORWEGIAN

•

•

•

9

7

DAYS

Florence/Pisa
(Livorno)

Cannes

Ketchikan
Barcelona

DAYS

FROM VENICE

•Venice

Pacific Ocean

Inside from

GREEK ISLES

FROM BARCELONA

•
Hong Kong
Inside from

Sasebo

•

Tokyo
(Yokohama)

• ••

Mount Fuji
(Shimizu)

East China
Sea

£1,209pp**

Price based on cruise only.

*Upgrade Offer is available on all sailings and for all categories including IX, OX, BX and MX (Guarantee Categories) but applicable terms vary for certain ships and sailings. Applicable to UK office (NCL LONDON). Not applicable to all other offices. Upgrade charge depends on cruise length.
£99pp for cruises of 7-9 days. Applicable to 1st and 2nd guests sharing a stateroom only (unless otherwise stated). Friends & family offer available on select sailings only. Single occupants of stateroom paying 200% of voyage fare qualify. Offers can be withdrawn or varied at any time prior
to booking confirmation. **Lead prices are based on inside categories on featured sailings and are correct at the time of printing. Fares are per person shown in £GBP and based on cruise only, double/twin occupancy including government taxes, port expenses and fees. Norwegian reserves
the right to correct any errors, inaccuracies or omissions and to change or update fares, fees and surcharges at any time without prior notice. For full terms and conditions of all promotions please visit ncl.com. NCL (Bahamas) Ltd, UK Office, Mountbatten House, Grosvenor Square, Southampton,
SO15 2JU. ©2019 NCL Corporation Ltd. Ships’ Registry: Bahamas and United States of America. 6725.13.12.19
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THE BEST WAY TO SEE

THE MEDITERRANEAN
IS WITH THE BEST AT SEA

WITH INCLUDED
BUSINESS CLASS AIR AND MORE
ON SELECTED 2020 CRUISES

Seabourn is a world of all-inclusive, all-suite ultra-luxury, where space is generous and crowds are few;
where names and wine orders are remembered, preferences noted, and wishes granted before they are
spoken. A concept designed around an intimate boutique hotel, which combines visits to marquee cities
with hidden gems.

THE SEABOURN ALL-INCLUSIVE DIFFERENCE
●
●

●
●

●

●
●

●

Intimate ships with a private club atmosphere
Intuitive, personalised service provided by staff passionate
about exceeding guests expectations
All ocean-front suites, luxuriously appointed
Complimentary premium spirits and fine wines available
on board at all times
Welcome Champagne and complimentary in-suite bar stocked
with your preferences
Tipping is neither required, nor expected
World-class dining, further enhanced through a culinary
partnership with Chef Thomas Keller
All dining venues are complimentary, dine where, when and
with whom you wish
94
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SIGNATURE SAVINGS EVENT
Limited time. Limitless possibilities.

Book by 28/02/2020 and you may receive:
●

Included Business Class Air

●

Complimentary Suite Upgrade

●

Up to 600 minute internet package

●

Up to 15% savings on Combination Cruises

Book a Penthouse or Premium Suite and you may receive
up to $2,000 per suite onboard spend & unlimited internet.

7-NIGHT RIVIERAS & ROME

22 Apr 2020 | SEAB O URN OD Y S S E Y

Oceanfront Suite from £2,999pp | INCLUDED BUSINESS AIR

Barcelona, Palamas, Sète; Monte Carlo, Toulon, Ajaccio (Corsica), Livorno
(Florence/Pisa); Civitavecchia

7-NIGHT MALTESE & ROMAN SUNSETS
2 May 2020 | SEAB O UR N OVAT I ON

Veranda Suite from £2,999pp | INCLUDED BUSINESS AIR

Valletta, Naples, Civitavecchia (Rome), Bastia (Corsica), Toulon, Palamos,
Barcelona

7-NIGHT YACHTSMAN’S RIVIERA

9 May 2020 | SEAB O UR N OVAT I ON

Veranda Suite from £2,999pp | INCLUDED BUSINESS AIR

Barcelona, Palamos, San Tropez, Portofino, Portovenere, Le Lavandou,
Sete, Valencia, Barcelona

8-NIGHT RIVIERA & ITALIAN IDYLL

30 May 2020 | SEAB O U RN E NCOR E

Veranda Suite from £3,699pp | INCLUDED BUSINESS AIR
Valletta, Trapani, Golfo Aranci (Sardinia), Bastia (Corsica), La Ciotat,
St Tropez, Monte Carlo, Viareggio, Civitavecchia (Rome)

7-NIGHT ALLURING ITALY & RIVIERA
11 Jun 2020 | SEAB O U RN E NCOR E

Veranda Suite from £3,199pp | INCLUDED BUSINESS AIR

Rome (Civitavecchia), Livorno (Florence/Pisa), Portoﬁno, Bandol, Sete,
Palamos, Palma de Mallorca, Barcelona

Special Europe Air Offer includes:
Round trip Business Class Air
Complimentary transfers between airport
and ship

7-NIGHT ROMANCE OF THE RIVIERAS
18 Jul 2020 | S EAB O URN E NCOR E

Veranda Suite from £3,699pp | INCLUDED BUSINESS AIR

Barcelona, Ciutadella de Menorca, Le Lavandou, Monte Carlo, St Tropez,
Bastia (Corsica), Portovenere (Cinque Terre), Civitavecchia (Rome)

7-NIGHT ADRIATIC & GREEK GLORIES
25 Jul 2020 | SEABOURN ODYSSEY

Oceanfront Suite from £3,299pp | INCLUDED BUSINESS AIR

Venice, Vodice (Sibenik), Kotor; Corfu, Sami, Pylos, Milos, Piraeus (Athens)

11-NIGHT SPANISH MAGIC & MOROCCO
1 Aug 2020 | SEABOURN ENCORE

Veranda Suite from £4,999pp | INCLUDED BUSINESS AIR

Barcelona, Valencia, Cadiz (Seville), Portimao, Tangier, Motril (Granada),
Melilla (Spanish Morocco), Cartagena (Murcia), Cavalaire-sur-Mer,
Monte Carlo
Terms & Conditions *All fares are GBP, per guest, based on two guests travelling with the same itinerary and standard suite double-occupancy. Suite upgrades are subject to availability at the
time of booking. Promotional air oﬀers are subject to availability and valid only for guests residing in the UK. In the event that promotional Business Class Air is not available (at the sole
discretion of Seabourn) or for guests not wishing to utilise the promotional air oﬀer, a cruise reduction in the amount of £500 will be applied to the booking amount. Promotional Business Class
air oﬀer is based on promo code JB. Oﬀer applies to new bookings only made between 4/12/19 & 28/2/20. Oﬀer is capacity controlled, and may be modiﬁed or withdrawn without prior notice.
Other restrictions may apply, subject to the Passage Contract and Terms and Conditions available at www.seabourn.com. All savings amounts are included in fares shown. Seabourn reserves
the right to correct errors. Ships' registry: Bahamas. ©2019 Seabourn.
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HOTTEST
ANTHEM O F T H E
SUMMER

Speakers at the ready, Anthem of the Seas® is back and setting sail from the UK in
2020. This incredible ship is packed with unforgettable adventures, from bumper cars
to robotic bars, you can even rock out to a West-End show. And the excitement doesn’t
stop there. Experience the thrill of skydiving at sea or unwind in the adults-only solarium,
savour top-notch cuisine and watch the sunset from 300ft above the waves. And that’s before
you’ve even reached the extraordinary European destinations! Once you’ve stepped onboard, you’ll
never look back. So, wave goodbye to ordinary holidays and say hello to the hottest Anthem of the summer.

UP THE TEMPO
FlowRider®

HIT THE HIGH NOTES

The North Star

®

NOW ROCK OUT

CLASH AND BANG

Rock Walls

Bumper Cars

SHAKE IT OUT

DIAL IT DOWN

Bionic Bar

ENTERTAINMENT:
Cue the applause, because Anthem of
the Seas® is bursting with entertainment
for every night of your holiday. Belt out
your favourite Queen songs with the cast
of We Will Rock You, watch in wonder as
robotic screens dance before your very
eyes at Roboshow® and experience the
state-of-the-art projection performance,
Vistarama®.

Spa

FOOD:

ACTIVITIES:

TECHNOLOGY:

Foodies rejoice, because Anthem of
the Seas® has all the cuisine you could
ever dream of. Tuck into rustic Italian
fare at Jamie’s Italian or transport your
taste buds to Japan, with fresh sushi and
sashimi at Izumi.

You won’t believe how much there is to
do onboard Anthem of the Seas®. Jump
into the RipCord® by iFLY® skydiving
simulator and feel the rush as you
skydive on the top deck, put the pedal to
the metal on the bumper cars, and give
surfing a go on the FlowRider®.

Sail into the future and experience
deck upon deck of ground-breaking
tech. Skydive at sea and enjoy cocktails
shaken by robotic mixologists, see
the sunrise from your very own virtual
balcony or watch the sunset from a
viewing pod 300ft high above the ocean.
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FAM ILY S A L E NOW O N
BUY ONE CRUISE
FARE GET ONE

SAVE UP TO

KIDS
SAIL FROM

£125OFF
+
+
60 OFF YOUR STATEROOM £99
%

*

PP**

Offer ends 31 st March 2020
NORTHERN EUROPE
CITIES

ITALIAN
MEDITERRANEAN

DISCOVER THE
CANARIES

29 MAY 2020 | 8 NIGHTS
ANTHEM OF THE SEAS
Southampton, Zeebrugge (Bruges), Oslo,
Hamburg, Le Havre (Paris), Southampton

16 AUG 2020 | 14 NIGHTS
ANTHEM OF THE SEAS
Southampton, Gibraltar, Marseille (Provence),
Livorno (Florence/Pisa), Civitavecchia (Rome),
Genoa, Malaga, Lisbon, Southampton

6 SEP 2020 | 14 NIGHTS
ANTHEM OF THE SEAS
Southampton, Vigo, Lisbon, Cadiz (Seville),
Lanzarote, Gran Canaria, Tenerife, La Palma,
Funchal (Madeira), La Coruna, Southampton

Fares from

Interior

Guest 1

Guest 2

£1,437pp

£580pp

FREE

Ocean View
Balcony

UPGRADE

£1,641pp

£662pp

Fares from

Guest 1

Guest 2

Fares from

Guest 1

Guest 2

UPGRADE

Interior

£3,073pp £1,240pp

Interior

FREEpp
£2,048
UPGRADE

FREE

Ocean View

£3,344pp £1,348pp

Ocean View

£2,967pp £1,214pp

Balcony

£3,751pp £1,511pp

Balcony

£3,016pp £1,241pp

ITALIAN
MEDITERRANEAN

SUNSHINE IN THE
CANARIES

NORWEGIAN FJORDS

4 OCT 2020 | 13 NIGHTS
ANTHEM OF THE SEAS
Southampton, Malaga, Villefranche (Nice),
La Spezia (Florence/Pisa),
Civitavecchia (Rome), Cagliari, Gibraltar,
Southampton

17 OCT 2020 | 10 NIGHTS
ANTHEM OF THE SEAS
Southampton, Funchal (Madeira), Tenerife,
Gran Canaria, Lanzarote, Vigo, Southampton

14 MAY 2021 | 7 NIGHTS
ANTHEM OF THE SEAS
Southampton, Bergen, Geiranger, Alesund,
Stavanger, Southampton

Fares from

Guest 1

Guest 2

Interior

£2,324pp

£940pp

Ocean View
Balcony

Fares from

Guest 1

Guest 2

Interior

£2,048pp

£827pp

£2,596pp £1,048pp

Balcony

£2,320pp

£935pp

£2,868pp £1,157pp

Suite

£5,224pp £2,097pp

Fares shown are subject to availability and correct at the time of going to print. Please call or see our website www.bolsovercruiseclub.com for the most up to date offers and availability.

Fares from

Guest 1

Guest 2

Interior

£1,096pp

£445pp

Ocean View

£1,231pp

£499pp

Balcony

£1,299pp

£527pp
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CULINARY CORNER

T W I N

G I N G E R

S H O R T B R E A D
C O O K I E S

Rich butter and tangy ginger are the perfect companions in these Viking favourites.
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

230g unsalted butter, at room temperature

Preheat the oven to 175°C.

96g caster sugar

Cream together butter and sugar until
light and fluffy, add crystallized ginger,
grated ginger and walnuts.

80g crystallized ginger, chopped
14g ginger, grated
58g glazed walnuts, chopped
250g plain flour
1g salt

Using your hands, shape into 11/2inch balls; place 2 inches apart on an
ungreased baking sheet.

Bake until lightly browned, about 20
minutes.
Cool on a baking sheet for five
minutes, then transfer to a wire rack to
cool completely.

INTO THE BLUE 01246 819 819

Makes 24 cookies

Add flour and salt; beat with a mixer
on the low setting until mixture forms
a dough.

Using your fingers, press balls into
thick discs.
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Cookies will store in an airtight
container for up to two weeks.

TAKE ME THERE >
BRITISH ISLES
EXPLORER

✈
Flight
Included

Viking Venus | 31 May 2021 | 14 Nights
Fly from UK, Bergen (overnight in port),
Lerwick, Invergordon, Edinburgh, Kirkwall,
Ullapool, Belfast, Liverpool, Holyhead,
Dublin, Dover, Greenwich (overnight in port)
Cruise Club fares from pp

£5,235

Britain’s leading independent cruise line presents

Grand Round South America
& Amazon Discovery
First came the Incas, then the Conquistadors, now it’s your turn!

84 nights from £6299pp

Magellan Sails from London Tilbury

just £75pp per night

Thursday 7th January 2021
Book by
31st March 2020
4 continents - 18 countries
27 ports of call - 23,601 nautical miles!

Head south in search of South American
adventures with this epic voyage on board
Magellan. Take time to take in the wonder
of cruising the mighty Amazon River before
sailing to pulsating Rio, vibrant Buenos
Aires and eclectic Montevideo. Discover
the Tierra del Fuego, view Cape Horn and
cruise the spectacular fjords and channels
of Chile. There’s a chance to take an optional
overland visit to Machu Picchu in Peru and
the Ecuadorian capital of Quito in the Andes,
before transiting the Panama Canal to three
Central America highlights and Mexico. The
Bahamas, Bermuda and the Azores are all
delightful stepping stones across the Atlantic.

Save up to 50%
Cruise Itinerary

London Tilbury - Rotterdam (Netherlands) - Lisbon (Portugal) - Funchal (Madeira) - Las Palmas
(Gran Canaria) - Mindelo (Cape Verde) - Crossing the Equator - Santerem (Brazil) - Cruising
Amazon River - Icoaraci for Belem (Brazil) - Salvador (Brazil) - Rio de Janeiro (overnight, Brazil)
- Buenos Aires (overnight, Argentina) - Montevideo (Uruguay) - Port Stanley (Falkland Islands) Punta Arenas (Chile) - Cruising Alberto de Agostini National Park - Ushuaia (Argentina) - Viewing
Cape Horn - Cruising Beagle Channel - Cruising Magdalena & Magellan Straits - Cruising Darwin
& Moraleda Canals - Puerto Montt (Chile) - Valparaiso for Santiago (overnight, Chile) - Arica
(Chile) - Callao for Lima or Machu Picchu (Peru)# - Guayaquil for Quito (overnight, Ecuador)# Crossing the Equator - Transit Panama Canal - Puerto Limon (Costa Rica) - Roatan (Honduras)
- Belize City (Belize) - Cozumel (Mexico) - Freeport (Bahamas) - King’s Wharf (Bermuda) - Ponta
Delgada (Azores) - Vigo for Santiago de Compostela (Spain) - London Tilbury.

Cruise Highlights
• Amazon – The mighty Amazon River & Manaus, in
the heart of the Amazon rainforest, will amaze you.

• Ushuaia - Discover the ‘tip of the world’ at in
Patagonia’s Tierra del Fuego. Take the chairlift to view
the Martial Glacier and a panorama of the Beagle
Channel.

Accommodation (twin)

Full Fare

Saver Fare

You Save

£50,939

£25,469

£25,470

DS. De Luxe Suite

£46,309

£23,159

£23,150

JS. Junior Suite

£41,679

£20,839

£20,840

12. Premium

£25,939

£12,969

£12,970

11. Superior Plus

£24,079

£12,039

£12,040

9. Superior

£22,229

£11,119

£11110

8. Standard Plus

£19,919

£9959

£9960

7. Standard

£18,989

£9499

£9490

6. Standard

£18,529

£9269

£9260

Welcome to the world of Cruise & Maritime Voyages

Voyager^

£17,999

£8999

£9000

3. Superior Inner

£16,669

£8339

£8330

2020 marks the eleventh operational year of Cruise & Maritime Voyages and from the
beginning, we realised that many British cruisers prefer a more traditional cruise experience as
opposed to sailing on the vast mega resort style ships built today. With our fleet of six small to
medium sized classic style ships, we offer a more leisurely and friendly ‘home from home’ style
of cruising and maritime experience, accessible to a much wider choice of interesting and more
remote ports of call. Our aim has always been, and continues to be, on attaining high levels
of customer satisfaction by providing comfortable accommodation, delicious cuisine, stylish
entertainment and attentive service. We strive to ensure that our guests return home with many
fond memories and will want to cruise with us again and again.

1. Standard Inner

£13,429

£6719

£6710

Voyager^ Inner

£12,599

£6299

£6300

Singles

Full Fare

Saver Fare

You Save

10. Superior

£27,789

£13,899

£13,890

8S. Standard Plus

£24,889

£12,449

£12,440

7S. Standard

£23,739

£11,869

£11,870

5. Superior Inner

£20,839

£10,419

£10,420

• Buenos Aires - walk in the footsteps of Eva Peron
to discover the main sights of this elegant city, full of
culture and history, and Peronist connections.

- Traditional British cruise experience
- Mid-sized ship, carrying about 1250 guests
- Friendly and attentive service
- Four restaurants and alfresco grill
- A wide choice of comfortable lounges
- Spacious well-appointed cabins & suites
- Expansive sun decks, two pools & whirlpools
- Shows, cabarets, classics & guest speakers
- Fully-equipped gym and spa
- Bridge & card room, casino and library
- Coffee shop and ice cream bar

Save up to 50%
RS. Royal Suite

• Rio de Janeiro - An overnight stay offers the
opportunity to experience a colourful samba show
and ride the Sugarloaf Mountain cable car, as James
Bond did in the film Moonraker.

The impressive Magellan

Escape Winter
No fly Voyage

Half Price Singles
Supplement

• Falkland Islands - Visit the museum in Port
Stanley, the capital of the Falkland Islands since 1845,
where the islands life, community spirit and 1982
conflict are chronicled.

• Straits of Magellan - the safest route between the
Atlantic and Pacific oceans before the opening of the
Panama Canal.
• Chilean Fjords - Cruise through the narrows,
channels and fjords witnessing unparalleled scenic
splendour.
• Panama Canal - Transit the almost 50-mile long
canal through three sets of locks and Gatun Lake,
one of the world’s largest man-made lakes.

All categories with ocean view unless stated.

Offers subject to availability and may be withdrawn without notice. Terms and conditions apply visit www.cruiseandmaritime.com. Prices are per person based on two adults sharing a twin cabin. Gratuities at £6pp per night. Excludes visa
costs. Land by launch or tender. ^Voyager cabin guarantee (cabin allocated at ticketing stage). Highlights may be subject to pre-registering specifi c shore excursions and are subject to operation and weather conditions. #Certain
overland tours may depart from one port and end at a different port. Operated by South Quay Travel & Leisure trading as Cruise & Maritime Voyages ABTA V9945. G105.
5587
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Did you know...
A newspaper in Japan is made of
recycled paper and seeds. Once
you’ve finished reading it, tear it
into small pieces, plant it and it will
bloom flowers.

THE CRUISE CENTRE

THE CRUISE HOLIDAY SHOP

CONTACT US

6 Lindrick Way
Barlborough
Chesterfield S43 4XE

U78 High Street
Meadowhall Centre
Sheffield S9 1EP

Reservations: 01246 819 819
Administration: 01246 813 133
Web: bolsovercruiseclub.com

